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Abstract 
The Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 provided strengthened federal incentives 
for local hazard mitigation planning. In Rhode Island, this process is currently 
being carried out by each municipality with guidance from the Rhode Island 
Emergency Management Agency (RIEMA). This analysis of the local hazard 
mitigation planning process in Rhode Island is based on the author's 
participation in hazard mitigation planning in North Kingstown, and a review 
of the scholarly literature. 
Six points are identified on which Rhode Island's process could be improved: 
l) more use of specialized expertise, 2) continuous staffing of planning and 
implementation, 3) greater coordination between jurisdictions, 4) use of 
measurable evaluation criteria, 5) more public education, and 6) use of 
computerized analysis techniques. In order to achieve these improvements, it 
is recommended that RIEMA consider organizing multi-jurisdictional hazard 
mitigation planning, as is done in many other states. This would make it 
possible for plans to be authored and implemented by permanently employed 
professional hazard mitigation specialists. The result of this would be plans of 
higher quality with more effective implementation. With this approach, risks 
and vulnerabilities from natural hazards could be more effectively reduced for 
residents and businesses in Rhode Island. 
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Preface 
In the summer of 2004, the author, working as a Planning Intern for the town 
of North Kingstown, Rhode Island, carried out major revisions to the town's 
natural hazard mitigation plan. The plan had originally been written by an 
intern in 2002, but had subsequently failed to be approved by the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) due to deficiencies in some of the 
elements required under the Interim Final Rule ( 44 CFR Parts 201 and 206) 
which became effective in the same year. The 2004 revision of the plan took 
approximately two months and involved adding sections and information and 
reorganizing the document to match the contents required by the Rule, as well 
as updating information in the document. 
This report is an analysis of the local hazard mitigation planning process as it 
is currently carried out in Rhode Island. The analysis is partly based on the 
experience of revising a town 's hazard mitigation plan and partly on a review 
of the scholarly literature about the local role in mitigation planning. 
Particular attention is paid to the question of whether the procedure followed 
by towns in Rhode Island effectively generates significant substantive 
improvements in hazard risk or vulnerability in the towns. Using the hazard 
mitigation planning process of North Kingstown as a representative example, 
this report takes a case study approach, reflecting on the strengths and 
weaknesses of the process and suggesting changes which could improve its 
effectiveness. 
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Introduction 
Natural Hazards in Rhode Island 
A review of the history of Rhode Island is sufficient testimony to the 
significant impact that natural disasters have had on life in the state. Most 
notable in the record was the Great New England Hurricane of 1938, a 
category 3 storm with 121 mile per hour (mph) winds. The hurricane affected 
the Narragansett Bay area most strongly due to a storm surge 12-15 feet 
higher than normal maximum high tides (University of Rhode Island, Office 
of Marine Programs, 2005). Many whole neighborhoods were washed away, 
including over 100 beach cottages at Quonset Point, where nine people were 
killed. The death toll across the state was significant. Subsequent strong 
hurricanes occurred in 1954, 1955, 1985, and most recently in 1991, when 
hurricane Bob caused $115 million in property damage with its 105 mph 
winds (National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, Coastal 
Services Center, 1999). 
Blizzards have also caused substantial damage in Rhode Island. The Blizzard 
of 1978 made roads impassible for five days and left some areas without 
electricity for up to a week. The Narragansett Bay is also a regional hot spot 
for earthquake activity with 15 quakes recorded since 1928. 
Rhode Island's current vulnerabilities to natural disasters remain considerable. 
The risk from hurricanes alone has been estimated to include a one percent 
chance each year of losing $600-800 million in property damage (Institute for 
Business and Home Safety, 2000). Extensive redevelopment of coastal areas 
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where development was previously destroyed by hurricanes has set the stage 
for a potential repeat of the destruction the state experienced in 1938 (National 
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, 2005). The probability of a 
named storm directly striking Rhode Island in any given season is 
approximately 22% (Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory, 
2004). Rhode Island's position along a generally southward facing stretch of 
coastline makes it particularly susceptible to being hit by hurricanes, which 
generally move up the Atlantic coast from the south. The configuration of 
Narragansett Bay increases the likelihood of flooding in a hurricane due to 
funneling of high storm surge tides. Rhode Island is also considered to be at 
risk for droughts, blizzards, earthquakes, wildfires, and tomados. 
Hazard Mitigation 
The management of emergencies and natural disasters is generally considered 
to include four types of activities (O'Connor, 2005): I) mitigation is the 
reduction or elimination of future risk, 2) preparedness is a practiced state of 
readiness to respond, 3) response is an immediate action or relief that saves 
lives, and 4) recovery is the process of repair and restoration. Mitigation 
planning for natural hazards involves assessing a community's risks and 
vulnerabilities and enacting programs or policies designed to avoid, reduce, or 
offset the impacts of natural disasters on people and property. It includes both 
structural and non-structural activities. Examples of hazard mitigation 
activities include public education about hazard risks, emergency 
preparedness planning, implementation of land use and building regulations 
designed to reduce exposure and vulnerability to hazards, acquisition of 
properties in hazardous locations, and structure relocation or retrofitting 
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(Randolph, 2004). It has been estimated that for every dollar spent on hazard 
mitigation, two dollars are saved in disaster losses. Hazard mitigation makes a 
community more resilient and environmentally sustainable (Monday, 2004). 
The Federal Mandate 
The primary role of the federal government in disasters has traditionally been 
to provide local communities with assistance in emergency response and 
recovery after a disaster. In many cases, federal assistance has been provided 
repeatedly to the same properties for the same type of disaster loss, and used 
to rebuild structures in the same hazardous locations where losses are likely to 
recur, in effect subsidizing development in hazardous locations. Such 
experiences during the 1990's, along with advances in scientific abilities to 
predict risks and impacts of natural hazards, stimulated federal interest in pre-
disaster planning for prevention of hazard impacts. In particular, hazard 
mitigation includes the concept that the most hazardous locations should be 
left undeveloped. Local land use planning is an essential component of the 
mitigation process. 
In 1998 FEMA established a Hazard Mitigation Planning Division to promote 
and support the mitigation planning process by providing guidance to state, 
local, and tribal governments (FEMA, 2005). The Disaster Mitigation Act of 
2000 (DMA 2000, P.L. 106-390) amended the Robert T. Stafford Disaster 
Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (Stafford Act, P.L. 93-288) by creating 
incentives for states and local governments to develop and implement hazard 
mitigation plans. Specifically, DMA 2000 makes the availability of federal 
funds through its Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP) and Pre-Disaster 
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Mitigation (PDM) program contingent upon the existence of an approved local 
hazard mitigation plan. The act also established funding programs to assist 
communities in the development of these plans. 
FEMA guidance (FEMA, 2004; FEMA, 2002) encourages communities to 
integrate hazard mitigation planning with comprehensive planning by 
systematically identifying and carrying out actions that will reduce long term 
risks to life and property, and doing so in an open, public process. The 
mitigation planning process is described as having four phases: 1) organize 
resources, 2) assess risks, 3) develop a mitigation plan, and 4) implement the 
plan and monitor progress. In 2002 the Interim Final Rule ( 44 CPR Parts 201 
and 206) was published clarifying the contents required in a local hazard 
mitigation plan. An outline of the required contents is as follows: 
I . Documentation of the planning process 
2. Risk assessment 
1. Description of all natural hazards that can affect the jurisdiction 
11. Description of the jurisdiction's vulnerability to the hazards 
described 
A. Buildings and facilities located in hazard areas 
B. Estimate of potential dollar losses to vulnerable 
structures 
C. Description of land uses and development trends 
m. For multi-jurisdictional plans, the risks of each jurisdiction 
3. Mitigation strategy 
1. Mitigation goals 
11. Analysis of mitigation actions 
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111. Action plan, including prioritization according to cost-benefit 
review 
iv. For multi-jurisdictional plans, action items specific to the 
jurisdiction requesting approval 
4. Plan maintenance process 
1. Monitoring, evaluation and updating within a five year cycle 
11. Incorporation of the plan into other planning mechanisms 
111. Public participation in the plan maintenance process 
5. Formal adoption of the plan by the governing body of the jurisdiction 
Local hazard mitigation plans must be approved by the state emergency 
management agency as being consistent with the state hazard mitigation plan 
before going to FEMA for final review and approval. 
Hazard Mitigation in Rhode Island 
The Rhode Island Emergency Management Agency (RIEMA) is currently 
coordinating the development or implementation of local hazard mitigation 
plans in all of the 39 towns and cities in the state (RIEMA, 2005). Funding 
from FEMA's Project Impact have been applied to this effort, and FEMA 
recently gave Rhode Island its Outstanding State award in recognition of the 
state's success in incorporating hazard mitigation into the local planning 
process. Additionally, Rhode Island is one of two Showcase States, working 
with the Institute for Business and Home Safety, an insurance industry group, 
to demonstrate how states can take on comprehensive hazard mitigation 
planning (Institute for Business and Home Safety, 2000). 
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Rhode Island's quickness to embrace local hazard mitigation planning has 
made each of its municipalities pioneers in the fulfillment of FEMA' s new 
mandate. The hazard mitigation plan of the town of North Kingstown is 
included in Appendix Bas an example of the results of this effort. The town's 
planning process involved the creation of a hazard mitigation committee, 
which met throughout the spring and summer of 2002 to assess the town's 
vulnerabilities and decide on an action plan. The resulting document, which 
after revision, has been approved by RIEMA and FEMA and incorporated into 
the town's comprehensive plan, contains information about historical disasters 
which struck the town, a survey of emergency response resources available at 
each of the businesses in the town, an assessment of risks and vulnerabilities, 
and an action plan listing 72 actions the town is taking to reduce these risks. 
The effectiveness with which this planning process has addressed the goals of 
hazard mitigation can be assessed by first reviewing the relevant scholarly 
literature on effective local hazard mitigation planning. 
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Literature Review 
Elements Contributing to Effective Local Hazard Mitigation 
Scholarly writings on the topic of hazard mitigation planning are in agreement 
that local land use planning is essential and can be a highly effective approach 
to reducing hazard risks and losses if done well (Burby, 1999; Prater, 1999, 
Hazard Reduction and Recovery Center, 2005, Natural Hazards Center, 2005). 
State emergency management agencies are reportedly quite satisfied with the 
effects of federal grant programs available for local mitigation projects 
(General Accounting Office, 2002). 
Research shows that strong state or federal incentives or mandates are 
necessary in order to induce local jurisdictions to take up hazard mitigation 
planning and that these policies are effective at reducing hazard losses (May 
and Burby, 1996; Burby, 2005). Some scholars have called upon the federal 
government to have restraint in paying for disaster losses so as to break the 
cycle of subsidizing development in hazard vulnerable locations. The federal 
government has also been called upon to resolve the legal issues that currently 
prevent local jurisdictions and states from using strong, non-compensatory 
land use controls to prevent hazard vulnerable development, due to the fear of 
"takings" litigation (Platt, 1999 and 1996; Burby, 1999). 
Unfortunately, studies conducted in the 1990's found many problems with the 
state of local hazard mitigation planning during that decade, including lack of 
planning in many areas or reactive plans of poor quality (Godschalk, 1999). 
Additionally, one expert source noted that implementation of plans is often 
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poorly carried out (Gordon, 2005), sometimes due to short term staffing of 
hazard mitigation planning and lack of knowledge of the plan on the part of 
town officials. This low level of implementation can cause hazard mitigation 
to be a process lacking in substance. 
The recipe for highly successful hazard mitigation planning, according to 
research, is to incorporate it into local comprehensive planning. Evaluation 
methods should be determined early on in the planning process, so that 
benchmarks for improvement can be established (Gordon, 2005). 
Because hazard risks vary according to natural geography, such as coastlines 
and watersheds, and not jurisdictional boundaries, it is necessary that the 
process include cooperation between jurisdictions and among all levels of 
government (May and Burby, 1996; Platt, 2005). 
A public process is ideal since it increases public awareness of risks (Burby, 
1999). However, this is difficult to achieve, since public interest in natural 
hazards is generally low (Godschalk, Brody, and Burby, 2003). Therefore, an 
active approach to public education and soliciting participation is necessary. 
Sophisticated software and quantitative methods are helpful tools for the 
assessment and quantification of risks and vulnerabilities. They are also 
helpful in the prioritization of mitigation activities according to their costs and 
benefits (Flax, Jackson, and Stein, 2002; Odeh, 2002). These methods are 
currently under development, most notably FEMA's HAZUS software 
(FEMA, 2005). General GIS software can also be used for conducting 
vulnerability analysis. 
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The quality of local hazard mitigation plans has been found to increase with 
increasing investment of resources in the process (Prater, 1999). The 
availability of professional staff with specialized expertise in hazard 
mitigation is essential to the success of the process (Gordon, 2005 ; Platt, 
2005). 
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Analysis 
Critique of Hazard Mitigation in Rhode Island 
Comparing the characteristics of ideal local hazard mitigation planning as 
described in the literature to how it is actually being done in Rhode Island 
reveals both strengths and weaknesses. Most notably, it is impressive that all 
of the 39 towns and cities in the state have committed to write a hazard 
mitigation plan. This high rate of participation has been achieved through 
RIEMA's outreach efforts to the municipalities in combination with the 
strengthened incentives provided in the DMA 2000, and has earned for Rhode 
Island FEMA's Outstanding State award. In this way, hazard mitigation has 
become an accepted part of local comprehensive planning and been added to 
the agenda of the planning community in the state. The production of the 
North Kingstown Hazard Mitigation Plan and formation of the town's hazard 
mitigation committee, for example, has stimulated greater awareness and 
understanding of hazards and the inclusion of hazard considerations in the 
town 's comprehensive plan and emergency operations. 
Public participation in production of the plan included a public workshop, at 
least two public hearings before the town council, and the inclusion of 
members of the public on the hazard mitigation committee. Thus, ample 
opportunity was provided for members of the public to give input. Public 
education is also included in the town's action plan in the form of information 
brochures for property owners and renters informing them of their hazard 
risks. Given the low level of public interest in natural hazards and the 
importance of mitigation actions taken by individuals and businesses 
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(Godschalk, Brody, and Burby, 2003), the scholarly literature would seem to 
suggest that towns should also consider promoting hazard and risk awareness 
more actively through public workshops, school presentations, etc. Training 
sessions for key town staff should also be undertaken. 
Intergovernmental cooperation was achieved by sending the plan to 
neighboring municipalities for their review and through state level review by 
RIEMA and federal review by FEMA. This element of the planning process 
could certainly be taken to a higher level through collaborative planning 
between neighboring municipalities. Given the common geographies and 
hazard risks of neighboring towns and the specialized knowledge and skills 
necessary to plan for hazards, common hazard mitigation planning could 
result in efficiencies for all municipalities involved. The planning of 
evacuation routes would also benefit from multi-jurisdictional cooperation. 
The resources that were invested in the planning process primarily consisted 
of full-time paid interns working on the plan over the course of many months. 
These interns were graduate students in the planning program at the 
University of Rhode Island, and the creation of the hazard mitigation plan 
partly served as an educational experience for them. Limited technical 
assistance was available from RIEMA and FEMA Region 1, and hazard maps 
were provided by the URI Environmental Data Center. However the work 
was, for the most part, an independent effort by the town, making the 
limitations on resources available a very real concern. 
This process produced a plan of sufficient quality in time for the applicable 
deadline using resources readily available to the town. Given the complexity 
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of natural hazards, it can certainly be argued that the quality of a plan and 
efficiency with which it is produced could be higher if it is authored by a 
professional hazard mitigation specialist, although this approach would be 
more expensive and would sacrifice the educational value of the process for 
student interns. Hazard mitigation planning has excellent educational value 
for students. However, given its complexity; a student would perhaps be more 
appropriate in an assisting role rather than authoring a plan. Alternatively, the 
quality and efficiency of the process could be improved by the provision of 
more extensive technical assistance from the state. At the very least, staff 
members should be available, who have detailed familiarity with FEMA's 
requirements and can advise towns on methods of achieving these. 
Ongoing implementation of the planning process is overseen by a principal 
planner of the town, who also supervised the interns in writing and revising 
the plan. The Police Department also took an active interest in the 
implementation called for in the plan. It can be argued, however, that 
implementation might be improved if carried out by the same staff that wrote 
the plan, and therefore has intimate familiarity with it, and if this were a 
permanent employee of the town. 
The challenge of using sophisticated techniques to assess hazard 
vulnerabilities and generate quantitative estimates of potential losses was not 
accomplished in the current plan and remains in the town's plans for the 
future. This is an example of one aspect of hazard mitigation planning in 
which professional authorship, or more extensive technical assistance is 
needed, since these calculations require specialized training and software. 
Quantified estimates of hazard risks help to better inform cost-benefit review 
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and decisions regarding the prioritization of mitigation actions. 
Unfortunately, the limited resources of a town working independently do not 
generally make this high level of rigorous analysis a reasonable expectation. 
Committee meetings to evaluate and update the plan are required twice yearly. 
This schedule will provide good opportunities for the plan to be continuously 
improved. The protocol for evaluation could be improved further with the 
addition of specific methods of evaluation including measurable criteria. 
These criteria could take the form of reductions to risk or vulnerability ratings 
relative to benchmarks set by the initial vulnerability analysis. This is another 
example in which extensive technical assistance or professional staff expertise 
would be helpful. It is also an example of the importance of substantive 
content in hazard mitigation plans as opposed to simply following the process 
and using the required terminology. FEMA reviewers should carefully 
evaluate plans for such important elements of substantive content. 
Overall, local hazard mitigation planning is clearly progressing and improving 
rapidly in Rhode Island and in the town of North Kingstown. However, 
further improvements could be achieved on the following points: 
l) More specialized expertise either doing the planning or providing 
extensive technical assistance to the planner, 
2) Long-term, continuous staff for plan writing and implementation, 
3) More coordination between towns sharing common geographies, 
4) Ongoing public education and staff training, 
5) Measurable criteria for evaluation of plans, and 
6) More sophisticated methods of risk and vulnerability analysis. 
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The following procedural change is suggested as a way of simultaneously 
addressing all of these points and achieving more substantive and effective 
hazard mitigation planning. 
Recommendation for improvement 
Given the limited resources that municipalities have available to put towards 
hazard mitigation, the state and its municipalities should consider multi-
jurisdictional hazard mitigation planning, in which groups of towns that share 
common geographic situations would share a common hazard mitigation plan. 
The multi-jurisdictional approach is commonly used in hazard mitigation in 
other states, sometimes including over forty jurisdictions in one plan, and 
many areas plan at the county level rather then by individual municipalities. 
Hazard mitigation planning at the town level is in fact rare outside Rhode 
Island, as it is generally recognized that hazard mitigation is a more 
specialized activity than can be reasonably be expected of all but the largest 
municipalities. 
Multi-jurisdictional planning should be coordinated and partly funded by 
RIEMA, which would organize the towns into "hazard mitigation zones" and 
provide a hazard mitigation expert to work for each zone. By grouping 
together into "hazard mitigation zones", towns would be better able to afford a 
full-time hazard mitigation specialist to write their hazard mitigation plans and 
oversee ongoing implementation. This would be a boon to already 
overextended town planners, who would have more time available for other 
planning concerns. It would also improve the quality and consistency of 
hazard mitigation planning. Each town would be represented on the hazard 
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mitigation committee and the town planners would remain involved in the 
process. RIEMA's role would be merely organizational and supportive, while 
the towns, acting as a group within each zone would be in control of the 
planning and implementation process. An example of how the state could be 
divided into hazard mitigation zones is shown below in Figure 1. 
Hazard Zone 4 
Hazard Zone 3 Hazard Zone 2 
Hazard Zone 1 
FEMA guidance specifies that 
multi-jurisdictional plans must 
document how each jurisdiction 
was involved in the planning 
process, must specify which 
hazard risks apply in which 
jurisdictions, and must include 
action items assigned to each 
jurisdiction. In this way it is 
ensured that the local details of 
each municipality are accounted 
for in the planning. The major 
challenge of the multi-
jurisdictional approach would be 
coordinating and funding the 
process. RIEMA's guidance and 
active involvement with this 
would be essential for success. 
Figure 1. Possible hazard zone groupings. 
This reorganization of the planning process would give the benefits of 
professional quality and efficiency to the planning effort while still keeping 
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each town in control of decisions about actions for which it will be 
responsible. Each of the points where improvement is needed, as highlighted 
by the preceding critique, could be more easily addressed with this approach. 
The hazard mitigation officer responsible for each hazard zone would author a 
multi-jurisdictional plan for the towns in that zone and would carry out 
ongoing implementation and updates of the plan. This officer would also be 
responsible for conducting ongoing public education and staff training 
sessions. This individual would be part of the emergency response command 
structure. This approach would achieve far better follow-through and 
institutional memory than interns or consultants can provide by giving 
responsibility to a full-time permanent staff person. A specialist in hazard 
mitigation would also have more detailed knowledge about hazards and how 
to evaluate and prioritize hazard mitigation actions, as well as greater capacity 
to use sophisticated tools such as HAZUS and GIS software. Figures 2 and 3 
show examples of how GIS generated graphics can be highly effective for 
analyzing and communicating hazard risks. Since the hazard mitigation 
specialist would be working for a group of towns, cooperative programs and 
planning between the jurisdictions would happen automatically where 
appropriate. 
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Figure 2. The flood zone predicted by the SLOSH model in a category 3 hurricane 
at high tide along the Charlestown shore. The maximum predicted surge height is 
approximately 15 ft. above normal high tide with wave heights additional. 
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Figure 3. A GIS analysis like this one for New Hanover, NC, displays the locations 
where environmental risks, such as flooding, overlap with social vulnerabilities, such as 
low rates of car ownership. 
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Conclusion 
Hazard mitigation planning can be a highly effective approach to the 
protection of life and property from natural disasters, and it is an important 
component of sustainable development. Rhode Island's advances in local 
hazard mitigation planning are progressing well and are likely to reap 
significant benefits for the state. Nevertheless, potential exists to continue 
refining and improving the way the process is carried out in order to achieve 
even greater quality of planning and long term benefits. 
The results of this assessment suggest that Rhode Island's local hazard 
mitigation process should ideally take place at a slightly larger geographic 
scale, while leaving control in the hands of the municipalities. This can be 
achieved through coordinated multi-jurisdictional planning. Hazard 
mitigation is a complex and information intensive undertaking, which benefits 
from more specialized knowledge and techniques than municipalities 
realistically have the capacity to provide. Expert leadership would ensure that 
the hazard mitigation process results in substantive improvements to the level 
of risk and vulnerability in Rhode Island towns. With RIEMA coordinating 
the process and a professional hazard mitigation specialist working for the 
towns of each hazard mitigation zone, local hazard mitigation planning could 
be taken to a higher level of rigor, continuity, and effectiveness. 
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Appendix A 
Changes Made to Hazard Mitigation Plan, Summer 2004: 
In response to reviewer comment: 
Documentation of the Planning Process 
Added Appendix Eon Committee membership and 
meetings, etc. 
Profiling Hazard Events 
Added new info on future probability for each hazard 
according to instructions in How-To Guide and some more 
historic info on past events. 
Assessing Vulnerability: Overview 
Added Vulnerability Overview Section organized by hazard. 
Assessing Vulnerability: Highlighted Sections 
Created section on development trends including map of 
Quonset, added Action # 18 (detailed analysis of 
vulnerabilities and estimation of potential losses). 
Identification and Analysis of Mitigation Measures 
Prioritized action items. Added discussion in section 3.0 on 
how ideas were generated, selected for implementation, and 
prioritized. 
Implementation of Mitigation Measures 
Created section on prioritization 
In response to How-To Guide: 
Identify Hazards: Tasks A and B 
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Re-categorized hazards according to event type rather then 
impact type. 
Followed instructions for evaluating the risk of each hazard. 
Identified hurricanes and costal storms as the focus of the 
plan. 
Rated level of risk from each hazard. 
Profile hazards: 
Added info on costal erosion during hurricanes. 
Added info on hurricane activity cycles of tropical Atlantic. 
In response to 2004 Guidance: 
Assess Vulnerability: 
- Added general discussion of hypothetical storm losses. 
Mitigation Strategy 
Added goals. 
Moved objectives to right hand column of matrix. 
Implementation of Actions 
- Added description of prioritization of actions including costs 
and benefits. 
Monitoring, Evaluating, and Updating the Plan 
Changed headings to match guidance terminology. 
Added paragraph on evaluation criteria. 
In response to RIEMA checklist: 
Identifying Hazards: 
- Added section on tornadoes. 
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General: 
Organization: 
Additions: 
Deletions: 
Inserted maps and risk assessment matrix into text. 
Spilt up cultural and recreational resources. 
Improved organization of action plan. 
Changed organization to better mirror FEMA guidance. 
Added streets to infrastructure section of action plan. 
Added docks to recreation section. 
Added map of historic storm tracks and chart of population 
increase from NOAA website. 
Added RIEMA stats. on percentage of acreage and 
population in flood and storm surge zones 
Updated national flood insurance stats. 
Updated building code info. 
Added references section. 
Described applicability to man-made hazards. 
Added action item for improvements to repetitive loss 
properties. 
Included town's CRS rating. 
Deleted action item on relocation of Quonset wastewater 
facility at request ofEDC. 
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The North Kingstown Hazard Mitigation Plan 
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Purpose: The purpose of this report is to recommend actions and policies for 
the Town of North Kingstown to minimize the social and economic loss and 
disruption associated with natural hazard events. Hazard mitigation is an 
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1.0 - Introduction 
Hazard mitigation is a set of actions and policies designed to reduce the impacts of 
naturally occurring disasters on people and property. Advances in the ability to predict 
the occurrence and effects of natural disasters, from severe storms to earthquakes, have 
provided government bodies with an opportunity to prepare for them. Although many of 
the actions described in this plan are also applicable to man-made hazards, such as 
terrorism and technological accidents, mitigation of these hazards is primarily covered in 
the town's Emergency Operations Plan. Disaster preparation can have enormous 
benefits in lessened loss of life, economic and social impacts, and post-disaster recovery 
time. This process is an important part of the effort to develop a sustainable community, 
which is resilient and continues to thrive over time. 
Benefits of Hazard Mitigation 
The most immediate benefit of natural hazard mitigation planning is the reduction and 
elimination of the negative impacts of natural disasters in terms of lost life and property. 
With adequate preparation the Town can significantly reduce the economic and social 
disruptions caused by natural disasters and reduce the costs of recovery for the town, 
local businesses, and residents. It has been estimated that for every dollar spent on 
hazard mitigation, two dollars are saved in disaster losses. 
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) offers three distinct incentives for 
the adoption of local hazard mitigation plans. Firstly FEMA's Pre-Disaster Mitigation 
(PDM) grant program and Flood Mitigation Assistance (FMA) program provide grants for 
activities designed to mitigate the effects of floods and other disasters in a community. 
Funds from these grants can go to acquisition, relocation, and retrofitting of structures 
but are only available if an approved hazard mitigation plan is in place. Secondly, a 
hazard mitigation plan can expedite the approval process for receiving money after a 
federally declared disaster through the FEMA Post-Disaster Hazard Mitigation Grant 
Program (HMGP). Finally, a mitigation plan can be counted towards credit points in 
FEMA's Community Rating System (CRS). Points are awarded for having the plan, as 
well as for going through the various steps involved in creating the plan, including having 
community involvement and coordinating with other agencies. The better a community's 
CRS score, the greater the discounts provided on individual property owner's National 
Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) premiums. Currently, North Kingstown has a CRS 
rating of 9, which entitles property owners to a 5% discount on flood insurance. 
Goal Statement 
The goal of this hazard mitigation plan is to identify areas at risk from natural hazards 
and develop policies and plans of action that could be implemented to reduce the 
impacts of natural hazards on the residents, properties, and natural resources of North 
Kingstown. A high priority is placed on protecting the safety of residents and visitors 
alike. The town's many historic buildings and coastal resources are of special concern. 
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Planning Process 
The North Kingstown Hazard Mitigation Committee was convened in January of 2002 
and included the Town Manager, Town safety officials, Department of Public Works, the 
Building Official , town planners, an RIEDC representative, community members, and 
representatives from the North Kingstown Chamber of Commerce. Meetings held on a 
monthly basis featured discussions of the goals of hazard mitigation, the risks North 
Kingstown faces from natural hazards, the T awn's vulnerabilities, and steps the Town 
could take to reduce its vulnerabilities to those hazards. Technical aid , research, and 
meeting facilitation were provided by the North Kingstown Department of Planning and 
Development. Maps developed by the University of Rhode Island Environmental Data 
Center using Geographic Information System data detail both hazard risks and 
vulnerabilities. These maps were reviewed by the committee and used as a guide in the 
initial plan discussions (Maps 1 & 2). 
Public participation is an integral part of the planning process. In the data gathering 
stage and throughout the planning process, public input was achieved through additional 
committee members including representatives from South County Nursing and 
Rehabilitation Center, RI Air National Guard, and Amateur Radio. A workshop was held 
on September 19, 2002 to gather further input from the public at-large. Additional public 
comment was received when the Town Council reviewed the plan for submission to 
RIEMA and FEMA. This action required a public hearing before the town council. The 
plan was also distributed to the surrounding communities of South Kingstown, East 
Greenwich, Exeter, Warwick, Narragansett and Jamestown for their review and 
consideration. 
The creation of the North Kingstown Hazard Mitigation Plan implements Action 
NC.1.18.1 of the Town's Comprehensive Plan, which states, "Prepare a hazard 
mitigation plan." This action is included in the Natural and Cultural Resources element 
of the comprehensive plan under Goal NC.1 Protect, Preserve, and Where Possible, 
Restore the Natural Resources of North Kingstown. The plan specifically addresses 
Objective NC.1.18, which calls for developing strategies to protect the community from 
the impacts of natural hazards. After approval by RIEMA and FEMA, the Hazard 
Mitigation Plan will be adopted by the North Kingstown Town Council and Planning 
Commission and be incorporated as an amendment to the town's Comprehensive Plan. 
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2.0 - Risk and Vulnerability Assessment 
The risk of and vulnerability to various forms of natural hazards is determined by a 
myriad of factors. The geographic and natural features of the town play an important 
role in determining to what extent the town is at risk from natural hazards. The natural 
hazards that pose risks to North Kingstown are, in order of risk level, hurricanes (high 
risk) , severe winter weather (medium risk), droughts (medium risk), wildfires (low risk) , 
earthquakes (low risk), and tornadoes (minimal risk) . Vulnerability is essentially 
determined by identifying the town's weak points; weak points are those locations and 
features most susceptible to serious disruption or damage from natural hazards. These 
areas of greatest vulnerability are shown in maps 1 and 2. 
North Kingstown is a 
Table 1. Historic Natural Hazard Events in North Kingstown coastal community in 
Name/Date of Storm 
Hurricane of 1938 
Earthquake - 1951 
Hurricane Carol - 1954 
Wildfire - 1968 
Wildfire - 197 4 
Blizzard - 1978 
Hurricane Gloria - 1985 
Hurricane Bob - 1991 
Damaged Areas 
Historical marker in on the Gregory 
Building in Wickford village shows the 
high water mark from this storm. One 
hundred small cottage homes on 
Quonset Point were destroyed and nine 
people died there. Homes in Wickford 
were flooded, some destroyed. Many 
boats from the harbor were destroyed 
including the fishing fleet. 
Epicenter in Kingston, measured 4.6 on 
the Richter Scale 
Historic Marker on the West Main Street 
Highway Garage in Wickford village 
shows the high water mark from this 
storm. Homes stripped from their 
foundations and upended at Poplar 
Point. Military facilities at Quonset Point 
flooded. 
500 acres in the Slocum area 
300 acres in the Slocum area 
Town Services shut down for a week. 
Boathouse at Town Beach was blown 
down and much sand was washed 
away. Salt spray led to extensive 
defoliation of trees. 
Boats washed ashore and piled on 
lawns fronting Wickford Harbor. Docks 
damaged. 
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the northeastern 
portion of the United 
States situated on the 
Narragansett Bay in 
the State of Rhode 
Island. The town is 
landlocked on three 
sides with the Bay 
forming its eastern 
boundary. The Hunt 
River forms the 
northern border of the 
town while the 
Annaquatucket and 
Pettaquamscutt 
(Narrow) Rivers both 
run through the 
southern portions of 
the town. Significant 
coastal features 
along the town's 
approximately 30 
mile coast include 
Allen Harbor, 
Quonset Point, 
Wickford Harbor, and 
Bissel Cove. There 
are approximately 
6,343 acres of 
wetlands (22.6%) and 
14, 085 acres of forest 
(49.8%) in the town. 
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Critical Facilities 
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2.1 Risks Assessment 
Hurricanes and Coastal Storms 
As a coastal community, North Kingstown is highly susceptible to the effects of 
hurricanes and nor'easters, especially the coastal flooding associated with these events. 
Hurricanes are tropical based storms that travel north up the Atlantic coast and feature 
heavy rain and high velocity winds. Hurricanes occur in the late summer to early fall , as 
opposed to nor'easters, which are similar to hurricanes in effect but occur in the winter 
months. Both types of storm can cause large amounts of damage across a wide area. 
Because hurricanes and coastal storms are the major natural hazards that the town 
faces on a regular basis, they are the primary focus of this hazard mitigation plan. 
The probability of a named storm directly hitting Rhode Island in any given hurricane 
season is currently estimated at approximately 22% (Atlantic Oceanographic and 
Meteorological Laboratory, 2004). Map 3 shows the storm tracks of the 24 major 
coastal storms that have made land fall within 100 miles of North Kingstown in the past 
50 years. Rhode Island has had between 1 and 2 presidential disaster declarations due 
to hurricanes between 1965 and 2000 (FEMA, 2002). The town's history includes 
several severe storms, including hurricanes and nor'easters, which have caused 
significant levels of damage to North Kingstown (Table 1 ). Damage in these storm 
events came primarily from two elements, flooding and wind. 
Floods are the most common type of natural disaster. Flooding during a hurricane can 
be caused by heavy rains and storm surge tides that rise from the sea up to 25 ft. higher 
than the normal high water level. Locations in North Kingstown that are vulnerable to 
flooding due to heavy rain events are indicated as flood zones on Maps 1 and 2. Those 
that are vulnerable to inundation from the sea are indicated on Map 2 as "SLOSH" 
hurricane evacuation areas 
North Kingstown has land area in all three levels of flood zones as designated by FEMA 
(NFIP). Floodplains in the town include "A" zones subject to a 100-year flood, "V" zones 
subject to a 100-year flood characterized by breaking wave action, and "X" zones 
subject to a 500-year flood. A 100-year flood has a one percent chance of occurring in 
any given year, and a 500-year flood has a 0.2% chance of occurring in any given year. 
FEMA designated flood zones are determined based on the elevation of the land and 
indicate areas that would be flooded in the event of heavy rains. Development, including 
simply paving , can increase the height and extent of flooding due to the loss of ground 
permeability. 
The National Hurricane Center's Sea, Lake, and Overland Surges from Hurricanes 
model (SLOSH) shows areas subject to inundation from the sea in the event of a 
hurricane (Map 2) . The SLOSH model depicts the "worst case scenario" taking into 
account wind speed and direction, tides, and the topography of the land. Future sea 
level rise and coastal erosion will increase the area and extent of damage caused by 
coastal flooding. 
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Map 3. Historical storm tracks making landfall within 100 miles of North 
Kingstown in the past 50 years. 
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In addition to wind and flooding , erosion is a hazard that can threaten life and property 
during a coastal storm. The Coastal Resources Management Program has documented 
shoreline change and average erosion rates. The location with the most severe erosion 
in North Kingstown is the Narragansett Bay shoreline from Pojac Point to just north of 
the Mount View neighborhood. This area is considered to be a "Category A" critical 
erosion area (CRMC), and is eroding at an average rate of 2.2 ft. annually. 
Development in this area must be set back at least 75ft. from a coastal feature, or 150 ft . 
in the case of a development of more than four units. The rest of the town's shoreline 
either has an erosion rate of less than 2 ft. per year or is actually accreting. Narrow 
barrier beaches, such as those at Casey Point, Green Point, and Bissel Cove can also 
be affected by significant erosion. A single large storm event can drastically change the 
shoreline depending on coastal soil conditions. 
Boat damaged and washed ashore during the 1938 Hurricane. Photograph courtesy of Richard Bowen. 
T bl 2 H a e urr1cane c * ate_g_o_!Y 
Category Wind Speed Storm Surge (MPH) (Fl) 
1 74 - 95 4-5 
2 96 - 110 6-8 
3 111 - 130 9-12 
4 131 - 155 13 - 18 
5 > 155 > 18 
* Based on the Saffir/Simpson Hurricane-Scale Ranges 
Hurricanes are classified by wind speed into five 
types. Table 2 outlines these five hurricane 
categories. Rhode Island is considered to be 
susceptible to a direct landing of storms from 
categories I through IV. It has been estimated that 
North Kingstown's peak wind gust in a typical 100 
year period is likely to be between 110 and 125 
MPH (HAZUS-MH). Hurricanes reaching the New 
England region experience an increase in forward 
motion that compensates for decreased wind 
speeds so that lower class hurricanes can 
potentially cause considerably more damage than 
would normally be expected. 
Rhode Island has an increased susceptibility to hurricanes due to its position, along with 
Connecticut and Massachusetts, on a landform that juts eastward into the Atlantic 
Ocean. Also, the configuration of the Narragansett Bay can have a funneling effect on 
the tidal surges accompanying hurricanes causing high levels of coastal flooding in the 
upper portions of the bay. 
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Poplar Point property after the 1938 Hunicane. Photograph courtesy of Richard Bowen. 
The most significant storm to hit North Kingstown was the hurricane of 1938, a category 
three storm. Wind speeds as high as 121 miles per hour were reported and there was 
severe coastal flooding. 
The following has been taken from a first-hand account of the 1938 hurricane written by 
Alice Armington of Poplar Point on September 21, 1938. 
" ... I wandered around from window to window looking out on a boiling ocean with 
wharves and boats and big timbers being towed about like rubber balls ... Then the cellar 
doors on the water side blew in and the winds rushed up through the floors and all the 
linoleum rose up .. . l looked out the south window to where the Richardson house should 
be, nothing there .. .Both that house and garage and the Kilgus house and garage had 
been torn to kindling wood and carried across the road and into the lots beyond ... About 
an hour after I got out of the larger house, it split up and was carried off into the lot 
across the road .. .By some miracle it didn't hit the cottage where I was as it went by. " 
In the hurricane of 1938, a summer colony at Quonset lost 100 cottages and nine people 
were killed. Many homes were destroyed throughout the town and Wickford village in 
particular was hard hit. Students were trapped overnight in Wickford Elementary School 
and many of the elm trees lining Main Street were downed. A bronze plaque at the 
corner of Main and Brown Streets shows the historic high water mark from this storm. 
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Poplar Point property after the 1938 Hurricane. Photograph courtesy of Richard Bowen. 
Since 1900, 33 hurricanes have directly or indirectly struck Rhode Island, so one can 
easily expect further hurricane activity in the future (Rhode Island Hurricane Evacuation 
Study Technical Data Report, 1995). If the predicted effects of global warming are 
correct, than hurricanes and other severe storms will occur with more frequency and 
intensity in the future, increasing the chances of a hurricane reaching Rhode Island's 
shores. 
The devastating hurricanes that struck Rhode Island during the early and mid 1900s 
were part of a period of increased hurricane formation in the tropical Atlantic. Between 
1970 and 1994 the Atlantic had a period of below normal hurricane formation. In the mid 
1990s a new period of increased hurricane activity began due to warmer surface water 
temperatures in the tropical Atlantic. Therefore, the likelihood of a major hurricane 
striking Rhode Island is currently greater then it was during most of the past several 
decades. 
Because the town's most damaging hurricanes occurred over fifty years ago, many new 
residents are unaware of the seriousness of the risk. As coastal population has 
increased, locations where development was previously destroyed by hurricanes have 
been redeveloped, some with particularly vulnerable structures. Figure 2 shows the 
increasing population of Washington County along with major hurricane strikes to the 
county. 
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The Town has registered for the HURREVAC 2000 software program developed jointly 
by FEMA and the Army Corp of Engineers. This program will alert the Town to 
approaching hurricanes through live data files from the National Hurricane Center via the 
Internet at www.hurrevac.com/about_win.htm. As these files are received, the program 
processes the data and analyzes the threat posed to the community from a particular 
storm allowing town officials to make informed decisions as to the Town's response. 
Figure 1. The population of Washington County 1900 - 2000 and major hurricane 
strikes to the county. 
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Wildfire 
While fire is now known to have an important regenerative role in many ecosystems, 
many factors, natural and manmade, can combine to create devastating natural 
disasters far beyond the effects of natural wildfire processes. Drought conditions, 
coupled with a build-up of dead underbrush and other kindling can lead to a fire, with the 
presence of a spark. Such a situation is especially dangerous when there are a number 
of homes present in forested areas, as is the case in parts of North Kingstown. 
Firefighters use different and often incompatible methods when fighting wildfires as 
opposed to home fires. In addition, the presence of homes precludes the ability to 
conduct controlled burns in order to keep the amount of kindling low and mitigate large-
scale wildfires. Access to both the site and to a water source is another important issue 
that can affect how intense and potentially damaging a wildfire can be (Planning for 
Post-Disaster Recovery and Reconstruction, 1998). 
As of 1999 almost 50 percent of North Kingstown's total acreage was forested. While 
this percentage has fluctuated over time, there have been very few wildfire occurrences 
in the town and none of these have caused great amounts of damage or burned on a 
large, uncontrolled scale. The two largest fires in North Kingstown's recent history 
occurred in 1968 and 197 4 in the Slocum area. Sparks from the adjacent railroad tracks 
lit both of these fires, which burned in an area exceeding 500 and 300 acres 
respectively. Currently, North Kingstown is considered to be in a low fire danger class 
(U.S. Forest Service, 2004), and a recent state wide analysis prepared by the Rhode 
Island Department of Environmental Management Division of the Forest Environment 
concluded that, based on land cover, North Kingstown has a low risk of wildfire. Based 
on population the town has moderate risk. 
Tornadoes 
According to FEMA publications, North Kingstown is located in wind zone 11 , which has a 
design wind speed of 160 mph. The area has had an average of less than 1 strong 
tornado (categories F3-F5) per 3,700 sq. ft. According to FEMA's wind risk matrix, this 
means that the town has a low risk of tornadoes; however wind shelters are still 
advisable due to the region's susceptibility to hurricanes. The National Climatic data 
center reports an average of 0 tornadoes per year in Rhode Island, and the Tornado 
Project reports that there have been 0 tornadoes in Washington County between 1950 
and 1995. Based on this history, it can be concluded that a tornado in North Kingstown 
would be a very rare event; however it cannot be ruled out because the conditions that 
generate tornadoes can happen anywhere. 
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Poplar Point home after a snowstorm event. 
Severe Winter Storms 
Although generally outside of the 
extreme winter weather areas of 
the Northeast, Rhode Island is 
still subject to possible heavy 
winter weather events including 
significant snow and ice 
accumulation. Snow 
accumulation can cause serious 
damage to structures, especially 
those with flat roofs, and possibly 
cause roof collapse. The 
combination of ice and wind can 
bring down utility poles, leading to 
a variety of problems with 
communication and electricity 
loss. Snowmelt can lead to 
flooding well after the actual 
snowstorm has past. 
A snow-covered West Main Street in Wickford during the 1890s looking west towards Route 1. 
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Blizzards in 1906 and 1978, along with an ice storm in 1966 are remembered as some of 
the town's worst winter storms. In the 1978 blizzard some residents were without 
electricity for up to a week and many roads remained impassable for up to five days. 
The National Climate Data Center storm events database contains records of 21 severe 
winter storms that have struck Washington County, Rhode Island between 1994 and 
2004. No deaths or injuries are reported. Three of the records include estimates of 
property damage, which range from $290,000 to $700,000. 
Earthquake 
An earthquake is an abrupt release of accumulated strain on the Earth's tectonic plates 
occurring along a fault line. Damage in an earthquake stems from ground motion, 
surface faulting , and ground failure in which weak or unstable soils, such as those 
composed primarily of saturated sand or silts, liquefy. The effects of an earthquake are 
mitigated by distance and ground materials between the epicenter and a given location 
(Planning for Post-Disaster Recovery and Reconstruction, 1998). An earthquake in New 
England affects a much wider area than a similar earthquake in California due to New 
England's solid bedrock geology (NESEC) . 
According to the US Geological Survey website the seismic hazard for Rhode Island is 
2-4%g (peak acceleration). While there is a low probability of an earthquake occurring in 
Rhode Island, it is not an impossible event. There have, in fact, been 15 earthquakes 
since 1928 with one in June 1951 registering a 4.6 on the Richter scale centered in 
Kingston. Narragansett Bay is considered a regional hot spot for earthquake activity, 
with many of the past quakes occurring in the bay or its immediate vicinity. Map 4 from 
the New England Seismic Network/MIT displays the past earthquake activity in New 
England. 
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Drought 
There are no universally accepted definitions of drought, and the conditions that are 
labeled as drought can vary from region to region. Drought can be generally defined as 
a period of drier than normal conditions over a large area, which, in some manner, 
reduces water levels. Droughts are different from other natural hazards in that they do 
not consist of a short, easily defined event such as a hurricane or an earthquake, but 
instead they gradually appear, last for a time period, and then gradually return to normal. 
Drought conditions can last for weeks, months, even years. Droughts can have serious 
economic, social and environmental effects on an area. Crops and livestock can be lost, 
industries can lose productivity, and wildlife habitat can be destroyed. Cumulatively 
these effects can easily equal the cost of a severe hurricane or other natural disaster. 
As aquifer levels are drawn down, seawater can be drawn into wells located near the 
coast (RI Drought Management Plan). 
Precipitation levels vary widely from region to region and from year to year. In Rhode 
Island, the average yearly precipitation is 39 to 44 inches (Rhode Island Drought 
Management Plan). A drought becomes apparent after a period of time over which there 
are lower than normal precipitation levels. Stream and river flow is reduced, lake and 
reservoir levels fall, and groundwater is found at increasingly lower depths. As water 
availability becomes increasingly scarce, water use prioritization becomes necessary. 
Rhode Island is considered at risk to short-term droughts, which often occur in the 
summer months and long-term droughts, which on average appear once every eleven 
years. Droughts in Rhode Island most often begin with an abnormally dry winter (RI 
Drought Management Plan). 
There have been at least seven major droughts in Rhode Island since 1929 including a 
long-term drought in the mid sixties and seasonal droughts in the summers of 1999 and 
2002 (RI Drought Management Plan). During the 1999 drought many shallow wells in 
the state dried up. During summer of 2002 Rhode Island experienced increasing levels 
of drought as water levels dropped and water use restrictions were enacted all over the 
state 
Currently, Rhode Island has mid-range hydrological conditions, meaning that it is not 
significantly drier or more moist than normal. The current town water plan predicts a rise 
in water use as the town's population increases. Water service connections increased 
by about 170 per year between 1995 and 2000. This increase in water use may lead to 
greater problems during drought conditions in the future. 
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2.2 Vulnerability Assessment Overview 
Hurricanes and Coastal Storms 
The major impact of a hurricane or coastal storm hitting North Kingstown would come 
from flooding of the flood zones and storm surge areas. When the areas of town that 
are vulnerable to rain caused flooding are combined with the areas that are vulnerable to 
storm surge inundation, they together cover approximately 5,500 acres, or 19% of the 
town (RIEMA). These flood hazard zones include all coastal areas and a large amount 
of the stream, river, and wetland areas of the interior of the town (Map 1 & 2). 
Approximately 7 ,280 people, or 30% of the town's total summer population, live in these 
flood vulnerable areas during hurricane season. 
While the primary land use in these areas is residential , there are business uses mixed 
throughout. Together, the more than 3000 homes and businesses in coastal and 
riverfront areas have a total value of approximately $138,000,000. Wickford Village is 
particularly vulnerable to flooding. In addition to residences and businesses, many 
public facilities and utility lines are located in flood and storm surge areas. These include 
the Town Hall, Town Hall Annex, and Town Emergency Operations Center, as well as 
water lines that are carried across potentially vulnerable bridges. 
Flood damage comes from both the presence of the water and its ability to carry large 
pieces of debris such as boats and houses into other houses and structures. Roads 
running perpendicular to the coast can act as surge channels, carrying the storm surge 
further inland at a higher rate and concentration. Coastal erosion during a storm event 
may also put structures at risk. 
Wind damage is another significant aspect of coastal storms and has its most direct 
effect on coastal buildings. Wind speed can drop dramatically as one moves inland, 
falling 70 to 80 percent one-half mile to one mile inland (Planning for Post-Disaster 
Recovery and Reconstruction, 1998). Windblown debris broken free from buildings and 
trees can also be dangerous during a storm. Clean up and damage repair from wind 
can be very expensive. 
Populations that would be of particular concern during a coastal storm include two 
daycare facilities in the evacuation 'A' areas, located in Wickford and near Bissel Cove, 
and one daycare center in the 'B' evacuation area in Quidnessett. There are also two 
day-care centers that are in close proximity to 'A' flood zones. There is no elderly 
housing or nursing homes located in either a flood zone or an evacuation area. While 
there are no mobile home parks in the evacuation areas, these locations can still be 
vulnerable to damage from high winds. 
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Wildfires 
Because North Kingstown's land cover places it in a low fire danger class, it is unlikely 
that a fire would burn out of control and cause significant damage; however fires are 
especially dangerous in locations where many houses are present in a forested area. 
This is the case in parts of North Kingstown, especially the western and southern parts 
of town. According to the 2000 Census, census tract 504.01, which includes the 
southwestern corner of town, has 1,358 housing units. The comprehensive plan 
currently includes an objective to relocate one of the town's fire stations to better serve 
this portion of town. 
Severe Winter Storm 
All parts of the town can be affected by severe winter weather including significant snow 
and ice accumulation. Buildings with flat roofs are especially vulnerable to collapse due 
to snow accumulation; and ice accumulation can bring down utility lines and damage 
forests. Business functions and activities can be disrupted by temporary loss of 
electricity and impassable roads. The largest loss of property value caused by a winter 
storm within the past decade was $700,000 for all of Washington County (National 
Climate Data Center). 
Earthquake 
The buildings most vulnerable to earthquake damage are those built before 1977, when 
state building codes began requiring greater earthquake resistance. Masonry buildings 
are especially vulnerable, as well as structures located on deep or unconsolidated soils. 
Because North Kingstown's peak ground acceleration is approximately 3.6%, with a 10% 
chance of exceedence in 50 years (U.S. Geological Survey}, an earthquake with enough 
intensity to cause damage would be unlikely. 
Drought 
A drought in North Kingstown would primarily be felt in the form of lost income to 
agricultural and tourist industries, damage to wildlife habitat, increased risk of wild fires, 
and well salinization. Residents would also be affected by water use restrictions. North 
Kingstown has 29 farms and nearly 1000 acres in agricultural production (Rhode Island 
Agricultural Digest 2003). As of 2001 132 residents of the town were employed in 
agriculture, forestry, and fishing (Rhode Island Economic Development Corporation). 
Tornadoes 
In the highly unlikely event of a strong tornado in North Kingstown, the structures that 
would be most susceptible to damage would be those built before 1990, when the state 
building code was amended to include requirements for wind load resistance. The four 
mobile home parks in the northern part of town would also be of special concern. 
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2.3 Land Uses and Development Trends in Hazard Areas 
Development in the town varies from the large industrial/business park of Quonset Point 
to the turf farms and low-density residential areas of Slocum to historic village centers 
along the coast. The majority of development in the town is single family residential. In 
2000 the population of North Kingstown was 26,326 and the town had approximately 
10,617 housing units. 
North Kingstown's scenic coastline has attracted residential, waterfront commercial , and 
other development for many years . Coastal buildings are primarily residential with more 
than 3000 homes and businesses in coastal flood or storm surge areas. Most of these 
areas are close to being fully built out, and it is expected that existing land uses will 
generally continue. 
More recently development has moved towards the western portion of the town as the 
available land on the coast has become fully developed. During the decade between 
1990 and 2000 the number of residential units in town increased 14%. Forty-two 
percent of these new units are located in the southwest corner of town. Nearly all are 
single family homes, and most are in cluster subdivisions with common open space. A 
build out analysis conducted in 2000 showed that there is potential for approximately 
1,410 more housing units to be developed in North Kingstown. Twenty-three percent of 
the town's land area is zoned for open space or protected from development by 
purchase of development rights. 
The only remaining large tract of developable land in the coastal area is the 
Quonset/Davisville Port and Commerce Park under the control of the Rhode Island 
Economic Development Corporation (RIEDC). This 3000 acre area includes an airport, 
a recreation area, and is the primary location for industrial land uses in town. Between 
1990 and 2000, 2 million square feet of industrial development occurred there. Nearly 
seven hundred acres are still available in the park for future industrial development. The 
Quonset/Davisville Master Plan puts forward a vision for 12,000 new jobs to be 
generated at the park over the next 20 years in addition to the 6,000 that currently exist 
there. Transportation and infrastructure improvements to support this future 
development are underway. Parts of the industrial park are highly vulnerable to storm 
surge based on the SLOSH model and storm history in that area. Included in this plan 
are action items intended to promote disaster resistant design for future development in 
Quonset/Davisville and to reduce the vulnerabilities of existing structures there. The 
RIEDC is in the process of drafting an emergency response plan for the park. 
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Map 5. Land use plan for Quonset Point (RIED~ 
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2.4 Assets and Potential Losses 
The following sections provide a general description of the community's assets, which 
would be at risk in the event of a natural disaster. In order to better quantify North 
Kingstown's potential losses, the action plan also includes plans to conduct a detailed 
inventory of structures, infrastructure, and critical facilities vulnerable to damage (Action 
#18) . The outcome of the analysis will be dollar estimates of potential losses due to 
damage to structures and their contents, and loss of function of structures. This analysis 
will also reveal in greater detail the structures or neighborhoods of town that are most 
susceptible to damage in the event of a natural disaster, so that actions can be taken to 
reduce these vulnerabilities. 
Economic and Social 
According to tax assessor's data, the total value of coastal and riverfront residential and 
commercial buildings in town is approximately $138,079, 100. Therefore, if a 
hypothetical storm event were to result in an average of 25% damage to these 
structures, the structural damage would total $34, 519,775. Damage to building 
contents and functional down time of businesses would cause additional losses. A 
building can be damaged to 25% of its replacement cost in a flood of less then two feet 
depth. 
FEMA indicates a total of 700 properties insured by NFIP and vulnerable to flooding 
(Table 3). There are four repetitive loss properties in North Kingstown, with a total of 
nine repetitive loss claims among them. All of the repetitive loss properties are located 
in Wickford. Since 1978 there have been $179,034 paid for losses. Specific 
vulnerabilities can be found on the risk matrix (Table 4) and on Maps 1 and 2. 
Table 3. National Flood Insurance Information for North Kin_g_stown* 
Total Flood Number of Number of 
Insurance Polices in 'V' Policies in 'A' Claims Since Repetitive Loss 
Policies Zones Zones Total Coverag_e 1978 Claims 
700 15 493 $128,797,500 119 9 
There are several different historical and socially significant structures that are located in 
evacuation and flood zones. The historic district in Wickford and its harbor are 
particularly vulnerable to hurricane damage. The existing Harbor Management Plan only 
deals with the hazards produced by chemical or oil spills though, as previously stated; a 
storm preparedness plan will be added. The residential, commercial, and industrial 
areas subject to inundation during a flood or hurricane all pose the threat of introducing 
hazardous chemicals and wastewater into the environment and therefore represent a 
possible health risk after the event that can inhibit rescue operations. Large inundation 
areas can be found along the Hunt and Narrow Rivers, at Pojac Point, Quonset Point, 
Wickford, and around Bissel Cove. 
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As of July 2004 Rhode Island State Building Codes place North Kingstown in wind zone 
2, which requires new constructions to be able to withstand winds up to 110 MPH. The 
previous design wind speed was 90 MPH. Flood proofing construction has been 
required in flood zones since the 1970's. Any buildings constructed before these codes 
went into effect are potentially vulnerable to severe storm events. 
Since 1977, State building code has required that new buildings and major 
reconstructions be designed to withstand earthquakes measuring up to 3.0 on the 
Richter scale. Therefore, Buildings built before 1977 may be vulnerable to earthquakes 
of that scale. Old masonry buildings and large structures are most vulnerable to 
earthquake damage. Bridges, dams, and roadways are also susceptible to damage in 
the event of an earthquake. 
Public Infrastructure 
The Town owns and operates a large number of facilities in coastal areas subject to 
flooding and storm surge. Most significant of these are the two town hall buildings; both 
are located in the hurricane surge area while the Main Town Hall is in an 'X' zone and 
the Town Hall Annex is in an 'A' zone (Map 2). In the event of a serious storm, sensitive 
equipment and important documents can both be destroyed leading to a variety of 
problems in town management including the loss of historic records. In addition, the 
town emergency operations center and the National Guard Stations at Quonset are 
within the hurricane evacuation areas designated for the most severe hurricane events 
(Map 2). Three elementary schools, Wickford, Fishing Cove, and Hamilton, face 
damage as well in the event of a severe storm (Map 2). The North Kingstown Free 
Library is another vulnerable town structure subject to storm surge and high winds. 
Flooding can expose or otherwise compromise septic systems leading to contamination 
and public health concerns. The Town maintains two wastewater pumping facilities, one 
at Wickford Point and the other on Mark Drive, while the RIEDC has a wastewater facility 
in Quonset Point. All of these wastewater facilities are subject to flooding and storm 
surge presenting severe water contamination issues. Flooding can also wash out 
bridges leading to disruption in water provision at the point where it is carried over 
bridges. The Hussey and Brown Street Bridges in Wickford both carry water lines, as do 
bridges over Cocumscussoc Brook on Post Road and the Annaquatucket River on 
Boston Neck Road. The town has several different recreational facilities in coastal areas 
subject to flooding and storm surge including Allen Harbor Marina, the Town Dock in 
Wickford, the various buildings at the end of Beach Street, and Wilson Park. Finally, the 
highway garage on West Main Street is subject to both flooding and storm surge. 
Utility lines represent another key vulnerability in the town. High winds and ice/snow 
storms can bring down phone and electric lines disrupting power and communication to 
parts of the community and affecting the operations of businesses. The town also has 
many dams that may be vulnerable to flooding or earthquake damage. An earthquake 
could also pose a threat to older town buildings such as the Town Hall and Wickford 
Elementary School. 
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Natural Resources 
The most important natural resource upon which North Kingstown is dependent is its 
water supply. The town's water comes from three different aquifers, the Hunt, 
Annaquatucket, and Pettaquamscutt. Current water usage is well below safe yield levels 
and water is supplied to parts of both Narragansett and Jamestown. Volume II of the 
North Kingstown Water Supply System Management Plan deals extensively with 
emergency responses and mitigation actions for droughts, water contamination, supply 
disruption, and many other situations. Impermeable surfaces above the aquifer can 
severely restrid the amount of water infiltrating the ground and recharging the aquifer, 
exacerbating the effects of a drought. 
With almost 50 percent of the town being forested, wildfire can be a concern, especially 
during drought conditions. Large areas of forested lands include the town owned parks, 
Cocumscussoc State Park, and private lands, mostly in the western and southern parts 
of the town. 
The town 's aquatic environments are significant not only for their high level of quality but 
also in their susceptibility to disruption from natural and manmade events. Flooding may 
also pose a significant risk to the RI Department of Environmental Management fish 
hatchery on Hatchery Road. In the event of septic failure due to flooding or storm surge, 
the resulting discharge could severely impact, and even destroy, important aquatic 
habitats such as eelgrass beds and shellfisheries. Large-scale coastal storms can also 
cause serious erosion to town beaches, thereby eliminating important coastal buffers 
and town recreational areas. 
Shelters and Evacuation Routes 
The number of people seeking emergency shelter in the event of a natural disaster is 
difficult to determine; it can be affected by the type and severity of the disaster, amount 
of forewarning, awareness of shelter locations, and the number of alternative 
destinations for individual residents. Severe storms with little forewarning can cause the 
most stress on shelter capacity, as people are more likely to seek shelter when they 
have less time to make alternative arrangements. Residents of nursing homes and 
mobile home parks are often the most likely groups to seek public shelter in the event of 
a natural disaster. Tourists visiting the town may also require shelter access, especially 
during the summer months that coincide with the hurricane season. 
The Red Cross estimates that an average of 1 O percent of the town's population will 
need to utilize public shelters in the event of an emergency situation. With a current 
population of 26,326 in North Kingstown, that would be approximately 2,632 town 
residents seeking public shelter. Currently the town has two Red Cross approved 
shelters, Davisville Middle School, accommodating 401 people and Wickford Middle 
School, accommodating 344 people. Together these shelters have a capacity of 735. 
The Red Cross has indicated that they may be considering some regional shelters to 
bolster town capacities, such as utilizing space at the University of Rhode Island during 
the summer months. 
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As with emergency shelter use, it is also difficult to determine how many residents will 
evacuate coastal areas in the event of a severe storm, except in cases in which 
evacuation is mandatory. Many people often decide to remain in their homes for the 
duration of a storm. Evacuation routes for residents leaving the coastal evacuation 
areas, designated using the SLOSH models, have been created by the North Kingstown 
Police Department (Map 2) . To facilitate evacuation, traffic control points to be manned 
by police officers during an evacuation have been created at significant road crossings 
and bridges (Map 2). Evacuating some areas will be of special concern due to limited 
access, specifically those places with only a single access road that can potentially be 
blocked by flooding or downed trees. Loop Drive in Wickford, which can only be exited 
over the Loop Drive Culvert, is one such place where flooding could keep residents from 
evacuating. 
2.5 Coordination with Neighboring Municipalities 
North Kingstown borders on six other towns: East Greenwich, Exeter, Jamestown, 
Narragansett, South Kingstown, and Warwick. Issues concerning hazard mitigation 
transcend these boundaries requiring that planning for natural hazards coordinate with , 
and make considerations to, these neighboring municipalities. Water is one of the most 
important issues concerning North Kingstown and many of its neighbors regarding to 
both its source and supply. The aquifers from which the town draws its drinking water 
extend into East Greenwich and Exeter, requiring that mitigation issues concerning 
drought and water supply contamination be coordinated with these towns. In addition, 
the Town supplies water to Jamestown and Narragansett such that water use 
restrictions during a drought must be coordinated with these towns. The North 
Kingstown Water Supply Management Plan deals with many of these inter municipal 
issues. 
Emergency evacuation is another important issue that in some places requires 
cooperation with neighboring towns. Residents of both Jamestown and Narragansett 
will be utilizing North Kingstown evacuation routes in the event of a natural disaster. 
Jamestown, in particular, could have many residents evacuating through North 
Kingstown on Route 138. Some North Kingstown residents may evacuate through 
Warwick and East Greenwich across the Forge Road Bridge or Warwick residents may 
come through North Kingstown over the same bridge. Evacuation routes and 
emergency shelters are issues that should be coordinated amongst all seven of these 
neighboring communities for the safety of all area residents. 
Other areas for cooperation between towns have been identified in the actions portion of 
the plan. Before the plan can be amended into the comprehensive plan copies, will be 
provided to the neighboring communities for their review and comment 
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3.0 - Mitigation Actions 
After reviewing the town's existing hazard mitigation activities and capabilities for 
expansion, the North Kingstown Hazard Mitigation Committee has created a set of 
actions in order to address the previously identified risks and vulnerabilities and achieve 
the town's hazard mitigation goals. These actions will serve as an implementation plan 
as the town attempts to reduce its vulnerability to natural disasters. The actions are 
intended to reduce risks to public safety and to existing structures as well as to future 
development in town. 
3.1 Existing Hazard Mitigation Activities and Town Capabilities 
There are many existing plans, policies, and reports that in some way contribute to or 
inform the hazard mitigation process in North Kingstown. In order to formalize and 
greatly expand the town's hazard mitigation program, the town will use the capital 
improvement program to schedule funding for implementation of the actions in this 
Hazard Mitigation Plan. 
The comprehensive plan has several different objectives and actions that can contribute 
to hazard mitigation. In the Transportation element, the plan calls for the creation of a 
bridge management program (Action C.1 .9.2), which will ensure the continuous 
management and upkeep of the town's bridges, in effect making them more hazard 
resistant. In addition, the plan calls for improving roadway drainage (Action C.1 .9.6) and 
improved storm water systems (Action C.1.9.7). Both of these actions will decrease the 
effects of flooding. In the Natural and Cultural Resources Element, Action NC.1.3.14 
addresses reducing the amount of impervious surfaces in the town. Reduced 
impervious surfaces in flood zones can lower flood levels. The Community Services 
Element has many actions and objectives that can serve hazard mitigation including a 
new fire station at Quonset Point (Action CS.9.1.2) and providing for the secure storage 
and protection of vital town records (Action CS.14.2.3). Protection of the town's water 
supply is a critical component of this element, as reflected in Goal CS.8 Protect and 
Conserve Town Water Supply. 
Actions to protect the water supply appear frequently in the comprehensive plan and 
other Town plans and documents. The Town's Groundwater Protection Plan forms the 
basis of the groundwater protection overlay zone. This overlay zone regulates the uses 
and densities that can locate in the aquifer area in an effort to protect the Town's 
drinking water from contamination. The Water Supply System Management Plan has 
extensive actions that should take place in the event of natural or man-made disasters to 
protect the water supply from contamination. As an additional protection measure, the 
Town is committed to acquiring land and conservation easements in the groundwater 
protection areas. All of these actions limit the potential for groundwater contamination 
and ensure sufficient recharge of the aquifer, ultimately mitigating the effects of drought. 
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Other pertinent documents include the North Kingstown Tree Inventory Management 
Plan. This plan recommends regular tree trimming to reduce the potential for damage to 
utility lines from fallen limbs. The Emergency Operations Plan also includes a 
framework to assist Town officials in planning and performing their emergency functions 
during a disaster. In addition to hazard mitigation, other related issues addressed in the 
Emergency Operations Plan include preparedness -- aimed at saving lives and 
minimizing damage, response -- aimed at preventing the loss of lives, reducing property 
damage, and providing emergency assistance, and recovery -- aimed at returning all 
systems to normal post-disaster. The town also has a Hazardous Materials Plan, which 
lists locations in the town where hazardous materials are stored, and covers response 
and recovery in the event of a hazardous materials spill. In addition, the Harbor 
Management Plan will be updated to incorporate a Storm Preparedness Plan, which will 
include many of the actions developed in the Hazard Mitigation Plan. 
3.2 Mitigation Goals 
The town's mitigation goals, which these actions are intended to achieve, are, in order of 
priority, to: 
1) Reduce risks from natural hazards to life and property in North Kingstown, 
2) Ensure the safety of children from natural hazards, 
3) Ensure that the town's emergency services will be operational during a natural 
disaster, and plans are in place to expedite recovery after a disaster. 
4) Reduce the vulnerability of the town's infrastructure and utilities to natural 
hazards, 
5) Reduce the vulnerability of municipal facilities to natural hazards, 
6) Reduce the vulnerability of the town's cultural resources to natural hazards, 
7) Reduce risks from natural hazards to the employees and facilities at Quonset 
Point, and 
8) Reduce the vulnerability of the town's recreational resources to natural hazards. 
The following Risk Assessment Matrix (Table 4) is organized into major categories 
corresponding to each of the hazard mitigation goals as listed above. Within each goal 
are more specific mitigation objectives. These are organized according to the 
vulnerable areas of town related to each goal, and are listed in the right hand column of 
the Risk Assessment Matrix. The mitigation actions that the town will take to achieve 
each of these objectives are listed in the action plan, which begins on page 42. 
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Table 4: Risk Assessment Matrix 
Vulnerable Location Ownership Natural Risk Primary Mitigation 
Areas Hazard H=Historical Effects or Objective 
(in order of priority) P= Potential Problem 
Life and Property 
Coastal Coastal/Riverside Private & Flooding Public safety; Ensure the safety 
Neighborhoods Quidnessett; Municipal (A,V); Septic system of current and 
(Actions #1-9) Shore Acres ; Camp Storm exposure leading future residents. 
1 Avenue; Wickford ; surge; H - '38 and '54 to pollution and Protect property Hamilton; Coastal Wind Hurricanes health risks; from damage. 
Sau nderstown; Private property Reduce the cost of 
Narrow River Area; loss; Utility disaster clean-up. 
Mount View interru_Q_tions 
Wickford Wickford Village Municipal & Flooding Loss of services Ensure post-
Commercial Private (A); Storm H - '38 and '54 and revenue; disaster business 2 Districts surge; Hurricanes Private & public continuation . (Actions #10- Wind; property loss 
11_1 Eartt)_g_uake 
Elderly Town-wide Private Storm Public safety; Ensure the safety 
3 Housing surge; p Structural of elderly residents. (Action #12- Wind damage; Reduce the cost of 
1~ Housin_g_ unit loss disaster clean-u__g, 
Wickford Wickford Private Flooding Public safety; Ensure the safety 
Village (X); Storm Public health of current and 
Housing surge; (potential future residents. 
(Action #15) Wind inundation of Protect property 
housing's from damage. 
4 p sewage Reduce the cost of 
treatment disaster clean-up. 
facility); 
Environmental 
health; Housing 
unit loss 
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Masonry Town-wide Private Earthquake Public safety; Ensure the safety 
Apartment and Structural of current and 
Mill Buildings damage future residents. 
5 (Action #16) p Protect property 
from damage. 
Reduce the cost of 
disaster clean-u-.e.: 
Mobile Home Off of Post Road Private Wind Public Safety; Ensure the safety 
Parks Private property of current and 
(Action #17) loss; Utility future residents. 
6 p damage Protect property 
from damage. 
Reduce the cost of 
disaster clean-LI.£: 
All Vulnerable Town-wide Municipal & Flooding; Public safety; Inventory all 
Structures Private Storm Property loss vulnerable 
(Action # 18- Surge; and damage structures and 
7 19) Wind H&P estimate expected 
losses from a 
major hazard 
event. 
Child Safety 
Town Schools Town-wide Municipal Flooding Public safety; Ensure the safety 
(Actions #20- (A); Storm H - '38 and '54 Structural & of children. 1 23) surge; Hurricanes property Reduce the cost of Wind; damage; Loss of disaster clean-up 
Earthquake services and re_E_air. 
Day Care N.K. Daycare - Private Flooding Public safety; Ensure the safety 
Centers Boston Neck Rd; St. (A); Storm Structural & of children. 
2 (Action #24) Paul's Nursery-Main surge; p property Reduce the cost of 
St; Little Miracles at Wind damage; Utility disaster clean-up. 
Scalabrini Villa dama_g_e 
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Emergency Services and Recovery Plans 
Evacuation Town-wide Town and Flooding; Public safety; Ensure the viability 
1 Routes State Storm p Loss of of evacuation (Actions #25- surge; evacuation ability routes. 
281 Wind 
Emergency Davisville Middle Municipal Lack of sufficient Ensure available 
Shelters School; Wickford emergency capacity for town 
2 (Action #29) Middle School shelter residents in local 
emergency 
shelters. 
Town Post Road Municipal Wind; Loss of Ensure the 
Emergency Earthquake emergency accessibility and 
3 Operations p response operational status Center capability; Loss of the center during 
(Action #30) of an emergency. 
communications 
Rhode Island Quonset Point State and Flooding; Structural & Ensure the 
Air and Army Federal Storm H - '38 and '54 property accessibility and 4 National Guard surge; Wind Hurricanes damage; Loss of operational status (Action #31) services; Utility of the base during 
damage an emergency. 
Post-Disaster Town-wide Municipal & Flooding; Public safety; Expedite debris 
Plans Private Storm Property removal and 
(Actions #32- surge; damage; Loss of recovery 
5 33) Wind; Ice H&P services and /reconstruction 
and Snow; utilities after a disaster. 
Earthquake; 
Dro~ht 
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Infrastructure and Utilities 
Dams Town-wide Municipal and Flooding; Public safety; Ensure structural 
(Action #34) Private Storm Debris; integrity and ability 
1 surge; p Structural to withstand 
Earthquake damage; Major coastal and riverine 
_Qfo_Q_er!Y_ dama__g_e floodin__g_. 
Town Bridges Hussey; Brown Municipal and Flooding Loss of access; Ensure structural 
(with utilities) Street; Babbit Farm; State (A) ; Storm Structural integrity and ability 
(Actions #35- and Hamilton Mill Surge H - '38 and '54 damage; Water to withstand 
2 37) Hurricanes service coastal and riverine 
p disruption; Gas flooding. 
service 
disru_Q_tion 
Town Bridges Loop Drive; Gilbert Municipal and Flooding Loss of access; Ensure structural 
(without Stuart; Jamestown; State (A); Storm H - '38 and '54 Structural integrity and ability 
3 utilities) Library Pedestrian; Surge Hurricanes damage to withstand 
(Action #35) and Bridges over p coastal and riverine 
the Potowomut flooding . 
Town Roads Town-wide Municipal and Flooding; Loss of access; Maintain pass 
and Streets State Storm H - '38 and '54 Structural ability and repair 
4 (Action #38) surge; Hurricanes damage roads quickly after 
Snow and p a disaster. 
Ice 
All Town and Town-wide and in Municipal Flooding Public safety; Ensure protection 
RIEDC Wells East Greenwich and (A); Storm Public health; of the water supply 
(Actions #39- Warwick Surge; Loss of services from contamination 
5 41) Drought p in the event of 
flooding. Ensure 
continued 
o_Q_eration . 
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Electric Utility Town-wide Narragansett Wind; Public safety; Ensure public 
Lines and Electric Earthquake Loss of services safety and 
6 Facilities p continued service. 
(Actions #42-
431 
RIEDC Quonset State Flooding Loss of Prevent 
Wastewater PoinUDavisville (V); Storm H- '54 operations and contamination of 7 Facility surge; Hurricane services; surrounding (Action #44) Wind Pollution; Loss of environment. 
shellfish beds 
Town Sewage Wickford Point and Municipal Flooding Public safety; Prevent 
Pumping Mark Drive (A) ; Storm Public health; contamination of 
8 Facil ities surge p Loss of services surrounding 
(Actions #45- environment. 
47) 
Phone Lines Town-wide Various Wind ; Loss of services Ensure continued 
9 and Cell Private Util ities Earthquake p service. Towers 
lActions #481 
Wickford West Main Street Private Flooding Loss of services; Prevent 
Service and Boston Neck (A); Storm H - '54 (Mobil) Pollution; contamination of 
10 Stations (Mobil Rd . surge; Hurricane Hazardous surrounding 
and Sunoco) Wind p materials; environment. (Actions #49- Property loss 
501 
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Municipal Facilities 
Town Hall 80 Boston Neck Municipal Flooding Loss of Protect town 
(Actions #51- Road (X); Storm operations, records. Reduce 
52) surge; records, and the cost of disaster 
1 Wind; H - '38 and '54 historic clean-up and Earthquake Hurricanes information; repair. 
Structural 
damage; Loss of 
J:>Ublic services 
Town Hall 55 Brown Street Municipal Flooding Loss of Protect town 
Annex (Actions (A) ; Storm operations, records. Reduce 
#53-54) surge; records, and the cost of disaster 
2 Wind; H - '38 and '54 historic clean-up and Earthquake Hurricanes information; repair. 
Structural 
damage; Loss of 
j>_Ublic services 
Senior Center; Beach Street Municipal Flooding Public safety; Reduce the cost of 
Cold Spring (A,V) ; Loss of social disaster clean-up 
Community Storm H - '38 and '54 services; and repair. Reduce 3 Center; and Art surge; Hurricanes Structural service disruption. Association Wind damage 
Building 
_{.Action #551 
North Boone Street Municipal Storm Loss of Services; Reduce the cost of 
Kingstown surge; Structural disaster clean-up 
4 Free Library Wind p damage and repair. Protect 
(Actions #56- library resources. 
571 
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Highway West Main Street Municipal Flooding Debris; Reduce the cost of 
Department (A); Storm Hazardous disaster clean-up 
Facilities surge; materials; Loss and repair. Prevent 
5 Building Wind H - '38 and '54 of services; contamination of (Actions #58- Hurricanes Property loss surrounding 
59) environment. 
Reduce service 
disru~ion . 
Cultural Resources 
Wick ford Wickford Village Municipal & Flooding Historic loss; Protect historic 
Historic District Private (A) ; Storm H - '38 and '54 Private and resources. 1 (Action #60) surge; Hurricanes public property Wind; loss 
Earth_g_uake 
Gilbert Stuart Gilbert Stuart Road Private Flooding Structural Protect historic 
2 Birthplace and (A) ; Storm H - '54 damage; Historic resources. Smith's Castle surge; Hurricane loss 
1Action #611 Wind 
Quonset Point 
Existing and Quonset State and Flooding Hazardous Prevent 
Proposed Point/Davisville Private (A.V,X) ; materials; Loss contamination of 
Development Storm of revenue surrounding 
1 at Quonset surge; H - '38 and '54 environment. Point/ Wind Hurricanes Ensure post-
Davisville disaster business 
(Actions #62- continuation . 
661 
Quonset State Quonset State Flooding Loss of Ensure continued 
Airport Point/Davisville (A,V); H - '38 and '54 emergency operation. Reduce 2 (Action #67) Storm Hurricanes response the cost of disaster 
surge; capability; Loss clean-up. 
Wind of trans_12_ortation 
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Recreational Resources 
Town Harbors Wickford Village Municipal and Flooding Public safety; Protect property on 
and Moorings Allen Harbor Private (A) ; Storm Structural land and water 
(Actions #68- surge; H - '38 and '54 damage; Loss of from damage. 1 69) Wind Hurricanes boats; Damage Reduce the cost of to fishing disaster clean-up 
industry; Utility and repair. 
dama_g_e 
Town Beach, Beach Street Municipal Flooding Public safety; Maintain beach 
concession (A,V); H - '38 and '54 Loss of integrity; Reduce 2 and restrooms Storm Hurricanes recreational seawall damage; (Action #70) surge; services; Erosion Reduce structural 
Wind dama_g_e. 
Ryan Park, Belleville Pond, Municipal and Flooding Structural Reduce the cost of 
Rome Point, Boston Neck Rd ., State (A,V); damage; disaster clean-up 
Wilson Park, and W. Main St. Storm Pollution; Loss of and repair. 
3 Cocumscussoc surge; H services; Loss of State Park, Wind; trees; Loss of 
and Calf Fire access 
Pasture Point 
J_Action #71_1 
Municipal Golf Quonset Municipal Storm Debris; Loss of Reduce the cost of 
Course Point/Davisville surge; trees; Pollution; disaster clean-up 
(Action #72) Wind Hazardous and repair. 
4 H - '54 materials; Loss Hurricane of access; 
Structural 
damage; 
Economic loss 
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3.3 Action Plan 
The action plan was created to achieve the mitigation objectives identified in the Risk 
Assessment Matrix (Table 4). The matrix is organized into major categories of concerns, such 
as life and property and child safety, drawn from the town's mitigation goals. Within each major 
category vulnerable areas are identified, such as coastal neighborhoods and schools. The 
mitigation actions in this plan are grouped according to the vulnerable area each is intended to 
protect. 
Identification of Mitigation Actions 
Mitigation actions are actions that are designed to reduce a town's vulnerability to the effects of 
natural disasters. Mitigation actions are different from emergency preparedness actions in that 
emergency actions address a town's response to a hazard event, while mitigation attempts to 
reduce the amount of damage a natural hazard can possibly cause in the first place. An 
emergency action in response to flooding would involve decisions about how to build an 
emergency sandbag levee while a mitigation plan would involve ensuring structures in the flood 
zone area are flood-proofed or even ensuring that there are no structures in the flood zone area 
to begin with. Essentially, mitigation is about reducing the dangers, costs, and need for 
emergency action that is usually associated with natural disaster events. 
Actions were drawn from the FEMA approved hazard mitigation plans of other Rhode Island 
towns, the deliberations of the Hazard Mitigation Committee, suggestions from the public, and 
the research of the planning staff. Actions were chosen for implementation based on their being 
within the authority and ability of the town to enact, being feasible, and having mitigation 
benefits sufficient to justify their costs of implementation. An example of an action that was 
considered but not selected for implementation was the idea of assessing vulnerability of cell 
phone towers to high winds and retrofitting as necessary. This action was not included because 
this was seen as the jurisdiction of each individual cell phone service provider. All of the 
actions included in the following action plan are considered appropriate for implementation 
given local conditions. 
Each action includes a brief description of what the action will accomplish, who the responsible 
parties are, how much it will cost, how the action will be financed, and in what time frame the 
action will be completed. Some actions include reference to an example of how the action has 
been implemented elsewhere. The actions identified include modifications to the built 
environment, changes in town policies, distribution of public information on hazard risks, and the 
creation of community based organizations. In addition, consideration has been made for 
actions to be taken both before and after a disaster occurs. 
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Prioritization of Actions 
The vulnerable areas identified on the Risk Assessment Matrix were prioritized according to the 
town's hazard mitigation goals. The highest priority was assigned to areas where life and 
property or child safety would be at risk followed by emergency services, infrastructure, utilities, 
municipal facilities , cultural resources, Quonset Point, and recreational resources. Further 
prioritization was based on a variety of considerations including historical damage, number of 
residents potentially impacted, and the value of property, in economic as well as 
cultural/environmental terms. The priority assignment given to the vulnerable areas on the 
matrix plays a role in determining money allocation and the timeframe priority given to specific 
actions addressing those areas. 
The Hazard Mitigation Committee's prioritization of each action was based partly on the 
prioritization of the vulnerable area each action is intended to protect and partly on the 
magnitude of benefit each action is likely to achieve as compared to its costs and overall 
feasibility. An example of an action that was selected for implementation and assigned high 
priority is the creation of a volunteer disaster assistance program. This program could be 
developed quickly without great expense and would be very beneficial for the preservation of life 
and property in the case of a natural disaster. 
The Hazard Mitigation Committee created a set of time frames for the completion of each 
hazard mitigation action: Short term actions will be completed within six months, medium term 
actions within six to 18 months, and long term actions will be completed within 18 months to five 
years. In addition, some actions have been identified as ongoing, indicating that such an action 
requires continual implementation over time. In general, the time frame assigned to each action 
also corresponds to its priority. High priority actions were assigned a short term time frame and 
low priority actions were assigned a long term time frame. 
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Life and Property 
Vulnerable Area #1 : Coastal Neighborhoods 
Action #1 : Open Space Acquisition 
Maintaining and securing land as open space in flood zones and coastal areas is one way to 
keep the number of people and homes vulnerable to severe storms and flooding from 
expanding. The town's CRS rating can be improved as more of this vulnerable land is kept from 
being developed. The Town has been actively acquiring open space to meet a variety of Town 
goals, one of which is to protect land in flood zone areas. 
The Town will continue to take steps to protect land in flood zones and coastal areas. As a 
priority list of properties targeted for open space protection is developed, hazard mitigation, 
primarily targeting flood prone areas, will be an important part of the prioritization process. 
Attention will also be given to providing public coastal access and habitat protection. The North 
Kingstown Land Conservancy and Narrow River Land Trust could play significant roles in 
completing this action. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Department of Planning and Development 
North Kingstown Land Conservancy, Narrow River Land 
Trust, Town Council, Conservation Commission, and 
RIDEM 
FEMA FMAP grants, Land acquisition bonds (state and 
municipal), Land Bank, RI DEM, and other open space 
acquisition funding and strategies. 
Variable 
Ongoing 
High 
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Action #2: Volunteer Disaster Assistance Program 
Volunteers working at the community level can be tremendous asset to hazard mitigation efforts 
before, during, and after a natural hazard event. A community member acting as a Volunteer 
Disaster Assistance officer could coordinate community mitigation activities, act as a local 
hazard information source, and offer assistance to residents not able to help themselves. In 
preparation for an impending disaster, volunteers could help residents prepare their homes and 
facilitate evacuations if necessary. After a disaster, qualified volunteers could provide an initial 
damage report to town agencies, perhaps help the building department in providing emergency 
building permits, and aid resident clean-up efforts. These volunteers could be associated with 
community homeowners associations or neighborhood watch groups. 
The Town will provide the framework under which these organizations would be created, limited 
funding , and a weekend long training session. The training session would include discussion of 
liability issues, hazard mitigation techniques that homeowners can perform, a description of how 
the town would operate during and after an emergency, and any other information deemed 
necessary. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Fire and Police Department 
Building Official's Office, Community Organizations, Town 
Solicitor, Public Works Department, and 
Department of Planning and Development 
Town budget, Homeowner's association, FEMA, 
Red Cross 
Staff time, Overtime 
Short Term 
High 
Action #3: Building Code Compliance Enforcement 
The building inspector will continue to enforce regulations regarding coastal buffers, wind 
resistance, flood mitigation, and earthquake resistance. Information regarding natural hazard 
vulnerability will be provided to potential homeowners and ·considered as building permits are 
reviewed. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Building Official's Office 
RI CRMC, Department of Planning and Development 
Town budget, CDBG, NFIP ICC 
Staff time 
Ongoing 
High 
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Action #4: Hazard Mitigation in Technical Review Committee Meetings 
During the course of regular Technical Review Committee meetings consideration will be made 
of hazard mitigation opportunities when considering applications. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Department of Planning and Development 
Other members of the TRC 
Town budget 
Staff time 
Ongoing 
High 
Action #5: Information Brochures 
Property owners will be informed of their natural hazard vulnerabilities; this information will be 
passed on to renters as well. In addition, these brochures will encourage residents and 
businesses in vulnerable areas to form emergency plans and to assess the ability of their 
structures to withstand flooding, high winds, and earthquakes. Instructions for self-assessment 
of structure vulnerabilities will be included. Techniques homeowners can utilize on their 
properties for long-term hazard mitigation and for protection from impending storms will be 
compiled and distributed to properties located in vulnerable areas. Accompanying these 
brochures will be a description of town evacuation routes and shelters. The brochures will also 
be distributed to area builders and contractors. A GIS system will allow the quick and accurate 
production of maps showing hazard areas that can be given to property owners. Such maps 
could be easily updated for changing environmental conditions. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Department of Planning and Development 
Police Department, North Kingstown Chamber of 
Commerce, CRMC, Institute for Business and Home 
Safety, RI Red Cross, Building Official's Office 
CDBG, NFIP ICC, NESEC 
Staff time 
Short Term 
High 
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Action #6: Evacuation of Tourists 
The police department will distribute information on town evacuation routes and emergency 
shelters to hotels, bed and breakfasts, and any other facilities hosting tourists and out of town 
visitors in flood zones and hurricane evacuation areas. The information is then made available 
to visitors in the event of a natural hazard or other emergency. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Police Department 
Department of Planning and Development, Chamber of 
Commerce 
Town budget 
Variable 
Short 
High 
Action #7: Reduce and Manage Storm Water 
Impermeable surfaces such as asphalt and concrete reduce the amount of water passing into 
the soil and increase the amount of run-off. This leads to higher levels of flooding and erosion. 
The Town will encourage the use of permeable paving materials and other creative means for 
controlling storm water by residential , commercial , and industrial landowners. A packet will be 
developed containing a selection of best management practices for storm water management. 
The Town is in the process of developing a storm water management plan. As this plan is 
developed, priority will be given to those storm water management improvements that coincide 
with evacuation routes and roads that offer a single point of access to flood vulnerable 
neighborhoods. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Department of Public Works 
Department of Planning and Development, Engineering 
Department, Landowners 
Town budget 
Staff time 
Medium Term 
Medium 
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Action #8: Post-Disaster Hazard Mitigation Opportunities 
Develop a list of properties in flood prone areas, especially coastal 'V' zones, for potential 
acquisition after a severe storm event in which the structure has been seriously damaged or 
destroyed. Repetitive loss properties should be prioritized on this list. NFIP requires that if a 
property is damaged or renovated totaling more than 50 percent of the property's market value it 
must be rebuilt to meet flood zone regulations. Coastal properties in the same situation would 
also have to meet CRMC requirements. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Building Official's Office 
Department of Public Works, State floodplain manager and 
building code commissioner, CRMC 
FEMA, RIEMA 
Variable 
Medium Term 
Medium 
Action #9: Encourage /SOS Upgrades 
Upgrading coastal individual sewage disposal systems (ISDS) systems would benefit the long-
term protection of Narragansett Bay from nitrate leaching as well as mitigate the amount of 
pollutants introduced into the bay if the system is exposed during a storm event. Education 
efforts are underway to encourage homeowners in the Wickford Harbor watershed to maintain 
and upgrade their systems. Property owners in the flood plain who install advanced treatment 
systems should consider incorporating anti-floatation measures. The resulting brochure could 
be used wholly or in part to educate other coastal property owners. Upgraded systems should 
include an emergency shut-off feature with instructions on how and when to use it. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Department of Planning and Development 
RIDEM, RI Cooperative Extension 
CDBG, RI Cooperative Extension 
Staff time 
Ongoing 
High 
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Vulnerable Area #2: Wickford Village 
Action #10: Business Continuation 
The Chamber of Commerce will develop strategies to help local businesses in flood prone and 
coastal areas recover from the effects of a natural disaster. These strategies will include 
organizing business owners for collective clean-up of their properties after a disaster and the 
creation of a list of businesses and the people connected with those businesses that are 
authorized to enter the business in the period of time immediately after a disaster. This list 
would be for the use of the police department in their role of guarding properties after a disaster. 
The police department will develop criteria for determining when safety considerations outweigh 
the right of a given business owner to access their property. 
lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
North Kingstown Chamber of Commerce 
Police Department, RIEDC, Wickford Village Association , Building 
Official's Office 
Town budget, NK Chamber of Commerce 
Staff time 
Medium Term 
Medium 
Action #11 : Protection of Repetitive Flood Loss Properties 
The town will consider seeking funds to offer assistance to the owners of repetitive flood loss 
properties in town to be used to flood proof, elevate, or relocate these structures. 
lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing Options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Planning Department 
Building Officials Office 
FEMA Flood Mitigation Assistance grant program 
Variable 
Short Term 
High 
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Vulnerable Area #3: Elderly Housing 
Action #12: Protecting Coastal Facilities 
The Scalabrini Villa Nursing Home is the only elderly housing facility in North Kingstown 
vulnerable to the effects of a severe storm. The facility is located in a SLOSH evacuation area 
indicating that it is susceptible to damage from the storm surge and wind associated with a 
hurricane. The building official will notify the facility of its vulnerability and an evacuation plan 
will be developed by the facility with the support of the police department. In the event of 
destruction, or damage equaling more than 50 percent of the structure, consideration should be 
given to moving the facility to a new location. 
lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Building Official 's Office 
Police Department 
Town budget, Scalabrini Villa Nursing Home 
Staff time 
Short Term 
High 
Action #13: Ensuring the Safety of Elderly Housing and Nursing Homes 
Natural Hazards occurring on a town-wide basis are a threat to all elderly housing and nursing 
home facilities in the town. The building official will provide assistance towards self-assessment 
of these structures as to their vulnerability to flood, high winds, earthquake, extreme winter 
weather, and power loss. Retrofitting will be conducted as necessary. 
lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Building Official's Office 
Senior Services 
Town budget 
Staff time 
Medium Term 
Medium 
Action #14: Elderly and Handicapped Residents 
The police and fire departments will maintain their list of elderly and handicapped residents 
living independently in the Town. The list will be divided by evacuation area and susceptibility to 
flooding or storm surge. 
lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing Options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Police and Fire Departments 
Senior Services Department, GIS 
Town budget 
Staff Time 
Ongoing 
High 
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Vulnerable Area #4: Wickford Village Housing 
Action #15: Protecting Wickford Village Housing from Flooding and Storm Surge 
The Wickford Village Housing complex is in the Five Hundred Year Flood Zone and the SLOSH 
(B) evacuation area. The planning department will inform the facility of its vulnerabilities and 
provide assistance towards self-assessment of the building as to its structural vulnerability to 
flood, high winds, earthquake, extreme winter weather, and power loss. Retrofitting will be 
conducted as necessary. The building's wastewater system is connected to the town police 
station as well. In addition, an evacuation plan coordinated with the town plans should be 
developed by the facility for senior and disabled residents. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Department of Planning and Development 
Police Department, Building Official's Office, Senior 
Services 
Town budget 
Staff time 
Short 
High 
Vulnerable Area #5: Masonry Apartments and Mill Buildings 
Action #16: Earthquake Mitigation 
There are many apartment and mill buildings in the town built before the 1977 state building 
codes regarding earthquake resistance were adopted. The building official 's office will provide 
assistance to property owners conducting self-evaluations of their property's structural 
vulnerability to earthquakes. A collection of retrofit techniques will be compiled and made 
available to property owners. 
Lead: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Building Official's Office 
Town budget 
Staff time 
Ongoing 
Medium 
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Vulnerable Area #6: Mobile Home Parks 
Action #17: Protecting Mobile Home Parks from High Winds 
Mobile homes are traditionally identified as the type of housing most vulnerable to severe 
weather. None of the mobile home parks in North Kingstown are located in flood zones or 
coastal areas, but high winds from either a hurricane or tornado could cause serious damage. 
Park owners will be encouraged to provide information to their residents on what they can do to 
protect their property and where they need to go if a severe storm is approaching. 
Lead: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Building Official's Office 
Town budget, Red Cross 
Staff time 
Ongoing 
High 
Vulnerable Area #7: All Hazard Vulnerable Structures 
Action #18: Inventory Assets and Estimate Potential Losses 
In order to better inform the town's hazard mitigation efforts, an inventory of vulnerable assets 
will be conducted. The top priority for this analysis will be the natural hazard of greatest 
concern to the town, hurricanes, following which, other hazards will be analyzed. The inventory 
will make use of FEMA's HASUZ-MH software and will include structures, infrastructure, and 
critical facilities including any anticipated future developments. As a result of this analysis, 
dollar estimates will be generated of potential losses due to damage to structures, their 
contents, or loss of function. The information generated will be made available to the public and 
included in the next update of this Hazard Mitigation Plan. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Planning Department 
Building Officials Office, Department of Public Works, Tax 
Assessors Office 
FEMA Pre-Disaster Mitigation or other grant program 
Staff time 
Medium 
Medium 
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Action #19: G/S Acquisition and Development 
A Geographic Information System (GIS) would allow the town a number of opportunities for map 
analysis purposes. A much more precise analysis of town risks and vulnerabilities could be 
done with GIS, including additional information on the number of people and property values at 
risk. Informative and easily updated maps could be provided to town residents regarding 
hazard zones. Finally, GIS could be a great asset in implementing the actions identified in this 
plan; it would allow easy identification of what properties and buildings need what level of action 
relative to a given natural hazard. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Town Information Systems Department 
Department of Planning and Development 
Town budget, user fees, and grants. 
$64,800 for software and initial consultant services. 
Medium Term 
Medium 
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Child Safety 
Vulnerable #1 : Town Schools 
Action #20: Protecting Schools in the Flood Zone 
There are four elementary schools located in a flood zone (A}, Wickford, Fishing Cove, Forest 
Park, and Hamilton. Three of those schools are coastal and therefore susceptible to storm surge 
as well. The schools will be inspected to determine their vulnerability to damage and steps will 
be taken to make these schools more flood and storm resistant. Important school records 
should be stored in a manner to protect them from flood damage. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing Options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
School Department 
Building Official's Office Town Information Systems 
Department 
Town budget, FEMA 
Staff time, Variable depending on renovations needed 
Medium Term 
Medium 
Action #21 : Safety Procedures for School Children 
Evacuation procedures will be developed for the town's schools. Children will be transported by 
bus to the nearest public shelter if necessary. The school department will coordinate with the 
Jamestown school department for emergency procedures for the high school students from that 
town. A notification plan will be in place for notifying the children's parents in the event of an 
evacuation. These planning steps are most important for the four schools in flood zones. The 
school department will acquire early warning weather radios from New England States 
Emergency Consortium (NESEC). 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Police Department 
School Department, RI Red Cross, Jamestown School 
Department 
Town budget, NESEC 
Staff time 
Ongoing 
High 
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Action #22: Earthquake Preparation 
The schools will be inspected to determine their vulnerability to earthquakes. As necessary, the 
buildings will be retrofitted for earthquake resistance. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Building Official's Office 
School Department 
Town budget, FEMA, RIEMA 
Staff time, Variable, depending on needed renovations 
Medium Term 
Medium 
Action #23: Post-Disaster Relocation 
In the event of one of the schools in the flood zone being destroyed or severely damaged such 
that repair would cost at least 50 percent of the value of the property, consideration will be made 
of moving the school's location to an area outside the flood zone. If the school is not moved, 
than it will be rebuilt according to FEMA standards for structures in flood zones. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
School Department 
Department of Planning and Development, Planning 
Commission, Town Council, Building Official's Office 
FEMA, RIEMA 
Variable 
Long Term 
Low 
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Vulnerable Area #2: Day-Care Centers 
Action #24: Protecting Day-Care Centers in the Flood Zone 
There are two day-care centers in North Kingstown located in areas prone to flooding and storm 
surge, North Kingstown Daycare on Boston Neck Road and St. Paul's Nursery on Main Street. 
In addition, the Little Miracles Day-Care center is located in a SLOSH area on the Scalabrini 
Villa property. The building official will inform these facilities of their vulnerabilities and provide 
them with information on steps they can take to reduce their structural vulnerability to flooding 
and storm surge. In addition, post disaster relocation will be considered . Each facility will be 
responsible for developing an evacuation plan, with the assistance of the police department and 
coordinated with the town-wide plan for schoolchildren. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Multi Department 
Police Department, Department of Planning and 
Development, Day-Care Centers, Building Official's Office 
Town Budget 
Staff time 
Short Term 
High 
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Emergency Services and Recovery Plans 
Vulnerable Area #1 : Evacuation Routes 
Action #25: Evacuation Route Markers 
The Town will cooperate with Rhode Island Department of Transportation in placing signs at 
significant egress points to aid residents in the event of an evacuation. Though evacuation is 
generally not mandatory, early evacuation of certain neighborhoods with limited access, or in 
vulnerable coastal areas, will be considered. Placards will be placed on the emergency shelters 
identifying them as such. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Police Department 
Fire Department, RIDOT, School Department, Town 
Highway Department, Department of Public Works 
Town budget, RIEMA 
Staff Time 
Short Term 
High 
Action #26: Maintain Viable Evacuation Routes 
As a part of the town's tree maintenance plan , priority will be placed on trimming and 
maintaining the health of trees identified as running along evacuation routes and roads offering 
a single point of access to coastal and flood prone neighborhoods; one example are the trees 
along the road entering the Mount View neighborhood. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Department of Public Works 
Police Department, Town Tree Warden 
Town budget 
Staff Time 
Short Term and Ongoing 
High 
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Action #27: Publish Evacuation Routes 
The Planning Department will contact the Verizon Phone Company in regards to putting the 
North Kingstown Evacuation Routes Maps, including emergency shelter locations, in the 
Community Section of the local phone book. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing Options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Department of Planning and Development 
Police Department, Verizon Phone Company 
Town Budget 
Staff Time 
Short Term 
High 
Action #28: Coordinate Evacuation Plans with Neighboring Towns 
The police department will work with neighboring towns to coordinate evacuation plans. 
Jamestown, Narragansett, and possibly some Warwick residents would potentially evacuate 
during a severe storm event through or into North Kingstown. To ensure the safe and timely 
evacuation of all coastal residents these towns should ensure that their individual evacuation 
plans are compatible. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Police Department 
Fire Department 
Town budget 
Staff time 
Short Term 
High 
Vulnerable Area #2: Emergency Shelters 
Action #29: Additional Emergency Shelters 
By Red Cross estimations, shelter capacity in North Kingstown needs to accommodate 1,897 
more people than it currently does. The Town will work with the Rhode Island Chapter of the 
American Red Cross to designate more shelters in the town and on a regional basis, to 
accommodate all town residents who might be seeking shelter in the event of a natural disaster. 
The Town will continue to maintain the current shelters based on the standard requirements for 
emergency shelters as determined by the Red Cross. As the town population increases in the 
future, the Town will ensure that adequate emergency shelter capacity exists. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
RI Chapter of the American Red Cross 
Police Department, Fire Department, School Department 
Town budget, Red Cross 
Staff time 
Short Term 
High 
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Vulnerable Area #3: Town Emergency Operations Center 
Action #30: Ensure Operation Ability of the Town Emergency Operations Center 
The Emergency Operations Center is located in a SLOSH (8) area indicating that it may be 
susceptible to damage during a category 3 or stronger hurricane. The police and fire 
departments will take steps to ensure that the operational ability of the center will not be 
impaired during such a storm event. One critical role this facility plays is as a communication 
center. The Town will look at the feasibility of a disaster emergency help line based at this 
center that town residents can call for information and help in preparing their homes for an 
approaching storm. 
lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Police Department 
Fire Department, Department of Public Works 
Town budget 
Staff time 
Ongoing 
High 
Vulnerable Area #4: Rhode Island Air and Army National Guard 
Action #31: Ensure Operation Ability of the National Guard Base 
The Air and Army National Guard Units stationed at Quonset Point would be an important asset 
to the town and state in the event of a natural hazard event. The base is located in a flood zone 
(A) and in a SLOSH (8) area. To ensure that National Guard units will be able to respond 
during a natural hazard, steps will be taken to protect the base structures and equipment. 
Structures will be inspected for their flood and earthquake vulnerability and structural 
renovations will be made as necessary. Procedures for shifting the operational base during a 
severe storm if necessary will be developed. 
lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
RI Air and Army National Guard Units 
Building Official's Office 
RIAC Budget 
Staff time 
Medium term 
Medium 
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Vulnerable Area #5: Town-wide Post-Disaster Plans 
Action #32: Debris Management Plan 
The Town will develop a plan for collecting and disposing of debris after a storm event. 
Locations where debris can be collected will be determined, with different locations for 
potentially hazardous debris, such as propane tanks, made separate. A list of hazardous 
material handlers regulated by the EPA can be found at 
http://www.epa.gov/enviro/html/em/index.html. As hazardous waste handlers and treatment 
facilities will be in high demand during a natural hazard event, the Town should actively seek an 
agreement with one or more such vendors in order to ensure a timely response at a reasonable 
price. Even with this precaution , the site for hazardous material containment should be able to 
hold that material for an extended duration. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Department of Public Works 
RIDEM 
Town Budget 
Staff Time 
Medium Term 
Medium 
Action #33: Recovery and Reconstruction Ordinance 
The Town will consider adopting a recovery and reconstruction ordinance that will expedite the 
rebuilding of the town and the recovery of town services after a storm or other natural hazard 
event. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Model: 
Priority: 
Department of Planning and Development 
Building Official's Office 
Town Budget 
Staff Time 
Medium Term 
Model Recovery and Reconstruction ordinance in PAS 
report, Planning for Post-Disaster Recovery and 
Reconstruction, page 149 
Medium 
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Utilities and Infrastructure 
Vulnerable Area #1 : Dams 
Action #34: Dam Inspection and Classification 
All dams will be inspected to determine their vulnerability to failure during a flood . Each dam will 
be classified by town or private ownership and by the level of risk associated with dam failure. 
As dams in need of repair, replacement, or removal are identified, these actions will be carried 
out by the town for town-owned dams. A plan for remediation of privately owned dams should 
be developed by the state. A schedule for dam inspection will be set so that there will be 
continued monitoring of the dams in town. 
lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Public Works Department 
RIDEM 
Town Budget, FEMA, RIEMA, RIDEM, FMA ICC 
Staff Time, Retrofits dependent on design and engineering 
Ongoing for publicly owned dams, Short term for privately owned 
dams 
High 
Vulnerable Areas #2 and 3: Town Bridges 
Action #35: Bridge Inspection 
All town bridges will be inspected for structural integrity to determine their individual vulnerability 
to damage in the event of flood or earthquake. Bridges will be retrofitted as needed. A 
schedule of inspection will be developed to ensure that all bridges are maintained at a high level 
of safety. 
lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
RIDOT 
Department of Public Works 
Local and State funds, FEMA 
Staff Time, Retrofits dependent on design and engineering 
Ongoing 
Medium 
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Action #36: Emergency Procedure for Gas Lines Running on Bridges 
Work with New England Gas to create a plan for timely shut down of gas lines in the event of 
bridge collapse and line disruption. The bridges carrying gas lines are the Hussey Bridge, the 
Brown Street bridge, the Babbit Farm bridge over Cocumscussoc Brook and the Hamilton Mill 
bridge on Boston Neck Road . 
Lead: New England Gas 
Other responsible parties: Department of Public Works, RIDOT, North Kingstown 
Hazard Mitigation Committee 
Financing options: New England Gas 
Cost: Staff Time 
Timeframe: Short Term 
Priority: High 
Action #37: Emergency Procedure for Water Lines Running on Bridges 
The North Kingstown Water Department already has emergency plans in place to respond to 
broken water lines. These plans deal with shutting down the water and protecting the water 
from contamination. The Water Department will review these plans and determine if they 
adequately cover the possibility of a bridge being washed out by flooding and the possibility of 
water supply contamination that could result from floodwaters entering the system. Isolation 
block valves will be identified on either side of these bridges in order to separate a breached 
area from the rest of the water system. In addition, the water department will analyze the water 
service maps in order to ensure that water can be adequately supplied to all customers even 
after a bridge has been washed out. The bridges that carry water lines are the Hussey bridge, 
the Brown Street bridge, the Babbit Farm bridge over Cocumscussoc Brook, the Hamilton Mill 
bridge on Boston Neck Road, the Stony Lane and Drybridge Road bridges over the railroad 
tracks, and the Forge Road bridge over the Potowomut River. 
Lead: Water Department 
Other responsible parties: RIDOT 
Financing options: Town budget 
Cost: Staff time 
Timeframe: Ongoing 
Priority: Medium 
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Vulnerable Area #4: Town Roads and Streets 
Action #38: Keep Roads Passable During a Hazard Event 
The town already has a program in place for keeping roads cleared during winter storms. A 
plan will be created for keeping roads passable in the event of flooding or other hazards, and 
timely repair of roads after a disaster. 
Lead: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Vulnerable Area #5: Wells 
Highway Department 
Town Budget 
Staff Time 
Ongoing 
Medium 
Action #39: Protect Town Wells from Flood Waters 
Wells number 9 and 10 are located in Flood (A) areas. In the past, well #10 has experienced 
bacterial contamination that may have been the result of floodwaters. The water department will 
identify methods by which to flood proof town wells . 
Lead: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Water Department 
FEMA, RIEMA 
Staff Time 
Ongoing 
High 
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Action #40: Private Well Protection 
Loss of electrical utility service can lead to a loss of access to private wells as electric pumps 
are no longer able to function. The water department will develop a list of properties with private 
wells, highlighting those properties that are not connected to the municipal water system. 
Those property owners not connected to the municipal water system will be informed of the risk 
they face in the event of electrical utility loss and the cost and availability of connecting to the 
municipal water system where possible. The benefits and costs of purchasing an individual 
generator versus maintaining the existing conditions will be outlined as well. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing Options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Water Department 
Department of Planning and Development 
Town Budget 
Staff Time 
Medium Term 
Medium 
Action #41 : Protect the Town Water Supply from Contamination and Drought 
The water department has developed extensive plans for dealing with emergencies and 
protecting the water supply from contamination. One important part of these plans is protecting 
undeveloped land over the town's aquifers. By protecting this land, the water supply is 
protected from contamination and the recharge ability of the aquifer is maintained, increasing its 
ability to resist the effects of a drought. The Town will continue to preserve land and limit 
development around the wells and over the aquifers. In addition, the Town will work with East 
Greenwich, Exeter, and Warwick to coordinate land protection over the portions of the aquifers 
that are in those towns and to protect land around the wells in East Greenwich. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Department of Planning and Development 
Water Department, Towns of East Greenwich, Exeter, and 
Warwick 
FEMA grants, Land acquisition bonds (state and 
municipal), Land Bank, RI DEM, and other open space 
acquisition funding and strategies. 
Variable 
Ongoing 
High 
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Vulnerable #6: Electric Utility Lines and Facilities 
Action #42: Tree Trimming 
The Town and the Narragansett Electric Company will continue to maintain street trees and 
other trees close to utility lines in a manner that will protect those lines in the event of a storm. 
This action will serve the additional benefit of reducing the amount of debris generated during 
the stonn thereby reducing clean-up costs. The town Tree Inventory Management Plan calls for 
the removal of many different trees across town. Those trees from this list that pose a threat to 
utility service or other property in the event of a natural hazard will be prioritized for removal. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Department of Public Works 
Narragansett Electric Co., Town Tree Warden 
Town budget, RIEMA, Utility companies 
Staff time - variable based on cost of tree removal 
Ongoing 
Medium 
Action #43: Underground Utility Lines 
As the opportunity arises, the town will move utility lines underground, with first priority on lines 
in coastal areas. 
Lead: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Department of Planning and Development 
Transportation Improvement Program Grants, FEMA, 
RIEMA, Special Tax Areas 
Variable, dependent on design and area. 
Long Term 
Low 
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Vulnerable Area #7: RIEDC Wastewater Treatment Facility 
Action #44: Investigate Vulnerability and Retrofit as Necessary 
The RIEDC wastewater treatment facility is in a 'V' flood zone indicating that it is susceptible to 
breaking wave action during a serious storm. In addition it is in a SLOSH (A) area such that any 
hurricane will potentially impact the facility. The facility is elevated and designed for operation in 
the flood zone. The Town will work with the RIEDC to ensure that the facility is inspected for its 
ability to withstand these impacts and retrofitted as necessary. If the facility is determined to be 
vulnerable to damage a plan for protecting the facility, perhaps using a portable dike and 
pumping equipment, will be developed by the RIEDC in conjunction with the Town. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
RIEDC 
RIDEM 
RIEMA, RIEDC, FMAP 
Staff time 
Medium term 
Medium 
Vulnerable Area #8: Town Wastewater Pumping Facilities 
Action #45: Shutting Off Service 
During a flood or severe storm event, the town engineer and/or water department should 
consider shutting down the wastewater pumping facilities at Wickford Point and Mark Drive. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Engineering Department 
Water Department 
Town budget and FEMA Flood Mitigation Assistance 
Program 
Staff time 
Short Term 
High 
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Action #46: Flood-proofing 
The pumping facilities will be flood proofed, with priority placed on the Wickford Point facility, 
due to its greater vulnerability. 
Lead: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Water Department 
Town budget and FEMA Flood Mitigation Assistance 
Program 
Dependent of design and engineering 
Medium Term 
Medium 
Action #47: Emergency Pumping 
A plan for pumping wastewater into a temporary or portable container in the event of flooding 
will be developed exclusively for town-owned facilities 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing Options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Model: 
Priority: 
Department of Public Works 
Water Department 
Town Budget 
Staff Time 
Long-term 
Narragansett 
Vulnerable Area #9: Phone Lines 
Action #48: Protecting Land Line Phone Service 
The Town and the Narragansett Electric Company will continue to maintain street trees and 
other trees close to utility lines in a manner that will protect those lines in the event of a storm. 
This action will serve the additional benefit of reducing the amount of debris generated during 
the storm thereby reducing clean-up costs. The town Tree Inventory Management Plan calls for 
the removal of many different trees across town. Those trees from this list that pose a threat to 
utility service or other property in the event of a natural hazard will be prioritized for removal. If 
electric lines are put underground, than the phone lines should be considered for this treatment 
as well . 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Department of Public Works 
Phone Company, Town Tree Warden, Narragansett 
Electric Co. 
RIEMA, TIP, Phone Company 
Staff Time 
Ongoing 
Medium 
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Vulnerable Area #10: Wickford Service Stations 
Action #49: Contain Hazardous Materials 
Property owners will be contacted and these businesses will be requested to develop plans that 
ensure the containment of hazardous materials in the event of a severe storm or hurricane. 
Special attention will be paid to underground storage tanks that could float or rupture in the 
event of flooding . 
Lead: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Building Official's Office 
Town Budget, the Service stations 
Staff Time 
Long Term 
Low 
Action #50: Investigate Vulnerability and Retrofit 
The property owners will be given information on how to assess the structural integrity of the 
two service stations in terms of resistance to flood and winds. 
Lead: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Building Official 's Office 
Town Budget 
Staff Time 
Long Term 
Low 
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Municipal Facilities 
Vulnerable Area #1 : Town Hall 
Action #51 : Investigate Vulnerability and Retroftt 
The Town Hall is located in the 500-year flood zone and in a SLOSH (A) area. The building will 
be inspected to determine its need for flood proofing and earthquake retrofit. Renovations will 
be made as necessary. Records will be stored in such a way that they are protected from 
flooding in the building . 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Department of Public Works 
Town Information Systems Department, Building Official's 
Office 
FEMA, RIEMA, Town Budget 
Staff Time, variable depending on renovations needed. 
Investigation - Short Term 
Remediation - Long Term 
High 
Action #52: Post-Disaster Relocation 
If the Town Hall is subject to serious damage or destruction a new location will be found for 
rebuilding. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Town Manager 
Building Official's Office, Department of Planning and 
Development 
FEMA Post-Disaster Recovery Assistance 
variable, in millions. 
Long Term - Post Disaster 
Low 
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Vulnerable Area #2: Town Hall Annex 
Action #53: Investigate Vulnerability and Retrofit 
The Town Hall Annex is located in an (A) flood zone and in a hurricane surge area that has 
experienced repeated flooding during past storms. The town will take steps to protect the 
records and documents currently stored in the basement of that building. Past flooding has 
damaged some of those records. The annex building will also be inspected and opportunities 
for flood, wind, and earthquake proofing identified. Retrofitting will be done as necessary with 
attention to maintaining the building 's historical character. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Building Official 
Town Information Systems Department, Department of 
Public Works 
FEMA, RIEMA, Town Budget 
Staff Time, variable depending on renovations needed. 
Investigation - Short Term 
Remediation - Long Term 
High 
Action #54: Post-Disaster Relocation 
If the Town Hall Annex is seriously damaged or destroyed then a new location will be found for 
the departments located in this building. In the event of the destruction of the main Town Hall 
consideration should be made for rebuilding the Town Hall building to accommodate all town 
departments. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Town Manager 
Building Official, Department of Planning and Development 
FEMA Post Disaster Recovery Assistance 
variable, in millions 
Long Term - Post Disaster 
Low 
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Vulnerable Area #3: Senior Center, Cold Spring Community Center, and the Art 
Association Building 
Action #55: Investigate Vulnerability and Retrofit 
The Beach Street facilities are in a Flood (A) zone and a hurricane surge area. All three 
buildings will be investigated for their structural vulnerabilities and retrofitted as needed. 
Attention will be given towards maintaining their historical character. In the event of destruction, 
the town will consider rebuilding these structures in another location. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Building Official's Office 
Senior Center Director, Recreation Director 
FEMA, RIEMA, Town Budget 
Staff Time, variable depending on renovations needed. 
Investigation - Short Term 
Remediation - Long Term 
Medium 
Vulnerable Area #4: North Kingstown Free Library 
Action #56: Investigate Vulnerability and Retrofit 
The library is located in the storm surge area. The Town will ensure that the library building will 
be able to resist the high winds and flooding associated with a severe storm or hurricane. The 
trees surrounding the building, with special attention to those on the waterside, will be well 
maintained with the removal of dead limbs and trees to prevent their being blown into the 
building during a storm. Trees removed will be replaced such that a natural wind-block is 
maintained. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Building Official's Office 
Library Director, Tree Warden 
FEMA, RIEMA, Town Budget 
Staff time, variable depending on renovations needed. 
Investigation - Short Term 
Remediation - Long Term 
Medium 
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Action #57: Protect Library Resources 
A plan for protecting the library's resources, with priority on those that are irreplaceable, will be 
developed. Consideration will be given for evacuating some of the more important resources to 
a safe location. 
lead: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Library Director 
Town Budget, private library related grants 
Staff Time 
Medium Term 
Medium 
Vulnerable Area #5: Highway Department Facilities Building 
Action #58: Contain Hazardous Materials 
All hazardous materials, including fuel and other automotive fluids , will be stored in such a 
manner that they will not be spilled or leak in the event of flooding. 
lead: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Department of Public Works 
Town Budget 
Staff Time 
Long Term 
Low 
Action #59: Investigate Vulnerability and Retrofit 
The garage's specific structural vulnerability will be assessed in terms of flood and winds. Steps 
will be taken to retrofit the structure as needed. Relocation of the garage will be considered in 
the event of its destruction or severe damage. 
lead: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Department of Public Works 
Town Budget, FEMA, RIEMA, FMA ICC 
Staff Time, variable depending on renovations needed. 
Long Term 
Low 
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Cultural Resources 
Vulnerable Area #1: Wickford Historic District 
Action #60: Retrofitting Historic Homes 
The Building Official 's Office will research retrofitting techniques that mitigate flood and wind 
damage while maintaining the historic integrity of the home. The Historic District Commission 
may make reasonable allowances for changes that may alter appearance but ultimately will 
protect the home and its residents. Historic homeowners should be instructed in self-inspection 
to determine how vulnerable their structures are to storm damage. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Building Official's Office. 
Historic District Commission, Historic Wickford, 
Department of Planning and Development 
Town budget, Private Grants for Historic Preservation 
Staff time 
Medium 
Medium 
Vulnerable Area #2: Gilbert Stuart Birthplace and Smith's Castle 
Action# 61: Retrofitting the Buildings 
The Building Inspector's Office, in cooperation with the Gilbert Stuart Birthplace and Smith's 
Castle, will research retrofitting techniques that mitigate flood damage while maintaining the 
historic integrity of the home. These techniques will be used as necessary. The museum will 
develop a plan for removing or otherwise protecting valuable exhibit pieces when there is a 
threat of flooding. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Gilbert Stuart Birthplace, Smith's Castle 
Building Official's Office, RIHPHC, Department of Planning 
and Development 
RIEMA, FMA ICC, Gilbert Stuart Birthplace, Smith's Castle 
Staff time, variable depending on design and engineering. 
Short 
High 
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Quonset Point 
Vulnerable Area #1 : Existing and Proposed Development at Quonset Point 
Action #62: New Development 
Quonset Point is an area that has in the past been hard hit by hurricanes and severe storms. 
All new development will be required to meet at least the current flood, wind, and earthquake 
resistance building codes, however for additional protection, businesses will be encouraged to 
go beyond what is required. The RIEDC will develop a list of further structural changes that 
could be incorporated into these buildings including building orientation related to primary wind 
direction. Where possible, impermeable surfaces will be kept to a minimum. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
State Building Code Commissioner 
RIEDC, CRMC 
RIEDC, developers 
Staff Time 
Ongoing 
High 
Action #63: Current and New Development 
A large percentage of the Quonset Point coastal area is in fact filled land put in by the Navy in 
1940 when the base was built. The RIEDC will determine the extent of that fill and its stability in 
the event of an earthquake. Measures to protect structures and utilities from earthquake 
damage will be implemented as necessary. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Action #64: Outreach 
RIEDC, State Building Code Commissioner 
Building Official, CRMC 
RIEDC, Private businesses, developers 
Staff Time, variable depending on renovations needed. 
Ongoing 
Medium 
Current businesses in the flood and surge areas of Quonset Point will be informed of their 
location relative to natural hazards, primarily hurricanes, and given information on how they can 
protect their property and employees. 
Lead: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
RIEDC 
RIEDC 
Staff time 
Ongoing 
High 
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Action #65: Hazardous Material Containment 
Businesses operating with hazardous materials will be identified. These businesses will be 
requested to develop plans that ensure the containment of those materials in the event of a 
severe storm or hurricane. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Fire Marshall (State and Local) 
RIEDC, ARCH CAP 
RIEDC, Private businesses 
Staff Time 
Ongoing 
High 
Action #66: Business Continuation 
The Chamber of Commerce will develop strategies to help businesses located in Quonset in 
flood prone and coastal areas recover from the effects of a natural disaster. These strategies 
will include organizing business owners for collective clean-up of their properties after a disaster 
and the creation of a list of businesses and the people connected with those businesses that are 
authorized to enter the business in the period of time immediately after a disaster. This list 
would be for the use of the police department in their role of guarding properties after a disaster. 
The police department will develop criteria for determining when safety considerations outweigh 
the right of a given business owner to access their property. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
North Kingstown Chamber of Commerce 
Police Department, RIEDC, Building Official's Office 
NK Chamber of Commerce, RIEDC 
Staff time 
Medium Term 
Medium 
Vulnerable Area #2: Quonset State Airport 
Action #67: Investigate Vulnerability and Retrofit 
The airport is located in a coastal flood zone and in a storm surge area. The Rhode Island 
Airport Corporation will be asked to assess the airport's structural vulnerability to flood, wind, 
and earthquake and retrofit as necessary. The Town will also request that a plan for securing 
hazardous materials such that they are not vulnerable to flooding be created. 
Lead: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Rhode Island Airport Corporation 
RIAC 
Staff Time 
Medium term 
Medium 
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Recreational Resources 
Vulnerable #1 : Town Harbors. Docks. and Moorings 
Action #68: Storm Preparedness Plan 
The Harbor Management Commission will prepare a storm preparedness plan. The plan will 
address mitigating the effects of severe storms on boats, marina infrastructure, and docks. 
Attention will be paid to the fact that there are many residential and commercial properties 
surrounding Wickford Harbor that could be damaged by boats and debris from the harbor 
carried by storm winds and waves. Attempts will be made to mitigate the damage that storm-
carried debris can cause. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing Options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Harbor Management Commission 
Harbor Division, Department of Planning and 
Development, Individual Marina Owners 
Town budget 
Staff time 
Medium Term 
Medium 
Action #69: Wickford Harbor Breakwater 
The Town will analyze the feasibility of replacing or enlarging the breakwater at the entrance to 
Wickford harbor. This analysis will include considerations of environmental impacts, including 
tidal exchange and aquatic life habitat, as well as a cost/benefit assessment. One of the 
concerns with increasing the size of the breakwater has to do with the ability of the harbor to 
cleanse itself through tidal exchange; the harbor is already under a great deal of pressure from 
pollution. In addition, the channel is federally maintained so that all proposed changes would 
require approval from the Army Corp of Engineers. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Planning Department 
Harbor Division 
Army Corp of Engineers, FEMA 
Subject to design and engineering. 
Long Term 
Low 
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Vulnerable Area #2: Town Beaches 
Action #70: Beach Maintenance 
Beaches can play an important role in preventing erosion and protecting coastal properties. 
The Town will work with the CRMC to research the possibility of and necessity of beach 
renourishment and even establishment of new beaches in various locations including Wickford 
Harbor, Quonset Point, and the Town Beach. If possible sand washed onto roads from beaches 
during a storm will be returned to those beaches; otherwise, a specific location will be 
determined where the sand can be temporarily stored until a permanent location can be found. 
Dredged sand may also be used for beach renourishment, with CRMC approval. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
CRMC 
Department of Planning and Development, Department of 
Public Works, Department of Leisure Activities 
RIDEM, CRMC 
Variable with amount of sand displaced 
Long Term 
Low 
Vulnerable Area #3: Ryan Park, Chafee Nature Preserve (Rome Point}, Wilson 
Park, Cocumscussoc State Park, Calf Pasture Point 
Action #71 : Fire Protection 
During periods of dry weather and drought, the fire department will monitor large forested areas 
in an attempt to catch a fire before it is able to grow and cause significant damage. The water 
department already runs a similar patrol during drought conditions in the western part of the 
town over the aquifer. The fire department will also ensure that there is adequate access to 
forested parcels and a local source of water. Quantities of underbrush and dead limbs can 
allow a fire to quickly become very large and burn out of control. The fire department will 
assess the level of underbrush in these parks and determine if a controlled burn or other means 
of removal is necessary. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Fire Department 
Water Department 
Town budget, RIDEM 
Staff time 
Medium term 
Medium 
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Vulnerable Area #4: Municipal Golf Course 
Action #72: Investigate Vulnerability and Retrofit 
The North Kingstown Municipal Golf Course is located in a flood zone and a storm surge area. 
Golf Course facilities will be inspected for their structural vulnerability to flood , wind , and 
earthquake and retrofits will be made as necessary. Plans for the secure storage of hazardous 
materials will be made. Loss of revenue from lost playing time due to a natural disaster would 
cause problems and a loss of revenues for many of the Town's recreation activities. 
Lead: 
Other responsible parties: 
Financing options: 
Cost: 
Timeframe: 
Priority: 
Building Official's Office 
Leisure Activities Director 
Town Budget 
Staff Time 
Investigation - Short Term 
Remediation - Long Term 
Low 
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4.0 - Implementation 
In any plan, the implementation section is one of the most important. Without a clear sense of 
who is responsible for a given action and in what timeframe it should be completed, many 
important goals can be lost. A plan must include a clear course for action. 
Each action description in the previous section includes a brief statement of responsible parties, 
funding sources, and expected timeframe for completion. These descriptions form the basis for 
implementation. From this basis, actions will be incorporated into departmental work plans. 
Individuals, organizations, and other groups outside of town departments with responsibility for 
plan actions will work with the appropriate town department to form a schedule for 
implementation and coordination with town activities. The Capital Improvement Program will be 
used to schedule the funding of actions from the town budget. 
Plan Adoption and Incorporation into Existing Plans 
Upon receiving approval from FEMA and RIEMA the plan was submitted to the North Kingstown 
Town Council and Planning Commission for final approval and adoption into the town 's 
comprehensive plan. 
The adoption of the North Kingstown Hazard Mitigation Plan into the North Kingstown 
Comprehensive Plan will ultimately have an affect on all nine elements of the comprehensive 
plan. In the land use section, further development will be directed away from hazard areas, 
such as the flood zones, as well as away from groundwater recharge areas. The evacuation 
routes and bridge maintenance make up the additions to the circulation element. Economic 
development is affected in many ways, from placing development away from hazard areas to 
forming cooperative agreements with businesses to ensure that adequate supplies are available 
to the town in the event of an emergency. The hazard mitigation plan will have some of its 
greatest influence in the community services and facilities element as outreach programs are 
developed to inform and prepare residents for natural hazards; as important building and site 
plan review processes incorporate hazard mitigation into their reviews; and as town facilities are 
retrofitted to protect them and the important records they contain from damage or destruction 
during a natural hazard. Natural and cultural resources will also be protected as plans are 
developed for park clean-up after a storm and methods of protecting historic buildings are 
researched and distributed. The open space, conservation, and recreation element will benefit 
from both the preserved open space in hazard vulnerable areas and the storm hazard plans that 
will be developed for the town's harbors. The Post Road corridor element will be influenced in 
the storm water management techniques and underground utility lines that will be encouraged 
for the purpose of hazard mitigation. Finally, the hazard mitigation plan will strongly affect the 
Quonset Point element in that, much of Quonset Point is located in flood zones and storm surge 
areas therefore requiring that new construction respect that fact and build to avoid and resist 
storm damage. 
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4.1 Monitoring, Evaluation, and Updates 
The North Kingstown Hazard Mitigation Committee will meet at the end of the first and second 
six-month time period to assess progress on action completion and the effectiveness of actions 
already completed. Changes in timeframe or other aspects of implementation will be made as 
necessary. 
The North Kingstown Hazard Mitigation Committee will continue to meet twice yearly to assess 
the effectiveness of the plan, and make revisions as necessary to improve its effectiveness. 
The yearly updated plan will be submitted to and reviewed by RIEMA following local approval. 
In addition, the committee will meet following a natural hazard event to discuss the effectiveness 
of plan elements and to review community input based on their experiences during and after the 
event. 
Evaluation of the plan will consider whether there have been any changes to the nature, 
magnitude, or type of risks and whether the goals and objectives of the plan are still current and 
appropriate. Any need for new actions will be considered. Outcomes of implementation, thus 
far, will also be considered, including participation and coordination of all involved agencies, 
resources available for plan implementation, and any problems that have arisen in 
implementation. 
Future sea level rise will have a tremendous impact on the extent of damage caused by flooding 
and storms. At a minimum of 10-year intervals, the Hazard Mitigation Committee will assess the 
need for changes in the flood and storm surge maps and implement those changes as available 
technology permits. Actions and policies pertaining to properties in the current flood zones and 
storm surge areas will be extended to any properties falling within these new areas. In addition, 
hazard mitigation should be an integral part of any considerations for protecting coastal 
properties from sea level rise, whether by structural or non-structural methods. 
Continued Public Involvement · 
The public will continue to be involved in the hazard mitigation planning process through our 
regular meetings of the Local Hazard Mitigation Committee to be held twice a year. The public 
can also stay involved through the use of the Town's web site 
www.northkingstown.org, where updates to the plan, upcoming meetings and other hazard 
mitigation topics, will be posted. 
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APPENDIX A: TECHNICAL AND FINANCIAL 
ASSISTANCE FOR MITIGATION 
STATE RESOURCES 
Rhode Island Emergency Management Agency 
645 New London Avenue 
Cranston, RI 02920 
Phone: (401) 946-9996 
Coastal Resources Center 
University of Rhode Island 
Narragansett Bay Campus 
Narragansett, RI 02882 
Phone: (401) 874-6224 
Coastal Resources Management Council 
Stedman Government Center 
4808 Tower Hill Road 
Wakefield, RI 02879 
Phone: (401) 277-2476 
Department of Administration/Division of Planning 
One Capitol Hill 
Providence, RI 02908 
Phone: (401) 277-6478 
State of Rhode Island Building Committee Office 
Building Commissioner's Office 
One Capitol Hill 
Providence, RI 02903 
Phone: (401)277-3529 
Rhode Island Builders Association 
The Terry Lane Corporation 
Terry Lane 
Gloucester, RI 02814 
Phone: (401) 568-8006 
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Department of Transportation-Design Section/Bridges 
2 Capitol Hill , Room 231 D 
Providence, RI 02903 
Phone: (401) 277-2053 
Rhode Island Department of Business Regulations 
233 Richmond Street 
Providence, RI 02903 
Phone: (401) 277-2246 
State Fire Marshal's Office 
272 West Exchange Street 
Providence, RI 02903 
Phone: (401) 277-2335 
Rhode Island Banking Commission/Associate Director 
233 Richmond Street 
Providence, RI 02903 
Phone: (401) 277-2405 
Public Utilities Commission 
100 Orange Street 
Providence, RI 02903 
Phone: (401) 277-3500 Ext. 153 
Department of Environmental Management 
Division of Parks and Recreation 
2321 Hartford Avenue 
Johnston, RI 02919 
Phone: (401) 277-2635 
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FEDERAL RESOURCES 
Federal Emergency Management Agency 
Mitigation Division, Region I Office 
J.W. McCormack POCH, Room 462 
Boston, MA 02109 
(617) 223-9561 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
New England District 
424 Trapelo Road 
Waltham, MA 02254 
(617) 647-8505 
Department of Agriculture 
Natural Resources Conservation Service 
(formerly Soil Conservation Service) 
451 West Street 
Amherst, MA 01002 
( 413) 253-4362 
Department of Commerce National Weather Service 
Forecast Office 
445 Myles Standish Boulevard 
Taunton, MA 02780 
(508) 823-2262 
Economic Development Administration 
143 North Main Street, Suite 209 
Concord , NH 03301 
(603) 225-1624 
Department of the Interior 
1849 C St., NW 
Washington, DC 20240 
(202) 208-3100 
National Park Service 
Rivers and Trails Conservation Program 
Regional Office 
15 State Street 
Boston, MA 02109 
(617) 223-5203 
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U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
New England Field Office 
22 Bridge Street, Unit #1 
Concord, NH 03301-4986 
Department of Housing and Urban Development 
Community Development Block Grants 
Region I - O'Neill Federal Building 
10 Causeway Street 
Boston, MA 02222 
(617) 565-5354 
Small Business Administration 
360 Rainbow Boulevard South, 3rd Floor 
Niagara Falls, NY 14303 
(716) 282-4612 or (800) 659-2955 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Region I - JFK Federal Building 
Government Center 
Boston, MA 02203 
(617) 565 3400 
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OTHER RESOURCES 
The Association of State Floodplain Managers (ASFM) 
Professional association with a membership of almost 1, 000 state employees that assist 
communities with the NFIP. ASFPM has developed a series of technical and topical research 
papers and a series of proceedings from their annual conferences. Many mitigation "success 
stories" have been documented through these resources and provide a good starting point for 
planning. 
Floodplain Management Resources Center 
Free library and referral service of the ASFPM for floodplain management publications. Co-
located with the Natural Hazards Center at the University of Colorado in Boulder, staff can use 
keywords to identify useful publications from the more than 900 flood-related documents in the 
library. 
Institute for Business and Home Safety (IBHS) 
(fonnally Insurance Institute for Property Loss Reduction) 
An insurance industry-sponsored, nonprofit organization dedicated to reducing losses-deaths, 
injuries, and property damage-resulting from natural hazards. IBHS efforts are directed at five 
specific hazards: flood, windstorm, hail, earthquake, and wildfire. Through its public education 
efforts and information center, IBHS communicates the results of its research and statistical 
gathering, as well as mitigation information, to a broad audience. 
Volunteer Organizations 
Organizations, such as the American Red Cross, the Salvation Army, Habitat for 
Humanity, Interfaith, and the Mennonite Disaster Service, are often available to help after 
disasters. Service organizations, such as the Lions, Elks, and VFW are also available. These 
organizations have helped others with food, shelter, clothing, money, etc. Habitat for Humanity 
and the Mennonite Disaster Service provide skilled labor to help rebuild damaged buildings 
incorporating mitigation or flood-proofing concepts. The offices of individual organizations can 
be contacted directly, or the FEMA Regional Office may be able to assist. 
Flood Relief Funds 
After a disaster, local businesses, residents, and out-of-town groups often donate money to 
local relief funds. They may be managed by the local government, one or more local churches, 
or an ad hoc committee. No government disaster declaration is needed. Local officials should 
recommend that the funds be held until an applicant exhausts all sources of public disaster 
assistance. Doing so allows the funds to be- used for mitigation and other proje.ds that cannot be 
funded elsewhere. 
New England States Emergency Consortium (NESEC) 
Lakeside Office Park 
NESEC conducts public awareness and education programs on natural disaster and emergency 
management activities throughout New England. Brochures and videotapes are available on 
such topics as earthquake preparedness, mitigation, and hurricane safety tips. NESEC 
maintains a web page that is accessible at http://www.serve.com!NESEC. 
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The New England Floodplain and Stormwater Managers Association 
(NEFSMA) 
Professional organization for New England floodplain and stormwater managers. Provides 
workshops, conferences, and a newsletter to membership and interested individuals and 
companies. Contact: Nicholas Winter, chairman, at (617) 727-0488 or NEFSMA 's homepage on 
the Web at http://www.seacoast.com!-nefsma. 
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APPENDIX 8: EXISTING PROTECTION SYSTEMS -
FEDERAL AND STATE 
National Flood Insurance Program: 
All of Rhode Island's 39 municipalities participate in the NFIP. This program is a direct 
agreement between the federal government and the local community that flood insurance will be 
made available to residents in exchange for community compliance with minimum floodplain 
management regulations. Communities participating in the NFIP must: 
1. Adopt the Flood Insurance Rate Maps as an overlay regulatory district. 
2. Require that all new construction or substantial improvement to existing structures in the 
flood hazard area be elevated or (if nonresidential) flood-proofed to the identified flood 
level on the maps. 
3. Require design techniques to minimize flood damage for structures being built in high 
hazard areas, such as floodways or velocity zones 
In return for community adoption of these standards, any structure in that community is eligible 
for protection by flood insurance, which covers property owners from losses due to inundation 
from surface water of any source. Coverage for land subsidence, sewer backup and water 
seepage is also available subject to the conditions outlined in the NFIP standard policy (see 
Appendix A, Federal Resources, for contacts regarding insurance coverage and purchase). 
Since homeowners' insurance does not cover flooding , a community's participation in the NFIP 
is vital to protecting property in the floodplain as well as being essential to ensure that federally 
backed mortgages and loans can be used to finance flood prone property. 
Increased cost of compliance (ICC) coverage has recently been implemented for all new NFIP 
policies and renewals and is intended to be "mitigation insurance" to allow homeowners whose 
structures have been repeatedly or substantially damaged to cover the cost of elevation and 
design requirements for rebuilding with their flood insurance claim up to a maximum of $15,000. 
Community Rating System: 
A voluntary initiative of the NFIP, the CRS was developed to encourage communities to perform 
activities that exceed the minimum NFIP floodplain management standards. If a community 
participating in the CRS performs activities that include maintaining records for floodplain 
development, publicizing the flood hazard, improving flood data, and floodplain management 
planning, then the flood insurance premiums paid by policy holders in the community will be 
reduced by 5 to 45 percent. Devetoping a ftood mitigation plan will help communities gain 
additional credit under the CRS. 
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Coastal Barrier Resource Act: 
Administered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, this program has mapped public and private 
land identified as undeveloped coastal barrier areas. These areas may be denoted as 
"Otherwise Protected Areas" if they are owned by public entities. In the coastal barrier areas 
shown on FEMA's Flood Insurance Rate Maps, structures newly built or substantially improved 
after the date shown on the maps are ineligible for federal flood insurance. This serves to 
restrict new development in these areas because the purchase of flood insurance is required to 
obtain federal-backed mortgages and improvement loans for structures located in special flood 
hazard areas. 
State Barrier Beaches: 
Your community may have barrier beaches, as defined by the state's RI. Coastal Resources 
Management Program. The regulations applying to these areas are enforced by CRMC. These 
regulations restrict alteration of the beach and/or dunes and the construction of coastal 
engineering structures. New or substantially reconstructed buildings generally must be elevated 
to a minimum of one foot above base flood elevation. No new commercial development is 
allowed on barrier beaches. If a structure is damaged more than 50 percent, it cannot be rebuilt. 
Warning Systems and Emergency Operations Plans: 
Your community may have a flood warning system in place and should have a plan for response 
to flooding. In addition, RIEMA has offices throughout the state that maintain area-wide plans for 
flood events. 
Evacuation Plans and Systems: 
Your community's emergency operations center should have evacuation plans in place. For 
communities near a nuclear power plant, evacuation plans are required, and may also be used 
for flood evacuation. RIEMA may have additional evacuation plan information. 
Land Use Restrictions: 
There are several federal and state regulations that serve to restrict land use in certain areas 
that may help reduce flood hazard vulnerability. If your community has open land owned by the 
state or federal government, examine what restrictions are placed on its development. In 
addition, the state Wetlands Protection Act regulates the development of all lands identified as 
significant to the protection of resources identified in the Act. 
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Septic Systems: 
If there are areas in the community not served by a public sewer system, state septic system 
regulations influence development and may be a consideration for mitigation alternatives that 
include rebuilding and elevation of structures. Specific design requirements must be met for any 
construction in coastal velocity zones or river floodways. Generally, an inspection of a septic 
system is required if there is a change in use of the structure, an increase in flow, or failed 
system. Limited inspections are required if the footprint of the structure is being changed. 
Upgrades are required by the state if an inspection reveals a failed system. However, local 
regulations may be more restrictive than state requirements, requiring inspections or upgrades 
in other cases. 
Economic/Community Development: 
There may be programs existing to help flood proof homes using Community Development 
Block Grant funds. There may be housing assistance programs in the community that can be 
used following a major flood, achieving both the objectives of reducing flood damage and 
improving the community's housing stock (see Appendix A, federal resources, for more 
information). 
Hazard Mitigation Grant Program: 
Also known as the 404 Program or HMGP, this program is available only after a federally 
declared disaster occurs. It represents an additional 15 percent of all the infrastructure and 
individual assistance funds that are provided to states to repair damages and recover from 
losses, and is administered by the state in partnership with FEMA. Having a plan or completed 
mitigation action matrix prior to a disaster event is extremely helpful in meeting the state's 
deadlines for applications and ensuring the project is eligible and technically feasible. It provides 
75/25 matching grants on a competitive basis to state, local, and tribal governments, as well as 
certain nonprofit organizations that can be matched by either cash or in-kind services. The 
grants are specifically directed toward reducing future hazard losses, and can be used for 
projects protecting property and resources against the damaging effects of floods, earthquakes, 
wind, and other hazards. Specific activities encouraged under the HMGP include acquiring 
damaged structures to turn the land over to the community for open space or recreational use, 
relocating damaged or damage-prone structures out of the hazard area, and retrofitting 
properties to resist the damaging effects of disasters. Retrofitting can include wet or dry flood-
proofing , elevation of the structure above flood level, elevation of utilities, or proper anchoring of 
the structure. 
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Flood Mitigation Assistance: 
The Flood Mitigation Assistance (FMA) program makes grants available on a pre-disaster basis 
for flood mitigation planning and activities, including acquisition, relocation, and retrofitting of 
structures. FMA grants for mitigation projects will be available only to those communities with 
approved hazard mitigation plans. A certain amount of funding is allotted to each state per year 
based on a risk formula for floods. Each state has the discretion to award funds to communities 
or to state government agencies. States may use whatever criteria or method they choose to 
award the funds as long as the applicant and the proposal are eligible. The program may fund 
up to 75 percent of the total cost of the proposed project, with a minimum of 25 percent of the 
cost coming from the community. A minimum of half the community share must be cash or "hard 
match." Funds can also be granted to communities to help them prepare local flood mitigation 
plans. The same match requirements apply. Once a community receives a planning grant, 
however, it is not eligible to receive additional planning grants for another five years. For further 
information on the FMA program or ICC coverage contact RIEMA at (401) 946-9996. 
Pre-Disaster Mitigation: 
FEMA's Pre-Disaster Mitigation (PDM) grant program is a nationally competitive program. 
Projects can be funded up to a maximum $3 million federal share. Up to 75% of the total project 
cost can be federally funded. The state or local community provides a 25% cost share, which 
can be "in-kind". Small , impoverished communities may be funded up to 90%. In order to be 
eligible to receive a PDM 2004 grant, the state or local community must have an approved 
hazard mitigation plan in place by Nov. 1 2004. 
Earthquakes and Hurricanes: 
A certain amount of funding is allotted to each state per year based on a risk formula for 
earthquakes. Coastal states are allocated funds based on a risk formula for hurricanes. Each 
state receiving such funds has the ability to grant project funds to a community. There is not a 
match requirement on the part of the community, but the funds are limited, and are generally 
only available once a year. The projects or products proposed for such funding must 
demonstrate that earthquake or hurricane risk will be reduced or eliminated, and the proposed 
project or product is a cost-effective measure (a stringent cost/benefit analysis need not be 
performed). Information about the amount of funding available per ye·ar and the state 
requirements for eligibility and performance may be obtained from RIEMA at (401) 946-9996. 
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APPENDIX C: Newspaper Clippings Related to 
Past Natural Disasters 
J ....... \ . 
~hot.le Island l\'Jother Says, ~oh, We're Living' 
How Hu.rricane 'Ca.rol' Hit On.e F a11iil YI 
cb li1rcn's shcc~HI ~l'1!-lir.:3. 11 
b<ed !!llpperti. When we s:e~ )laid 
C.O..•trnTTO;;, we';-e rot tc _'bus 
nev.• shoes tor f!Vuybod~· . We'\'e, . 
i:ot iT.O!>L Of Olli' spa.re CIQth~ 
hanging o:i tlle J: nt t.c> dl'Y ... 
Br JOHN WARO 
- f .,fM1-•ru::~ J"r.a::ra-&J.~ullt ) (. I-'.~ ql.;y l!ltl!!.!"H¥.::D, R. !. '1"1-:-,.ir, 
&nd :.r;s. Mg,h;Qlm Jcli:l~ nd 
i h.,ir r ou;- chUc1r•n f:> tQ b"il 
s. i Y p. :n. h;- !\te lllitht or a 
~ nile i.:croscne 111.'TIP ~:11~ lllel: 
!i!.w_ .. y :,>Jly,lct&.n g '''C t~t!a:. 
TI>a~'s all the Ugtl t l.h >' 
hs ,•e. 
The l' G: :i. ·~ ta ;.·c il<>l" U;: •• L 
1\1e:;i:;ll; ::i~M and b:i.d to go 
to t>~d t c · ~k. 'r.:e h11rrlca.ue 
h.11:! c:tu'l1e-:1 awa;; ;:gwe~ l.lt:ea 
m ~h'.s iLlfo vli re on Nllrra.• 
car.~ntt 3ay, ie r.iilcil somh cl 
Provn:lenc.e. 
ThQ!. "tonn bad le!t them 
with dielr ho1J1"' but 'lll'lth a 
cell~:- tull a~ -.,,ia,ui:-, tt yard cav-
tHd with uddles ot Eal: -ter. 
no ilrht.a. no hu no !ac ll-
,i~s !or atorlr.g 100<! 1>-nd none 
:or c=~inir It. 
Th Jennr~. Wh0$~ chilclnm 
,.,.nite from tlm:>c yea•~ lo 22, 
ar~ t,-ptt.tl or hur.l!reds or fam-
l l!a bnvin4 ll; wL n in.&oY o1 
t!;e !Jood a.r!as o~ P-hod-:: J!-
l ~r.cl . lc'1dlna: 11 bare e:x15tcm;e 
Jn tnclr ,,-;i.\u• st:aY.ed l1Qme-~. 
.sLruaa: ng ;;Jooi wi;h m .. k.:--
ml!t ;:r.e:i.ls. ~ee~f n1 La me.kc· 
~hi1t !;~~, WISlri1';? Wh!!>":. 
c lc!ll s tbe mrrn b:u letl l!i1'!l1. 
Mr. All'1 hl:a. Jenn. were 
,.--D;ki."g .. ~ LI:"' Q.u n8~L Pol:lt 
:s'o.vo.I f.l~ Sta~1- and. their 
son ~lifrt "t 11 l:au'.! L FTo1•-
t.1e._nce y.1tzcn " tl c ~~Qrt:\ hlL 
• .ii. a "TrWtrla ~d . }4.Ti.. ·r.:ihct 
Rt\'iC or l\llcr.1t.1n, ~o~ Ille um" 
i:.hl:.dren, ~wo t>oyi; " '-d "' ;;!rl, 
tbrcc :,o .ilx Y• i~ old. ru;t-.cd 
tl~m from th • '.:ui.e ;snd 
d:ro· 'e .them. m her " to 
Um:mg!\ ria!;;ir wl!.te & to rdugc 
at her own hornr.. 
'rue J~e f1m:nly wa.s re· 
• united Mc TueS<I y 21~moon 
~ !lttel -b~ !loa<t wate h11 
'irt.\J,;llh· ( • . t ro:;e i.I all ot thc:r 
rl~-11oor ·nis.h!!l;:&, t:ncJ1111-
ln,z e\•e._ u...1;r Jn ' ''"' 'llcd -
room.s. 
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t .. ~s! .::i:: I J~ . ~ .. !:~ J ~:tll~. 'i.li.1!: 
p,! :'!laP& t Yl>i.tl CS &I: t."c hOl.I(;<! • 
" ' !VOS ;µid :noth~n. tn ~h€' &r~ . 
.;.:.1d. o;:. urc';~ :l\·i!tl:.0 
"W• 0 9 \'e- J st one .i<cr=ne 
l~mp. Jr. p t.rlck o-.tlnrn 
:u [ ~<i ~ ~ w i:.;.. rr~c fi:3l Jl!C'hl 
·:·e we n> w bed :i.t c11<!:L , ·:>~l 
:!-n w ·11~ ~o >i ~ n Int l 
· ·we h,,,-e ·l>!! • ll <1~11.cnng up 
a:"!.G c ·1 r~ r1 7n.;: u p. 1,,Ve. get 1oo<1 
' · • !'.i!:ed 11 re: ca<.h me11I 
trorr, i1 :s!L"f'e four • :es a.w~· . 
··· .. vr: ;n:.ally ~ol ou:- .,, n~an 
ID t.a~ ;1p n·J: bclllle'3 1: ~s 
~-1Fe ~~1o:ri11, ..rte11loou , Bc-
!~1~ t h at we i1R.d lo eal c:>ld 
f"'Vd i.:.:e tr~nkfuncTs e.J~hmu:h 
Weil , csd;ay we had ~teaQ. 
~ed en o~: r nutd o:>r i;rlll . 
" \'< e h1'11 t.cd c,1;r r.e5w;::tb~~ . 
Mr. ~r.d Mrs. G:i.:ctr.cr Wlll \$ 
iUHI t-helr c.h: lrtr~n <•' "'" tbM 
n "l:L 'Il.ey•re '"CI"'e off th im 
we 11 re. They UH! on th e fir.;1. 
!l'JO: aml h11d 36 lnehes ol 
.,. ... ~-.we ocly had ~t 1:i.c?1"11. 
"We j\l~t U1r! OUl all the 
''MY hu~band l'.-.s V'lnied , 
!c ·r lra!le:- lc-3.tLs o! litutt: nt:. · 
clwdlng WT .. ~ud!o ~udl. iu:.d 
rugs.. to the t.a...-n u~p and 
therl''J & Jot mon: down L!:e 
c•l ar to co." 
The be.ck $2ll~ ,.5d.e ~-.,_rti at 
l .e J~ nnc pLe.~ u•ere t.yp><;nl -
s.bortl,r tero~e d.arl> wt n.l.fh~ 
-ct )'wd U1.rc111rb ou1. ~he 
fklod .. rC*, ~ !l!-l!lll.,,i -. &.te 
:n~i:-tr me&J;; at me.k~hlft 
plcnlc 1-;J.bl:s. mostly sa.ln1cd 
!llilli~l.lTC, and ~ked f ood 
o"11.rlly over chaTCOe-1 flrc:;_ 
A l'Cil :-t.e:- ID uJ?M v c)be:r · 
the Jcnces h;a.d ll-4k•~ .!or as-
si.st&nce ff'om the P~ Cra!i'S. 
Mrs.-. Jenne answel'l!d.. "We 
ka,•c ~ l'tl!d CFC$$ th tne poor 
J>!Op,e. They n~d it 11 lot more 
th;i.o. we c!.0>'' • 
·. 
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J ~\ iYS~ l\iio d(" i..;arni : c,jlild it mu~l li:.arn how t o li ,· ~ wi~h hi:ni<:an~i; Tht hard fa : "'' <lJ drive 
c1Q1r; e. l e41dr.i n;;. d • .in ~ c to ra t 1<11' .i. Jtc. Another lrnge 
rdo 111c i:torrn , ~µ.a.,..· uc iu c u~ !>ubci opio.:s, lla<l come 
~t1>ll o ne. B.anshcc: ""m:!s ;sru:I m.!.:rst'\' e llde~ twd done 
tht:ll SJ.'-'<5KC: ·~: t"~ UClC!! :tlOtt:. 
.:i1x.lce1. ye.t.1 ~ ucfot c , on Seplemhc.i: 21, 19JS, the 
t; rcalcst hu1:1c ne m IU10d~ I ~l;mG hir.tOI}' •«E"e<l 
~CTO!:!i l be ~~ale lc.011 .. ing JJ1 d ea<3 ;n:d S i00,Cl00,0Q i ll 
propHty d.amage in. iti; wal<:e. It Wil a frt.ak. &aid 
ma~y a~ they pid.:cd thrcueh Lhc debris. and will 
t~cv~~ h~ppen ~c; .;. ift . 
llut to 1944, io t .1-.e preda.wn i;l.arlq1eu Qf Scpt¢m-
ci: l 4, t:nei:e ""':t!i gdm wamine- 'hat this w~s Jl9t the 
~35¢- Another htJrri~nc zeroed in upon the slate, 
ss11~shcd ~owr. tho &a11d& of trt<lS. ripped O'tt roofs and 
roared i lPOtcl\ i)· alon~ the sborc:;, its powe; tm• 
l'..I · red by a n ll.fl fa"orablc tide. 
Then on Aug'l!lst l!, l!>H, the ICUQfl w411; lcarnect 
pguring: act of the n•a: h t, t'.bc winds of unica.nc 
Ci!rnl hrQught m:uulc Ji;.Lilnd Sll~Nncr to a prcrnaturc 
t"•~d . The ~IQi:m ~i;-Iiverl .at express train i.pc::ed md 
departed ;i,i; fa.i;t, le .. vine: the shore11; of tb.11 st:1ote a 
s?i;imhle:;. l9 de.;;id , StQrcs injured, and the busJ~e~s. 
distritt of tl;e stat ·s fare;er. cit)· spilling o~t dlrty 
ilood water from its. banmeat!I and street level $h.Ops 
f<>r he i>etQlld tirne i lb years. 
C;uol, a. pretty n:une for 11 mom; er, wai; the third 
hu:rric:rne o( the y eair to form in the wa.rn, !41 itud~ 
of t he A tl:int ·c. Some $-<lid the lJ.S. Vlea~ er Bu.r"u 
those women'i: n:i,.me:i; for the &torms bc~usc t cy 
... ·ere ynpredictoible. C;;sr1;1l w<ts wi.prcd~ctl.ble. I &i 
al f.: the sout hern co~s.t for dii1Y$ before t&king deadly 
~im, but there i\s, ! e:mininc c(qca<:terh ic& stopped. 
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7(1c k<cc~ u( ;:1:tlu.tc Lu.ill ;i. ruo::i<lway fo: C;;Jr1>J, 
lo"'• JH C!S~.l~ 4 c alc.t :HH l~Ul y moi~tenc.1! by =Un!i, and 
tlu: f11.n 111: a1:c OQ;:-cll in. ]~ c:mgh\ Rh'llrle [:;Jan.;!; ;uid 
e a!>tern Ma i;::achu.::eH~ in the outside ar<.: o{ its 
counler-cloc:k....-ise '""' ind~. wit) i b etJ! er novi~ alon;r 
~he Rh·:>rl<" fs ,.l.nd-C n:u:cticut ~u:td3l~Y llctc. lif 
:•;.t.;ite la:;· in 1h c lOllt "''lie c th!! ?<; p eed 0£ lh.e ._.j~ 
s to rm, t"st·rna t<:d a.t tuore than 5D miles an haui:, J$ 
-.ddcd tc the s 1Jcc d .,[ the wir.1.h whirlin g w i thin it. 
'lrhc rer.ul,: dev,as.t.ation. Prapci:,-:;• d;i.m.ae:e tot~led 
a. ! least :J.2'110.0tn,OC• in Rhod~ Island alone, possibly 
h,;ili a bili inn do lb ,r;; in ~hto crti~<: "orthcast. Nearly 
l,800 Rl:.n<:i I~ land hnmes si. ) ly dis3ppcued or lay 
i sJu1tteHd he r•s a OJI lite beaches. More than 
i,(J(J() bo l , slciffs, li,,;hin& cnft :and proud ya.ebb 
we ·c J<i~ltu)•cd or scri ou!Oly dam:iged. 
ll ~.. the:$<: a re <;old ~tati~t i c~. 
The rca.1 stor:,• was i.n the !1earts a.tld eyes of 
the people: who suficccd. t li<: waterfront home owner& 
..,.ho c. mbertd to roo rtov:1 In tcrro as ,c:reat e-ra.y 
wa~·cs ciH:wed <>u t the iash.lcs of tbeJr ncal dwc.li1i~, 
Ch e boatowoc s wl c wa.tche-d hdplEs,,;~y a:1 tbt r gal-
lar l craft foui;.isL at tbcir moorings for boun and 
then d isintei:, f aled, t:ne !ilore owners; in Pl'ovidcnC"e 
who sa•,,· tltc flood tid es t:r.r,.u;~ down ~b.e :aisles. swell 
over Oualee'tops; :anri n ~t rQy mi!Ho:ni; of doll n 
WDI n o( choice merch:11tQi$1!.. 
Al ci: th~ storm tie eta e g11.spcd fQT breath for 
d y and thost wllo l ivotd a d worked inland rea.H:zt:d 
t•tat they too had bccci hit. Almost.a I dt:etrii; power, 
t c lHc blood o( a modern comnmnity, bad c c:a.?Oed 
to llow ovc-r t he wi rt's. A ctim ted 21>0,000 workers. 
wcfc ld lc a rer>t1ir crc111.· ~ sou;J1t l o c:st Ol'c owec- to 
th bU1iinen officC10 .and r;, •'LUfa t u ring: pl;tota. Home· 
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• 
CAR.CL'S mursct, f~ lh "ott9i.;.=,;a,i the 
Bah.tBH lsf!llfldl- fQ< i bR:aWp lit Cued., 
l1o tha hvrri"nc Pl lld __ up s~ 
UH bef~ if hi Rhade ld.n;f. 
shc'Wii r 
in~ 
I 
-•- n('r~ i:: :l.-iq:·<: ·s <.<.a.::.C:~ ':"J V - t :::. lr{\J .. ! n.- ~.: : c: . :;:.:, 
':i ~ ._,. :i .-f( 1 ~!: !, .J-,:t • t:•I i.::L i .. ~--: i b:1- ~ : nd 1~iik in 1.ltl:-
.-. :- ;11C 11 u. .·:i i j :0 :.1 .<~ • ii i I ~ ""t ':f: i cc:. 
:.i:,mc rr 1 '-ft l)_ :J th..- n;.r~I .u : ..1 h:ui n:1 .,,._,:4 00 
Ti:-r . r ..- 1: ··' c r-' ·'~- ...a. : : r U!;.;:l(S:, A.:nl n t.I: .. ,, jo;i::1! 
it: t.,, 1 :- - : l'l rC '-t:h n 1 -; 11 -· 1~:.:r y ~ tt 'u:a i-c:c!.i.ccj _,, 
u 1- . 1·.:· 11_ .· 1u , .•• :- •.. 11 :;, (ca.:i.\.~ ~' .,.~- iZ,utc-i.J 1., th,. 
-:to·- i. 
:·tac: ~H" 2i1 . 1 u•~ -1 .-} llS h~-~c- :i. , =.:_ni!.:r .- l< 1. I 
l~ c ~. • ... ho<.. .,. .A•Ji:-J :i. Jir·a.1:1 L:l:! tt~t:nGE-rcd 1 he .Ju..:h 
...-.: : n~ ,. ~ : 1 '·· }r , o ~ 1 f! (• .mii.t\;oCznc: ri r H·,fA'S :c' 
'..:J : '. '( ;.!. C'"'j :•L•11 ;.: 1!:c -..-.. ;n .JH U •l. b f \r.;J acln !n:I, 
: t,~ t~, t :• ·.un· .)r 11 1 w-:: ... :. ttci,ih h >n. p ... ~l ed ll1ci: 
rrt~li" t r t"::. C.: t\.rt :...,, ht-Ip nc .1;11 1.1cr-. 
t i SP.-l ...,.ucd a. '\lt'1.• ~ nu\ •t ' Y (IOP e>f l:..in:An y. ·;.l-
! ur r-. : o . .. .,, I .:.•U .i;:: t)I "*'h:.i ?t''.H1 vcrl i m: s: ic -::11. 11.:tm.: 
..:nJ '\:hn- ~ t 1.·c n t~ I r e the w.lt~rs C.:lr::.111t1 y e-ctd:d 
1r1 flll.tt .. er"" ct-~ p..,. i:rJ• t r.r-s io! c ir..:ti:n),,. 
P·:-1 £: .!l : d ! '' ;n lhc d"}" ft. ~t-..at t lluwctl 1!1.:> 
o !!tr • .... h t r·:•• 11 1 1 :: L.;.tu!d. Ai· d b7 the !u:I 
lo r c o-i t ht 1 11 t(ln..1 . t1 11;,rd_, ffi.J1tti11 y t''i"'S,r r"' · un1U 
;:i:o(! c " ' 1 :Ir ( r ~•e- v:::r"' r: ' · they cc.ed-.:c.=.d nff th~ 
~t~;t !»~: ti.u 1t ""'I .:J! t: l!c 11..c'c l ei ~n CXCt'Jit t---1 11c1 t1:-! ;:"}' 
C r~duiJI ly Lu '-: 1 1-:1 ... c c (9hilOS ';.S :..u:.h!.4:..:r• 
t lt : u9:t t--..H k hie: d~: ;• )..&r...J d ur.c s w ;<tt: O!a_Cc l!ic,r c 
1t .. J licr n 'O•dS :! K ( :~t cur.:• li f (d ~ l1ulu ._.f 
S\l~~.Cll b •} C.1r-:;t!l l t r . b u l 4 AL>.r<< j s.ympb:or1~ 
nn "M1U4nJ • a I d. -n> t;(-d rool:i a !l ilc Rc.:!s r;i! 1 ~u~l.a, 
p Jt ~c<I 1n~o ~ fv-..cc f rnm fn.lP}. 'ourcc:t, c ~ a..-m::I ·ha 
~~• ~c ·• a. r i ~ 1..c! I rn lcl i t~tlluin. • tbe • Clu::-
1~1 no • i . -. n i loml)s d u=kL ... -hi1;J1 o~.e l'J)rc~cj 
A e-rtt~. 11 0-,J)" n.-1r r~ t s ;o lt.. Gr:.&.du IJy .,....,,.·rr r 
'u rn c t! t.1 l•l> -ir..kcd c • ~nd the blc f.ie1a: ;~,. t-=•-
moucd t~u r ""Ork~rs Wei.. 
-.., ~ in 11- t ~ s oC tb.e f. L~rr.i 
PraYid nc ilf t i auc CarQ' li r up 
prcO:uoelr tl f l~l ~bO e IKll -1. 
Tile J'tl8 ,\.,rm «tO"C" acc. , 1- 17 
•fll' p~ ~d.L(Ut"..Jian ... the s1ate tc.. Ah:ud t"W<J he ''• 
.. ill: 11Ullln.ed wlab "~ i ii miles an l r: 1:1J t. 
ol iLf ~· CiLhT for:c-e. H Mia:> c~cl lu1ied - s.1~tc 
with I ts ;:ic"k wind.il for i.blH!.~ b.:a f u IGCll", ror;i.Gblee 
f IJ force- u I! !3t ;a.m, wt.! t °'*li l~ :11.C. 10~ 
to US mi tt al\ ha.::T <hirust Ult ltllt:liiamclt arcdlc 
o.H ~.- d "11I ;at tile U.S. WR r lhirim • IUI!s; 
c;oq, Moinc"4~ ouUer !!le t!ip sut - ed. Td.orlty or 
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::ni 's liOW' w~ c-ec«dtd. 
Th.. l!JM D r111o vu a nllll[ve d li2.'Ur (h. lu 
center cnc.. the C4ll!leeti ~~ l!in• Val.h1r. Its clcldl7 
e;utem se:mi¢il'~• spc-ud 1: wWl11 l;iio;;;d of 4 Cr.i»lia 
t:IITT!111ll Ille tl.eact vf N•w EllJlu..4. It ·;; ·- ·c.&Nr 
1.tJ1i"lTtd its &~tth:i.1 f!ll"Y - a bed •tc~llf ls.am. 
New LOii>d~ Comi.. to tile Oifi!4' Codi CllUI. 
Loa o"C l ife wnnM or~p f ~ Y~ in di.ii~ 
c.b>l!re wu 1: p«IDI "e ~hon: acea:t. wittft &"C 
wu 1:tntest 111 be.th - c.ms ~ed ti>·by~ sal"ff'w 
~t Cl): deYUtatlea. 't'fi4; ~~· CJ( ac;: ,lhnu4 
r> t.t HurriGM c.Vo' wu da!Oit ·u li!ik-:7.rd-vn 
A•IU5t ll, ~4. (he m.u KUIHl atl?hcdo !l~• 
rttaru .,.;;;, *", t!X 1m>i(h. 'lll't ~ eitti toU 
was lqw. _ 
ii:.c ru;i:r.q. w••c SC'!'" ta HCofri~ · _ f!u.ol 
HTUek In. ttie morni:!!i. vtsibilitr. fital .Yll'll. t.l!: 
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~tr·.1i;~l ii:~ !o1 l t c µiety of ;;. sla:1 w:s. ;. LOu(tC-? o~ 
imjlro,•l~e<.!. 1 Ct. w;i.~ r l~ t i· •• ,,ly h.i.gr_ ll:e hu.rr icanc 
of l933 reached it s rc:o k ;i~u·.1t 5 :15 p.to . . uca: l~· '1 
mcnt h l ~tc.r h~ th e ye.r. A lrnm;: cm::p:e~ c UJilmc :;s 
c:u:r..e with U-.e ~lOHtt. TiliS :im¢ tho:::;:s.mlr. t:ell !tom 
u.."1.p~otcct ec.\ !:cclio:t~ bdo.rc 1h~ stnrm ;e;;.c;:hed i~s 
foll fury. Before, r.-.:u: ;• t citts cd t<i believe wl t they 
S.:lW, ch:.ng to ~heir exposed d·,..·cll in,rs to the- a.st .u~d 
ac.tua.ly rusl:c.d to 1he r.hor " Lo walc::h tbc waler- ' isc. 
TJ~e le son t itd b=':an r;s.:ti:s.Jly lon:cd, bul n<>l 
complete] y. 
Or. tbc ahct11oon f /,ti uq 3l .-nn 1he d,.y~ th.oit 
fo1'owc.d ccm1pl;alJu:s aroi:>c t L L th e U .S. \Ve:\ther 
Dure1'tl hail providc.il ii1~11rr1eie:tl wam·. g: oi the 
i>torn;'f; appro;ich. Its bul!ctic.s bat! ~poil:cn of north-
euteTly i;dcs ;an<J. ;tl;ino :-riul ti ilc.:; until tllo late lo 
take full PTCC6Utioru fQ;- the $CH.1.tbc.~t hu1 ricanc 
winds and !food t ides wtikn otr:.tu.,,lly oirrivcd. 
Po-wcr failed o..-e r much of the i;t;i,t at 9: 10 :oi.m. 
Ofi Au~~t 31, ll.."l.d when t ilt run irnpo:rt -0i t he itOfm 
was f'4:3liud ndio wan:."rti:!I. were almost llf> less. 
Tw:o d:iy:o alte.r tbe ~torm the ~ea.son's fourth 
purri cane rUmeQ h;;.rrn.ler.:;J y p:u,t, W e:J. OU l to Sc! a, 
tou~rJnjt off o~i¢f p;a.rti<; in ce:rtain expo:oed cout;i.1 
comnnmlti¢11- Then on R:riday, Scptea:.be:r rn, eleven 
dayt after Hui:dea.oc Carol. tb.c state act led down to 
thCi bu&io.ca& of livinJ" with the storms.. 
Hurricane EdrJa. a hu1e t.totm with llS ca.llo a.o. 
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h<.1~ir w iads t1ca.r i ts ccrtlc1, 1ullc t! l"wani di¢ b , U<;;cd 
:;ho rc. This tirnc ilic. sh.le w.:1 ?. rc.a:.ly. 
Tlu'.,ll.i;~ tW.: d..ly:ii;hl how r. of 1:-c-:da:,• newr.p;ipers. 
r;idio ;std tc. c\•isic:r.. w med d lhe s!on:i.'r. prnir{~!.S 
AH radio and tel!:vir.io n r.1ation$ '"'e:it on r.ie-ht-lonf:" 
"Krl tch. t;to:-m &hutt¢r.i; and :;;inrfaag:;. <•PP!:ared. \V;iter-
f:ont districts w•r<: e•a.cua~cd as sweatin g ckiks in 
downt ow11 stores clc<med ou t co: I' us onJ y recently 
c c::.rcd o! Clood w~tcr, re m.o•·cd a ll m erchandise to 
upp-cr floors . Flrc1J:c-J1, i;clL c, C:t,,ij ddc1:se ·.J.I:.its. t.1:.c 
):{et! Ct'Os5 .ud Ofai:r welfatc a g c,lcics L"l.ubih:Lc.tl zll 
?C r~.::nne L Ne,·er in the hi:::tory of Mho-le hl.:!.nt~ h.:ul 
~uc.h c.nmj)lde ":rep;ir;i,tio:r..s ;i:zain$t rli~ai;~cr peen 
m;;.de. 
Al ibe Jut momcn.t the storm vecr-cd north~ut­
wud, .uri ving on · :tn ebb Lide. Rh<>dc Isla.ud Cll.U&l:t 
the ~a,c;.kl;ii:;h oC its wind~. saB'cting tch.tl vdy minor 
d..i.m.J.~¢. 
I\ .i[Jaticing- b low. The sta.te now kricw th.at two 
Ia.:ts are vital once: llurrica.ne wa.rnin£"S have ~e 
out! ilio comlit" o n o.£ U1c tide wbt:t the norm arrive-s 
3td t:heo lr;ic:!ticm of as centci:. 
En 1815, H>U i<od on. Augu3t 31, l!>S~, t?l.c ~tot'l::l. 
center b.ad pa~&edi to the WIC$lwud a.nd the hurricane 
&.:i.d arrived at hi&h tide with dei>tructivc forc.c. In 
1569, 1944 ai1d Septc-mb.er l l, 1954, tbe tide was on 
the ebb. 
The ledger was neatly bafa:nccd, tlu-ee -and lhrcr:. 
EASl GREENWICH Cove water 
6ngulfed East Groenwic:h Y-{lc:ht Club. 
Tho $een.e o~ Water- Streat lool:e:d 
ne thii. .nt tho dc.irtn'$ height. 
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POGIE B'OATSlied 11' at WicHord took a fierce batterfr1g.. Here.'~Widlord .hi!rbor when win& 
- --r --.:-T ~ .4- bated at noo11. 
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Hurrica11c Leaves 16 Dead, Scores. Hurt, 
$100,000,000 Damage Al(lng R. I. Coast 
Rluule hl nd 
Casuallies 
Ut.1.0 
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Dcvaslaling 
High Tides 
Ill ow 
Mash 
' Houses, Pier1', Hoa.ts 
l ui· ~ ••• •- fl ..rr-4 I • 0 1!" •J• a~ n 
' ' "°"' ... •" it.r 11 ~·1,1-:"; , 1..: m••~••-.r 4!° Sc.,t... 
i t. &'JM. , ,un ,.\l!!ht-l• • rr .. ;. 1 ~ •:MA ' 1v1 _. 
., ,. . ~ .tat ..... ..._ ....... ....... . ... . 
H ..t .rt?...- ohb • •• .,,a.-...;,... ..... tl I • I 
1l.- -··· -· ......... _Lo~ .. .. ~~:·1~1t t:i.-...... 
("_.,.,...., , H~ t""'~• l'""•cr....,...tt. 4..1.J...:: 
' i .. ,. .......... -1 , .,...., 
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~ t•:Jpi<.:ol!1urric-anc ~lruck ProvicenrP , rn;u· i aga S)it11pbuny of 
death ttr.d cicslru<".tion. 'fhc waters LJ( t.I e l'ru,·ider.cc Ri•;cr rose 
to a hf!i~ht of apµroxirr1ately 18 feet .:t.bovc 1.hc a.vera~e ! nw tide 
level in th ree hour:s' Unic. Th..: •:ntir-c central busin.e5s aection, 
an area nearly a. Jflile in dian'lf!ter, was flooded, as wcl as three 
rniles of the industrial areu.. along the wate hunt. 
By rare gcod fortur..c, a ?hologra?hic. ac.c.onn was 
Providenc.- . . Tl ese pictures are reproduced here withoi t any re-
touching to provide a graphic historic1:1l record for posterity, a.pd 
to portray the pa:r~l}·zing blow that Tovidence has suffered and 
•( 
survived . 
. .. ----~-At this- .tirne the business esta·bUshtiiaits a.I eded-
arc working-"'t their Herculean tasks of reconstr-ucticfii~~ied·ea. for 
~:::_rr. . . . 
. ·_ -. :_:- -
normal operation. • ... ...-• --;or-- .~- --
- -.... --- --
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prin t i g il 2.:0C A. lv1.. F r i.dur morning . Tv.•eu jl tb:n:s..1nd 
cop ies "~·ere placcr'l 0:1 SoJ>~c :lt 2.. :10 Frida}' u.ftcrnoon . 
Kni8ht Corn.p<tny aud Hemk L ithogrnph Company in he heart 
oi lhc disas.ter ar~ a. (\ltnough no carnmnercial power was 
<iva.ilablc n n<l nn other cun1pa nic:; wcrP. 1n a nufa cturing. 
B o th pl~n ~ •Nill be back to no1· rnal o pe raliun o n 
Prov"d(lnce. ::ieptembcl' 3, l954-
Copyright 1954-
Livcrmare: & Knight Co.,. Providence, R... I. 
Plated, lithog:rn.ph.ed , and bound in their own plan 
in lhc hca.rl of the flood area, 
Photogl'aphs by Adl@:r•s, Inc. an~ ~he 
Reproduction Service 
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't· t Cl. liUUt:Pf' IVtM ,_ :;:..nllC.llUt.1 tl.11 2C(t(! 
(;·reat hurricarie left residents without potable water 
' ! 1 l'f·1 ~ • <>r-. rl•.lne 1h>< ~~s ""'"' 11pron•ed, h1nnc~ 
'1\011 ! r. k• '"u rarg:u:.lcd ......... d.s11oyr.rt '" tnClo'ctl orr 
:I ~ r~r d11'1"o;, h's 1 ~:o.r wh.r.n you 1hci.r f11uttd11dan,.. 'boau •.t.'lf·rf' 
!Il l I'• 0 n :ht! r:.ii.:r.r.c l:n ·ro1..r ::>:i-tkt•d w !Jt're rt-:1 O r~(! l'Y(tf 
"'<cu•~,,. bnlh· · • l n 1~r.med !hey cou.10 
" nnfi , fi!N:d de;,~ n1~ v.1~J.'/ lJC. pr.o~l ~ were fllhS · 
, Ir 11 tilb lr '"'"1 1C j 15- In r ... families •;-....;"'(C 
~·11 nf. '"'come out. froni ~f.'pitra ~c<1. ~ur .. wL·rr 
!11111 : ·- ·rn1L n1.,·nys S-.•ii1mnioc~·n swr.p1 ~wu·, 1 ,.-.~, 10 I 1.1, ,... ~ f)ock cxnr. t· • t' lJC <r.~n ;JI!,> I \. flO f't 
,.,. li ·l ~, .... 1En tli LI ~. • . ('\'Pf'f'b i n~ " ·" li>\• 
w 1·1·k ihr gtto:t j)"CD• _ ("r{'.1 iri t t·('" u 1e,.1,-,.r ru1.1! 
1111• or :he vi .'llug~s of . . ' 'imy rn ulJ lh1l t you 
·.v rkiu-d anll · cmikl 11as~ 1 rit •1· w ia:r. 
'I 11rnl :nn were IM. 
• .-.<1 111~ 1\ 1 hi~ le:.son ; Rut, ,. , ..,,, ,.1 1 11~ 
I 1r hnto Wi11 r ·
1 
'"arc.1 <1( i ~. 3) tl) i.~l· 
'1'1! :I t,fH! , 1.'°1 \'l!tl:s . ti.Hrtl!d .llll1 IJ\f"! · 
• i::i. t.1·.::J1,• r:;t i .) lu .. i.:. ""'l' C!ln1r 1t IQ l ~.i: .,.,•:- rt· 
1 " 1:l"'fl" "' n .. 1nr t hP G. l cia"'Stn ju•( rPJl l71ng 
h"Jrrn r r.f t hr. ..._,'Or:llil ------- E.,•f' ry...hcrc f r um 
l:i tt r: c.1 • .,.: -; o l!"ver hH l'lt!:tSi:'llH Str!'<'I !fl 
1 h~r p•~:s. ii1• wntor~ ~( l!t'!' Popi~• 1•n!r.1 lo S•liltlt11'1 
Norrni~r.scU Bay hd JUb· ,\"tl t llt 11coplu -•t f't~ ll"'' ., 
c11!ffi Jn.:I 1 ~r~ w·r .twru, 1nest. ~lt1t1 thf'l' i:ru lv uri•h l"~nhl•~ 
; iaJ t1:1ppenra Fvr.r,,.,nei 
"'=' II hod rttrnod brackish.. 
':av.h~rc ilcra~s Cl·.nt wide 
~ 1.tfn1h or lio1r;1es WfJS l?!Ct t 
~ nyr.na .,,;1.h dtinka'~I~ wul)r, 
'Fhf' delico :e bol ante ~1 ... ..-:n 
th e rruoh i;1 •''<"1ll\•·~1 .... or t'1r 
lanrt and I J:. c l.il ty 5C•l or 1he 
Nor<• i;Mue It Oar 1 1~<1 bron 
kuc· • .., c'n)ll!;ud l.\'t'lhc ~li 1 1 1 
h11 "'"''" r I; wJ~ o ~1 vt>llc 
health C1'71!l 0>l 111al1>r Jm>por 
r lons 
it1u ~ (•( 1 t~ ' 1111 l' IK" 111cd 
ofr. c1ai> of •l •L' 1-0Wll "'Cl 11\ 
r."' u 111ullo l'u 1 1t1e 11 me 
tic...n1: 11 """"' ~ (lL"udcd 'i hnt 1)1e 
o vcr"''ll'lrt•d ri 1111"1 n l 1hc •D'fi.'71°1 
M , ... u~ria · 11r 1· r 1 w trnld bc;H 
imrn!lcr t:.J·clcn. CJ <h ~~ll 
I h-~· w ()u h! mnk1." 1he tauud~ 
1'Hi11 I ll ' 1;'1 thri p;u ;._i; ~,d bu.d· 
r.n ::hm 1,<1. c.u~ 1.rf< out on ll~ 
from .ie 1;., nnrl pu !Clo~ GI All 
1t·r rr.•1r.r1m , , r~h• a;'f~cd 
;m:-" .,,· j1J1.:11.11 water 'Th a t wns 
in1 the •ht}t l !crm: th e IGng· 
ll!m1. •oh.Jf1ou. r!!';;mu: d JOn,Q· 
1hing 1h3 1 ~=<-mud nn e.1or-
11'.n·.1s l ~s '<... Sun'lt! way .,.'Oul 
hr. fomnd t1' fl<Ovidc U•c 
10-.vn's peDp'~ wi1h ~1.>0<I 
dri nldng '••'• ler ~sn it1. 
'l>'11h 11'1 L< r',,IJl>lir.jt C:t>l in 
lnt1, ,, r,rao 'i> 11f prr. mint'll: 
1111.t1'1 bo1iar1 10 nce-l "'fOt • 
ntAll 'JI i t !IW ill!V,Jnn in& or 
lro~ Uy Sflll<tF, nr t! llol )'Cm, 
~ h~;· y.,.y.-~ c1(fin il lfy ~ ..... arn in 
:is rH!ml>crs ,,f 1t1€'"'1;ii ,. 
~'ll l l '. t.~11c..·d ".;IJ I th 1;:" 1i '·~Slf'-''l1 
'll;1:c: Ci: 11 111 1u ~ iu· 1 • 
Ch.: ir·r an H, •) 11 1 Kr·n. l.l I. 
M.·1. r cl111·, ·~ 1•,; l 1 . 1 ~ .1 • l 1l n 1j 
•:u111 1111111•1• :11 .. ·•nb1 ·1 !i '·'•..lfr<!'>:t 
~ltlf!"'l'"t '.\',1 1,•1 :.v:J t .'1'·:1 
I 1t:a · Ji.1u: -11i: J 1.,,. ,1, tnJ 11 1 
:1mc 11,cy fT. 11l c: d1,.,k1)' 
wr-1g:icd ;1 1;;mcin~. ,,4.1 
!k c C 1-'I ' I '1.1 i dt'!.lf!fl' u /, -. ,~J 
r ::u·1 s ir11 - 1 q; :-1 1 i::i.1 · ilm l ,:)fl 
~~?:l !" l'!I t ha1 w11111J ~1111 'tl·ln 
I'll! ~ :orifi o\:i· i;>,IJlY ti·J:.4IS; 
Grtot)wic'T Vl.ll~ t • ~I 1nr 
ti111·.t !ih-..:1 .. U l h,(" Wil ) d fYt<1o' ll 
l1 1 ~ l"O:. i =-t ntlt!l l::i it t; I :Jr.df.lF~ 
:1t 111 1 ~p-.·1 H1 tl nnd th.e n. into 
'"P nffccm:l nrr~~ wuuld bt 
ti·,c mos: e'•pcdmou" They 
r1egocla1cJ o ~onl r>cl 10 pu.r· 
ehnst wrncr !mm lite 1WiQh· 
borln!I. 10'"'" ofl!a1: 
GccC11WiCh m the r~te of 7.5 
c ... n:s ~r cho1,153 rud ga.Jlott" 
.nvJ.lteeting lhms a11d con· 
SlrtlctY.io ecmtr,1ttaTJ were 
i.n1~ew..d,phms ... -ere 
dml'm uJl, cor~lmtts Wert! 
;IRJ'I~. 3:rtd wo~ be:gnn posl 
ho;1e. JUI this Wl1$ dollc In chc 
own In ec.11 ,gh~ 3fl~ night, as 
1heu: men.,.~ "'llun teer11 
Jnd had fil.!f · lime lob• lo g<1 
~o ;.c .... -c;r. All 1h11 whffe the 
11.-clcis l'duntr~r~or the Fire 
Dcpa:runcnL Cu1Uj1 111~.:J tlicit 
ai l)' ri cual of w•tet derivetie~ 
~<ir :o door oi1r honu 01 a 
i r 1 ·1~ 11 w-i1 i101 blObiliOI' Of 
cr>mm11n•I')' 1ptrlt nt lcs rma,1. 
,\;' tt r ~mu-~ nine mo1uh5, 
" ' 1.1 nuory 19'10. 111 wh lch 
:inic m dCJU?<>n miles or l 2• 
•fW' h. -.<J a1er ma.JA w.1-c: IJ.ln, a 
6<5.00::l-ga.1hm rl'•'tttd stand· 
pipe "' a1 conslnrctod ;:ind 
count.J.,ss ha ma' wern det!l 
1flto rho 1y;1 ern The "'llvee 
... , , e o jlt1lro a1 1he l>c:ord.!r 
•r.~ cleun walcc IJ;ui;1 !Jecnn 
10 riow i 1110 tr..e 1'.ar:l'.et a( 
Wic;lcford. f"oplu Pnint nnd 
Homllcon. 
I!~ ILint:y, [n l!h2, !he, 
tCJ\'m 1•rouf~ ~L'IA: ib own ww!I 
Bl'Ul e..-d Its depeMence on 
l=s 11elRhbor lo IJie llQtCh. 11-ut 
ll1<11 wtH not an l"ue t.ILen, 
rot 1rter l&lotte mon!N Oii' 
wnl1lna P't[cntly ft>r lhe min 
front the Fite Oopntl'.Tllenl 10 
deli~'t!'r ill fl!W' taflo.ns of <Uan 
water. people'1 Ii"'" fuwtlly 
1;1>1 back co ncmn.at Bui rou· 
<:olR l)tf' lbat rolks wftl) liwd 
ltttough tll~t wa1er wlsls 
r.l!Yer apin tilOi: dial d ean, 
clear Wittt pourlritt out ot !he 
uP tor gnintcd. Somt1hlng 10 
lhll\\ wbou1 wblln yau'nr 
•1>®1 ro.ivumbleCllltlr 
addievm lawn w~ml.11s; eh! 
M1'ttr ro 71,., c-is1a11 in cmr 
oftlt4J11,1Ptf; til/IN IJTr<Mlil ft4 
tdir~f~11dr1w1Jlfei.uvm 
OTIJI fl(l 8oi Z.U, Nwlla 
lf&UO'btt. IU 1l2115l. 
~~i;1,:,;;i;;;;;_:, 'if . : i -.: : ~ ,, .• ,
'.r .. t•1 .. ·~ ··, .. ~'-L ,· ,' . ,, .....  
--- ·~~ ,, ·-· - ~ '.;:!J . •n~:.·c: ·.~ ·~ ··_..·,,:1~~·: -=""°l.'f1••' T _,,.: .·; . , ,,. ; 
... 
... 
.. 
'I/~ '., -=T: ·- ·"·'·'·"'·'·''· 
I· 1~'1 . .:.~ ... ~:~ .. · .~~:-..',', .'· • 
;i j ' 
.. : . Iii .. I 11; [W;)!';ii:i __ ....._ 
l ' , cf,';:Jh--;;~J ~-·-
PHirro1 ·k•t~ flU!lt 1 
Tl'lt watw '""° &t Juniper Hiit, .iiowii H i. •fllpta11 lott•Y· 
llrou~I chf"kl,. .,......, btck la eh• ruld•nU or Wlekford and 
Hamlllbr. ,wbcrut 11 rllont"8 •ft•t lh• Hurrtca111 oj 1931. 
·-~ .... · ·-~-·· ' .. ~ -,. ..... _,__ -
0 
0 
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.' ,'/'·, • I l . (I Q' fill f.>'"l 
' . ·I .:.-. ·::. - ·. ,_? <:} ~ ....... .......... ""~y -y I fl u ,,... 
Emergency pl~ 
would aid town 
' ·. 
during disasters 
A p an drafted by a town committee 
,.,.-]] help the town deal V.rith natu ·al 
di s.t1st.er~. put it in line for 
emergen y aid and sa e residents 
rlH)llC-! on (food insurance. 
BY E RIN EM LQCI( 
J< 1t ·1;t;AJ :.<Tl.FF \~ I (JI 
. ORTH Kl G .. TOW. - A:;; the town 
faces re~ rd low Wilte:r lcwL-; and a han n 
o•v1(door\<-•< tt-n:'l~. the ~hreal of a hur ·cane 
is probably the Fart ~!i thing from most 
reside nts· mind .. 
NORTH KINGSTOWN 
Uut he tow 's LoCRI H zard vth gallon 
ommiaee has b en working for U1e past 
e·gn month on ;t pl, t1 to bei c~. prepare 
th?- own fo r ft ds, ""ildfires and even 
c:i rtJ1 kcs 
1 C-(Jmmil~ll"El recently completed 
drnl't H<Uard .M itiga~on· P~an~ which will 
·Disaster 
C-tmtimte<i from Page B-1 
which .,.,.;1 be discu!ised at t e 
To~'TI Council's work session 
ton[ght. 
Qnce t 1c plan~ in p lace. the 
tov.n . will . be di.gib~c -to get 
money frnni ·the Rlmd lfiland 
Emergency'.• Ma nagem nt 
A.gen -:.y 1md the federal Emer-
gency Management Ag ncy to 
implement strattigies idcntifiL'd 
in th!! p!an, according t!l com-
mittee memher .Tames Freas. 
"The plan i:'.l mean t mak 
th town less vulne ble co · 
oarura l disast rs be ore tl . 
happen,.. · reas said. 
And d nllturnl disastcr does 
' ... 
the town can c ' 
those communities '(J. 
emergency. ,;. 
Frea.s - d one of the p 
goals Is to ensure that buUdin .. 
on the coast arc able to wl th..'-
siam.I t.'OastaJ flood1ng. He said 
that by creating this plan, tna 
fc;'.a.'n will help. residents in 
thes . areas potentially S'Bve 
money on · H e·r flood in r· 
a.nee. 
'The plan is mea_nt to 
inake.the town less 
vtilnerable to natural 
disasters before they 
happen.' 
..IM"JCS fru:r.:~ 
Loc..;I Har;JJd M: . . (Ill Com'lll!tOO 
strike and a stat~ of emergency The committee de\•elope<l 
is declared, to~ that hav th! p an in part by exrunl.ning 
H.imtrd Mitigation Plans h.a •e map pnwi.de to the to~ n by 
p iority in getting'stace and fed- the Rhode Island El\itA whlch 
eral funds to help deal with the shows .flood a11d 5tonn surge 
disaster. .areas. 
ln orth KingstQV;--n the The commlctee them dete 
biggest threat is c.oastal flood· mined which areas of town 
ing a~ociated with hurrtcanes could oo Vµ.lncrable during a 
and northea ters. ccordlng co na~rafdisaSte:r. . · 
Freas. The committee's mecnbi!rs 
Tho plan aJS'O Lists. tornadoes, ·include representatives of the 
wildµre.s i~ .and snow, .earth- Polioe, Fire · P.ubuc' :Wortc;. and 
· ~es and ~ro~gbt.'! as poten- Plannlltg .O~ents. anc( t}!e 
· tU.ll hi.zai'ds to the town. · · · Rhode 1$1and '-National Guard.-
. ··North . !Ungs'towtl' borders . The T~..,.. :~QI;~ ,JD.?ii-,.:~-::Y-O~c~Ch/ Ex~tei, ~ ~ger,-~stej'~ ~ ~~~ · 
-.,i) niestown,> .Narr~ansctt1 ·Je~ iof, llle ~ ; of 
, SOfuJi ·)(in ?t.wii. 'ana ws:r-.·:~·ife.alii; onthewm- . :-~·ihe l>eld.entm.~· wa)..S. . tri.itt -. ;.-.:-~~ '~ /--:/:.( .. . ., . . 
........ . ...... ..- ·: . '*" .: ... : . .... '")i°·~"":..,·.!' ~~ . " :;... • . -
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APPENDIX o: North Kingstown Chamber of 
Commerce 2002 Business Resource Survey 
Results 
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ITEMS 
Backhoes 
Bedding/Blankets 
Chippers 
Emergency Fuel 
ITEMS 
Strategy for Reducing Risks from Natural Hazards in North Kingstown, Rhode Island 
DESCRIPTION 
1-Bob Cat 853 
2 - Ford 
1 
1-Fuel-old-small 
18-2 rubber tire excavators,8 Pippin, 8 Trach 
Yes 
24 cots, 24 blankets 
Yes -Availability depends if we are in emerg. response as well 
20-30 Extra sheets - blankets 
Maybe 
24 each-blankets, sleeping pads. 
I -light duty Chipper 
I - gasoline wood chipper 
1-Bear Cat 
3 -20# propane cylinders 
as needed-gasoline & diesel 
Varies-87,89,93 octane Uni. gas. 
1000 Diesel 
1-500 gals. - Diesel 
I gas., 1 diesel-2 above grand storage tanks 
20,000 gals - diesel 
Gas/Diesel 
DESCRIPTION 
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COMPANY NAME TELEPHONE# 
Pleasant Street Wharf 294-2791 
RI Economic Development Corp. 295-0044 
Sod co 294-3100 
Specialty Diving Services, The 295-5256 
D'Ambra Construction Co., Inc. 737-1300 265-4632 
Hamilton Village Inn 884-1725 
RI Economic Development Corp. 295-0044 
South County Hospital 782-8000 X1447 
Sstar of Rhode Island 294-6160 
Wickford Insurance 294-3304 
Toray Plastics (America)lnc. 294-1550 Est.4416 
Print World 885-6262 
RI Economic Development Corp. 295-0044 
Sod co 294-3100 
International Dioxide, Inc. 295-8800 
E. Greenwich, Quonset Pt., NK 
Getty 523-5775 (cell) 
NK Shell Food Market 267-0057 
Senesco 295-0373 
RI Economic Development Corp. 295-0044 
Sod co 294-3100 
Specialty Diving Services, The 295-5256 
Wickford Shipyard, Inc. 884-1725 
COMPANY NAME TELEPHONE# 
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Emergency Fuel 4 Service trucks of fueling tanks D'Ambra Construction Co., Inc. 737-1300,265-4632 
(Continued) 1000 gals. #2 fuel oil. Toray cannot provide a delivery truck Toray Plastics (America) Inc. 294-1550 Ext.4416 
Foodstuffs Super Market Dave's Marketplace 641-0401 
Fast Food KFC 884-6550 
1 -Mineral water, usually 25 gals Market Models, Inc. 294-1489 
Varies, Convenience type foods. NK Shell Food Market 267-0057 
Yes-availability depends if we are in emerg. Response as well. South County Hospital 782-8000 X1447 
Emergency menu for 70 for 3-5 days Sstar of Rhode Island 294-6160 
Various food supplied are available if needed Gillian's Ale House 667-0900 
Non-perishable foods (cans, etc.) Ryan's Market 294-9571 
100 meals, ready to eat Toray Plastics (America;)lnc. 294-1550-Ext.4416 
Forklifts 1-30,000 lb-1-7000 lb North Atlantic Marine Salvage 294-9661 
1-5000# Propane powered International Dioxide, Inc. 295-8800 
May have available JT'S Lumber 294-9661 
3-8000#6000#5000# LJM Packaging Co., Inc. 295-8800 
2 The Lightship Group 884-5400 
1 - 3000 lb Max Meister Grinding Tech. 295-2660 
1-1500 lb. capacity Champlin's of Wickford 295-4600 
2 - 6,000 lb. lifts. Quaker Lane Tool 295-5472 
7 -1 @ 48000#, 1 @ 36000#, etc. Senesco 295-0373 
2--1-6000 lb. and 1-15,000 lb.-Hiester RI Economic Development Corp. 295-0044 
9-8 princetons (Sod handlers) I large conventional Sod co 294-3100 
1-6,000 lb. Diesel Specialty Diving Services, The 295-5256 
1 Wickford Shipyard, Inc. 884-1725 
3-15 Barrel truck Anvil International 886-3030 
2 (1 Nissan 3ton,1 Tow motor 9 ton) D'Ambra Construction Co., Inc. 737-1300,265-4632 
1 fork lift R. P. Morrison Company 295-3100 
ITEMS DESCRIPTION COMPANY NAME TELEPHONE# 
Forklifts (Continued) 1 - 2 ton capacity Ocean State Testing, Inc. 294-2258 
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Generators May have inventory available JT'S Lumber 884-5400 
Approx. 10 - 4-100 KW The Lightship Group 295-2416 
60 - 6600 W. to 1000 W. (Ton) Quaker Lane Tool 295-5472 
3- 2@1400, 1 @5000 Senesco 295-0373 
3 Portable,2,600 watts, 1-1 ,500 wts, 3-trailer-60M,70M,30M 
watts RI Economic Development Corp. 295-0044 
6 -60W, 20W, 5 W-(3) 4 W . Gas. Specialty Diving Services, The 295-5256 
own generator for facility Sstar of Rhode Island 294-6160 
2 (1 50KW, 1- 300Amp. Generator D'Ambra Construction Co., Inc. 737-1300,265-4632 
Haz-Mat Equipment May have inventory available JT'S Lumber 884-5400 
1-56 ft oil spill res. Boat Oil Boom North Atlantic Marine Salvage 294-9661 
1 Oil spill Kit Eric Collins 294-2791 
Yes RI Economic Development Corp. 295-0044 
Yes, Availability depends if we are in emerg. response as well. South County Hospital 782-8000 Ext. 1447 
2 Confined space entry system-gas detector D'Ambra Construction Co., Inc. 737 -1300 ,265-4632 
Some, Toray maintains material for on site emergency. Toray Plastics (merica) Inc. 294-1550 Ext. 4416 
Heavy Equipment Crane (s) -may have available JT'S Lumber 884-5400 
1-L53400 Link Belt Ex. 68,000 lbs North Atlantic Marine Salvage 294-9661 
4 cranes, 1-30T,2-250T, 1 truck-180 Senesco 295-0373 
2- Bulldozer, Excavator Sod co 294-3100 
5 Cranes, Barges, Tug boats-Boom truck, 21 ton crane Specialty Diving Services, The 295-5256 
Loaders 1 Sod co 294-3100 
I Front End loader Anvil International 886-3030 
14 CAT 938, 950, 966,980,988 D'Ambra Construction Co., Inc. 737-1300, 265-4632 
ITEMS DESCRIPTION COMPANY NAME TELEPHONE# 
Medical Supplies/ First Aid Kits, AED Senesco 295-0373 
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services 
Portable lighting 
Storage facilities 
Sump pumps 
ITEMS 
Sump pumps 
(continued) 
Yes. Availability depends if we are in emerg. response as well. South County Hospital 
2-RN's and Aids on dutyj-24-7 minimum supplies Sstar of Rhode Island 
Physical Therapy Equipment only Tente Physical Therapy 
3 to 6 people for medical and dental service-vaccine Bayside Family Health 
May have inventory available 
1 flashlights 
Many 
2 light towers 
1 - 6,500 watts 
2 Ingersoll Rand light generators 
Limited 
Yes-Different types 
2-400-000 sq. ft (Warehouse) 
Basement 7500 sq ft., cement floor Quaker Lasne Tool 
3 acres outside storage, QP I Davisville Industrial Park 
Limited To small basement area 
Large building with storage rooms 
2 -indoor warehouse/outdoor aggregate shed 
Covered storage are is available, if needed 
6 Box trailers can be used for storage 
May have inventory available 
Many 
1-120 ac-300 gal. a minute 
DESCRIPTION 
30 - 1-1/2 D24 GPM 
3 -Electric submersible 
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JT'S Lumber 
Market Models, Inc. 
The Lightship Group 
Senesco 
RI Economic Development Corp. 
D'Ambra Construction Co. , Inc. 
Colonial Liquor 
The Lightship Group 
Maro Display, Inc. 
Quaker Lane Tool 
Specialty Diving Services, The 
Sstar of Rhode Island 
US Postal Service 
D'Ambra Construction Co., Inc. 
Gillian's Ale House 
Toray Plastics (America) Inc. 
JT'S Lumber 
The Lightship Group 
COMPANY NAME 
Quaker Lane Tool 
RI Economic Development Corp. 
782-8000 Ext. 1447 
294-6160 
294-0455 
295-9706 
884-5400 
294-1489 
295-2416 
295-0373 
295-0044 
737-1300,265-4632 
932-9224 
295-2416 
294-5551 
295-5472 
295-5256 
294-6160 
884-3760 
737-1300,265-4632 
667-0900 
294-1550-Ext. 4416 
884-5400 
295-2416 
TELEPHONE# 
295-5472 
295-0044 
Support Services 
Trucks-digger 
Trucks-dump 
Trucks-pick-up 
ITEMS 
Trucks-pick-up 
(continued) 
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several - diesel and gas Specialty Diving Services, The 
I Pastoral Care Living Hope Christian Church 
Yes, Availability depends of we are in emerg. response as well. South County Hospital 
Engineering/Trenching D'Ambra Construction Co. , Inc. 
4 to 5 people as possible Bayside Family Health 
1 - Cram. Digger truck 
1 - Grade-all 
1 dump truck 
5 trucks 
2-Farm trucks-not suitable for the road 
LLV Postal Vehicles 
20 ( 10 Ten wheel/10 Trailer Dump/1 lowbed) 
1 Pick-up truck 
8' Bed Pick up Truck 
15 Passenger Wagons 
1 ton with lift gate, capac. 2M lbs. 
I ton-no 4 wheel drive 3500 series 
Should have available 
Should have available 
2 
4 
1-5150 pick-up 
also 2-15' Box Body 
DESCRIPTION 
2 pick-up trucks 
2 pick-up trucks 
2- Ford Rangers 
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North Atlantic Marine Salvage 
D'Ambra Construction Co., Inc. 
Apple Construction 
RI Economic Development Corp. 
Sod co 
US Postal Service 
D'Ambra Construction Co., Inc. 
Apple Construction 
Paul Bailey's Dodge 
Paul Bailey's Dodge 
Barr Lobster 
Hammond Farm 
JT'S Lumber 
JT'S Lumber 
Pleasant St. Wharf 
The Lightship Group 
McKay's Furniture 
McKay's Furniture 
COMPANY NAME 
Pleasant St. Wharf 
Senesco 
Sod co 
295-5256 
886-7692 
782-8000 X1447 
737-1300,265-4632 
295-9706 
294-9661 
727-1300,265-4632 
885-4111 
295-0044 
294-3100 
884-3760 
737-1300,265-4632 
885-4111 
884-3300 
884-3300 
295-5959 
295-5588 
884-5400 
884-5400 
294-2791 
295-2416 
295-1915 
295-1915 
TELEPHONE# 
294-2791 
295-0373 
294-3100 
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Trucks-stake body 
4 
2 
4 pickup trucks 
1 
2-short beds 
I - 1/2 ton pick-up 
2 
1-F350 444 
2 
1 
1 
2 
16 
Turf/Lawn Equipment Various - Field Prep.& mowing equipment, for large areas 
1 Bobcat 
Volunteers 
ITEMS 
Volunteers 
(continued) 
Lawnmowers 
Possible 
2 
1-2 
Some skilled-unlicensed & licensed. 
May have available 
2 
DESCRIPTION 
20-Various skills & abilities 
8-each employee would help out 
1 
From 2-10 
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Specialty Diving Services, The 
Anvil International 
886-3030 
D'Ambra Construction Co., Inc. 
Heritage Homes, Inc. 
Howes Lubricator Products 
Ocean State Testing Inc. 
Toray Plastics (America) Inc. 
North Atlantic Marine Salvage 
RI Economic Development Corp. 
Specialty Diving Services, The 
Anvil International 
The Lightship Group 
D'Ambra Construction Co., Inc. 
Sod co 
D'Ambra Construction Co., Inc. 
Heritage Homes, Inc. 
Advanced Pharmacy Concepts 
Colonial Liquor 
Joseph H. Conley, CPA 
Dave's Marketplace 
JT'S Lumber 
Key Accounts 
COMPANY NAME 
Living Hope Christian Church 
Market Models, Inc. 
David Meegan, Esq. 
The Lightship Group 
295-5256 
886-3030 
737-1300,265-4632 
884-7500 
294-5500 
294-2258 
294-1550, Ext. 4416 
294-9661 
295-0044 
295-5256 
886-3030 
295-2416 
737-1300,265-4632 
294-3100 
737-1300,265-4632 
884-7500 
295-7660 
932-9224 
294-1555 
641-0401 
884-5400 
295-0808 
TELEPHONE# 
886-7692 
294-1489 
294-1100 
295-2416 
Water pumps 
ITEMS 
Water pumps 
(continued) 
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Contact first 
1 
1-6, myself, possibly avail. empl. 
2-3 
2 
1-myself 
Operations Staff- Number assigned according to event 
Depends on business needs at the time. 
Yes 
4 
Possibly 
One-myself 
10 
3 
As required 
Workforce- laborers, equipment operators, truck drivers 
Up to 6 - Depending upon what request is for 
Two 
Yes - but unsure 
1 
4 volunteers 
Many 
3-5 3-350 gal. a min. 5- 450 gal 
1-10" Diesel 
DESCRIPTION 
4 - Gasoline 2-21/2" and 2-3" 
Several-6'' down to 1 &1/2"-Diesel, Gas, Electric 
own wells and storage 
Many 
I water pump 
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Maro Display, Inc. 294-5551 
Natelli Systems 294-4811 
N.K. Shell Food Market 267-0057 
Print World 885-6262 
Quaker Lane Tool 295-5472 
Sign-a-Rama 886-5000 
RI Economic Development Corp. 295-0044 
Sod co 294-3100 
South County Hospital 782-8000 x 1447 
Specialty Diving Services, The 295-5256 
Sstar of Rhode Island 294-6160 
Tente Physical Therapy 294;-0455 
US Postal Service 884-3760 
Washington Trust Co. 295-4700 
Anvil International 886-3030 
D'Ambra Construction Co., Inc. 737-1300 ,265-4632 
Howes Lubricator Products 294-5500 
Torgen & Callaghan, Esqs. 885-1200 
Wickford Insurance 294-3304 
Richard 8. Carpenter 294-3327 
Wilson's of Wickford 294-9514 
The Lightship Group 295-2416 
North Atlantic Marine Salvage 294-9661 
Senesco 295-0373 
COMPANY NAME TELEPHONE# 
RI Economic Development Corp. 295-0044 
Specialty Diving Services, The 295-5256 
Sstar of Rhode Island 294-6160 
The Lightship Group 295-2416 
Wilson's of Wickford 294-9514 
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Misc. 36 ft. lobster boat Barr Lobster 295-5959 
Subaru-Outback (all wheel drive Key Accounts 295-0808 
12' Amesbury Runabout-8 hp David R. Meegan, Esq. 294-1100 
4x4 Vehicle LJM Packaging Co., Inc. 295-2660 
4x4 Vehicles Maro Display 294-5551 
4x4 Vehicle Natelli Systems 294-4811 
4x4 Vehicle North Atlantic Marine Salvage 294-9661 
1-12' Refrigerated Box Champlin's of Wickford 295-4600 
General Merchandise Ocean State Jobbers 295-2672 
I Power Washer - gas Print World 885-6262 
1-9 passenger Van Senesco 295-0373 
Subaru-Outback (all wheel drive 
Boats, chainsaws, air compressors, etc. Specialty Diving Services, The 295-5256 
Pressure Washer & Water Recyl. Equipment Hyland Equipment Co., Inc. 295-9700 
Graders, dozers, air compressors D'Ambra Construction Co., Inc. 737-1300,265-4632 
Trenching - hydraulic jacks, misc. steel trench shields D'Ambra Construction Co., Inc. 737-1300,265-4632 
1 Terea 30 ton crane - misc. steel plates D'Ambra Construction Co., Inc. 737-1300,265-4632 
As needed-fuel additives, penetrating oil Howes Lubricator Products 294-5500 
Legal Services Torgen & Callaghan, Esqs. 885-1200 
Welding Ocean State Testing, Inc. 294-2258 
1 Toray owned gymnasium, could be used as temp. shelter Toray Plastics(America) Inc. 294-1550 Ext. 4416 
2 Mobile wastewater storage tanks (Frac Tanks)21000 gal. each Toray Plastics(America) Inc. 294-1550-Ext. 4416 
3 up to 5 available Toray Plastics(America) Inc. 294-1550-Ext. 4416 
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APPENDIX E: Documentation of the Planning 
Process 
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Local Hazard Mitigation Committee Membership 
Richard Kerbel 
Rebecca Pellerin 
John H. Lees 
Phil Bergeron 
David Murray 
Steven D. Fage 
Edward Charbonneau 
Don Barrington 
Steven St. Onge 
Mark Knapp 
James Freas 
Karla Driscoll 
Robert Whitaker 
Donald Colley 
Richard Welch 
Jennifer Fairbank 
Martin Mendelson 
Marcus Jannitto 
Town Manager 
Principal Planner 
Building Official 
Director of Public Works 
Chief, Fire Department 
Chief, Police Department 
Captain, Police Department 
Patrol Officer, Police Department 
Sergeant, Police Department 
Harbor Master 
Intern - Planning Dept. 
NK Chamber of Commerce 
RIEDC Safety Officer 
NK resident 
NK Chamber of Commerce 
South County Nursing Center 
Amateur Radio 
143 Airlift Wing, RIANG 
112 
294-3331, Extension 200 
294-3331, Extension 311 
294-3331, Extension 300 
294-3331, Extension 21 O 
294-3346, Extension 200 
294-3316, Extension 201 
294-3316 
294-3316 
294-3316 
294-3316, Extension 255 
294-3331, Extension 312 
294-5566 
295-0044, Extension 142 
294-7969 
294-5566 
294-4545 
294-5585 
886-1288 
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Hazard Mitigation Meeting Schedule 
Date T~e Location 
18-Jan-02 Committee Town Hall 
-------------------- ----------------- ----- ---------------------- ---------------------------
18-Mar-02 Committee Town Hall 
-------------------- ----------------- --------------------------- ---------------------------
J_~~APf ~_Q?_ Committee Town Hall 
-------------------------- -- ---------------- ---------------------------
9-May-02 WI Red Cross NKPD 
----------- ------ -- ------------------- -------- -- --------------- ---------------------------
14-May-02 Committee Town Hall 
--- ---- ----- -------
---------------------------- ----------------
---------------------------
18-Jun-02 Committee Town Hall 
-------- --- --- -- -- -- ------------------- ------ ------------------- ------------- --------- -----
16-Jul-02 Committee Town Hall 
---- -- -------------- -------------------------- ------------------ --------------------- ------
13-Aug-02 Committee Town Hall 
------------ -- ----- --------------------- ----------------------- ---------------------------
19-Aug-02 T~~~--g-~~-~~~1 __ W~r~-~~~P Town Hall 
------------ -------
---------------------------
29-Jul-04 Committee Town Hall 
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Local Hazard Mitigation Committee 
Member Attendancsl ~ ~ 
~ 
ommittee Member I 11~002 I 31d2002 I 4/'~00215/1~200216/~00217/1~002 
ennifer Fairbank 
·---------. ----r----~--------c i#-------rJ/------r ~----J---~ oseph Nme~da_______ _____________ __________ ________ _ _______ --------+--
·---+--- ----------------
Karla Driscoll 
--------------+---------------t-------------------+-------------+-------1-------------r- ·----------~--------
Robert Whitaker 
Martin-Mendelsoo---r----gr----r---------1------ ~- r·-----r ~ 
_____ _L ________ --iT __ ii____ ~-- ___ d ___ _ 
Don Colley 
Dr. Jim Glover 
1-- ---
Mark Shovlin 
H~-- 1 --~ ---· r-=q T ~ ~- ~ --~™ --------+---~-- ·---!-------
Marcus Jannitto 
Dick Welch 
--~ ---4-------4--------+- -i 
:~:f~:~dMurray +-_ -~ -i-~ --=- ___ 3--sr_I ~ I -~---I rl ~ 
M~i~~~t~~~~~=~~----- -------- --- ~ - ---~--- --~--- -il---r--=r I ~--~------
Richard Kerbe-1 --- ------ -------- ---------~- ~- ... ~ ' ~ --j 
~--r---~=---
---------+-_,......--4 
Phil Bergeron ~-- -- -- ___ ii_____ -~ ~ark Knapp __ ____ -iT_~= -~ -=-==- -- ~-
Ed Charbonneau 
--------------
___ .. _________ _ 
?teve St. Onge 
Rebecca Pellerin 
-!-- +-------1------r-------+---------t- -~------
ames Freas 
-------------------------~-------------- ------- -- -+------
Bonnie Dixon 
1--- ----t-- -- -------+-------------------~---------- ---
Don Barrinaton 
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11 /ot : 
Firsr l/a;,ard .\/ee1i11g 
Th ..: lianber i;; cstal.> lishm!( an ·· in house·· 
cot• mi11l!e ·o -.: reaie ;o rcsl11ir::e li~t fo; tile Tuwn t•'.. 
North K1ngstuwn t usi: u1 1licir ha z.a rd mit igation 
planni11g Th 1:r~t mci;t ing "ill be on .\tonday. 
Jan 1an 7•h. -l-5 ·Jm al tne t:ham er office !f yti·.1 
arc 111t~ rc5t"d in par11c1pating, please ct us kmm 
T'1e f c11.\11 nt ' onh J.Cngsccwn is 
cs1ahlis ing a tu wn ·• ide llazard .\·liugation 
Committee T c Town welcomes business 
participation in ti11 ' proce;:;s and i;; chedul ing rhe 
first meet ing t01 Jan11ary 2002 ff yo are 
inll'te ed in µa11 1 :-: i p~ 1in1:\ al is lc\'cl - call chc 
cham er or Rcbl:'.t.:l·~1 l'<: ll erin ;;1 the I' anning 
Dept. -294 -1 ~,3 I In recem co 1L1nic.a1ior \•llh 
the own n lager he has des<.:1 iUl'll 1lie chamber ' s 
role " Th~1 e 11 '1 ) i c cha 1br1 111<.':mhers wh nm 
best sci--.. c a:; 1 c:SUlll ce people . . . wlu:n he Town 
is preµa1ed to move on the implementation of tht· 
s1rateg~' plan o; di a ter re.adincs_ , we anticipate 
addition;il involvement o chamber 111e1 hers " 
The ·· · are m1ponanc first step rn crea ing a 
hazard mi1i..'.a1io11 pl\ln for the Town of North 
Kingsto\l.n Thi 1) an important pro ·~s for you. 
your business yo ir employee Md your 
cus1 crs We an11cirate a few mcl:L 1 11g~ O\'er the 
next several months and wou l welcome your 
inpu1 (or a representative from '.'Our ompan ) 
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The.Town of 
-~. -~North Kingstown 
·- 1;(nvites the public to participate 
. ·.:}··-<· '. fff'fh~~reation· of the 
· :~-.. ..--:y N~fth Kingstown 
Hazard Mitigation Plan .. 
A workshop i~ scheduled in· the 
~febIU: i$pp:Jig GommunitY .Cent~r 
... , '" _,, 30 Beach Street 
~~·~· :~· ·~: ~ -~~ . . . 
··.· .·· -. .. iRJm~.J.:00 PM-9:00 PM 
: ~i 1::t· ~~:~ -~ii ~~:tmber 19; 2002 l°t'" .· . . . . \ 
The g~-o(ttiffi· ~azar~ .ajtjga~?n pl~ 
is t9 'identify areas at ~kfr(i1p ·-Q:aiural 
hazards and develop poli~f~fariJi · 
·action$ that could be1 ~@ii.·:t.O ~uce ::._ . 
the impacts of natural·fl~~~ the~ : 
residen~~~ prope¢es, .~~1~~~~~ . 
re~out'ces of.N:orth Ki_ngstoW.:.; . . 
C~pi_~ pf~~ Qraft Hazard Mi~gapon~ . 
Piao ate avfillable.in the Nortli I : • ~ 
kitig~.to~ 'fl~ng Departnient · · ; · 
.. located at· l', ·~ ~ · ~ 
:- • .:-:-: ·1 .. ;£ ~: ... . ., : ·~- ·..:~-~ :... ~ h 
: .. :.--..: · r.~: -_ - -~~- . .., . ~treet . . . ~ ~.. . . / 
_ . North. ~~tq~~ .. < .. · '.'; ~:-~~ , 
. . Rbp~e Islanq.~ -.~~::~:' •: ·- -~ ._:u :.f 
,, <:· ~ -d~ri9~_s .ha~e qtiestlciris ~abQ~f !b~~-~ -pbm or,Ule. wo~--pt~~~ ~Lm .~ 
-·.tcfcontact-the Pl!:lnn·1J1g Denartm~r~. · ~· ~ • J.,, 4, .. .. "'' • ~, ~.-.: .. ~"'r' ;.,..:1::1 . , .•• ··~ -• 
·.. ;-~!~ ~t;+.!· _ ·'· l~3 t~ ;e~~ 3 -~o ._ : .:-· l \:. ~i· :;~ 
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Tie Tov·m of t\Jorth Kingstovm invites the pu )lie to 
participate in t 1e creation of the 
No1th Kingstown Hazard Mitigation Plan. 
A vvorkshop is scheduled in the 
Cold Sp ing Cornr 1 nity Center 
30 Beac 1 Street 
from 7:00 pn - 9:00 pm o 
September 19, 2002. 
The goal of this hazard n itigation plan is to identify 
areas at risk fro 1 natural hazards and develo) 
policies and actions that coLtld be taken to reduce the 
impacts of natural hazards o the residents, 
p ope ties, and natural esources of Noiih Kingstown. 
Co ies oft 1e D aft Haza d Mitigatio Plan are 
available i the North Kingstown Planning Depa11 1ent 
located at 55 Bro'Nn Street North Kingstown, Rhode 
Island. If individuals have questions about the plan or 
the \.vorksho :i , please feel free to contact t e Planning 
Department Staff at 294-3331 , Ext. 310 or 311. 
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ro·t.'N Of-~ N 0 RT H KINGSTOWN. RHODE ISLAND ·- -
NOR'lllKl~ 
c:.V (;' :..;.::: I (:tJ I f·CC. II(;.,\~ 
tK~-.HTH f .'.;-,s 1 .:.\·~·N R ' :~ . -·u :: :! .:... .~• .. 12 
r-ii')f J[ 1-1., . I ::::;1.: -'-!_.;j' 
To: Stephen Lysik. South Kingstown Pia ning Director 
Clarkson Colins. Narragan.selt Community Development Direc1or 
Lee Whita-<er, East Greenwich Planning Director 
Mark Carruolo, Warwick Planning Director 
David Schwe1d, Exeter Town Planner 
Lisa Bryer, Jamestown Planning Director 
From: Marilyn F. Cohen . Director of Planning 
Date. October 4, 2002 
Re: North Kingstown Hazard Mitiga• on Plan 
cc: Richard Kerbel, Town Manager 
Enclosed is a draf of the North Kings own Hazard Mitigation Plan tor your review and 
comment. The plan has been written in conjunction wilh a Local Hazard Mitigation 
Committee (LHMC) tormecl of town staff and community members. The puf'p<>se of the 
hazard mitigation plan is to reduce the town·s vulnerability to the effec ts of natural 
disasters. 
The plan can be divided lnlo two parts. the first being an assessment of the town's risk 
of, and vulnerability to, a variety of different natural hazards and the second being a 
detailed set of actions in response to those risks and vulnerabirities. At the center of the 
plan is the risk assessment matrix, which takes the specific vulnerabilllies Identified for 
the town and connects them to actions tha.t will be completed to reduce, and even 
eliminate, those vulnerabilities. 
The Town has submitted the plan to the Rhode Island Emergency Management Agency 
(RIEMA); the RIEMA wlll then forward the plan to the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA). Once FEMA comments on the plan and the Town incorporates these 
changes, the Planning Commission and the Town Council will both hold a public hearing 
to incorporate it as an amendment to the North Kingstown Comprehensive Plan as 
required by FEMA. You will have an opportunity to review the plan at that time as well . 
If you should have any quesliQflS or comments about the plan or the planning process, 
please feel free to contact me or Rebecca J . Pellerin, Principal Planner at Extension 310 
or311. 
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